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"Our three new Digital Film
Consoles (DFCs) represent

the first big leap forward in
mixing technology since the
early analogue days.

"The DFCs provide the first
all- digital, completely

automated platform for

feature film mixing. You can
handle more tracks than
ever before, and there

is a

marked improvement in
sound quality by staying in

the digital domain.

"The

DFCs

equalisation and

signal processing are far

beyond what any other
console offers today,"
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Grey scale
\egas and Amsterdam when a
fester of l.)A\\ -oriented manufacturers used the trade shows in question to announce
network -oriented news. This varied from yet more examples of manufacturers saying they intend to network. stipulations of now being even closer to the intended
goal than they were a year ago when they first said they intended to network. and
assurances that they were very nearly there now. There are also networks that exist
and work. but what has been proven time and again is that networking DAWs is
breaking hearts. And its hard.
The situation is complicated by a number of factors-the desire in manufacturers
to go the right route. the desire of manufacturers to do the right thing. and the expectation of the end- users. The manufacturers' viewpoint is fairly easy to comprehend.
Tough to do. and even tougher to do properly with an eye for what is best for the
user. the next generation of sales. the continued loyalty to existing product and the
well -being of the manufacturer could all be said to depend on the precise nature of
the networking they develop.
For the user the concept is less precise. The word 'networking' is like the colour
grey and illicits largely similar responses if you ask someone to describe it. All interpretations are roughly relevant. hut the varied nature of the responses is what endures.
Most audio people's experience of networks has probably been confined to office
environments, environments in which the system is set up and left for you. you are
told what you can and cannot do. and you work within the rules.
The majority of users of stand -alone DAW users in post will not he acquainted with
system wide 'rules'. and I would suggest that the majority of facilities, even if they've
put their names clown for the net option. will not have given any detailed thought to
how they would organise themselves. the work-flow and staff over a network, and
what operational impact and limitation it would impose upon their trade.
If they had then they might have given thought to the type of network they might
want. and this might not be the type that the manuí; cturer who made their I)A\\, is
planning for them. Ask some more questions. Zenon Schoepe, executive editor
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SOMEBODY ONCE QUOTED the apparent inability of some women to program
video recorders as the contemporary arbiter of the difference between the sexes. Yet
somehow the prospect of a man sitting down with a beer to watch a recorded sports
broadcast from the other hemisphere only to find he's caught a 'nite -time' talk show

on the unsettling subject of Impotence, and an investigation into the causes of crop
circles, must also happen.
Certainly. some men use the obfuscation of video recorders to intimidate women.
but conceal that fact that they regularly fail the same test of technical prowess them selves. So why haven't we mastered the video timer? What can be so difficult alxwt
setting a T\' channel and clock that it eludes us so consistently? The fact is that society is a technologically complex entity and as such it is difficult to keep the public at
large consistently educated in the workings of its amenities.
The point was brought home to me recently when I was on my way to take a look
behind the scenes of the recording and broadcast setup backstage at the UK's showsetup that had also piqued the curiosity of
case opera operation. Glyndehourne
one of the British national newspapers. the Mail on Sunday. The MuS interest was
in the collision of high art and technology. or tradition and progress, if you prefer.
The technical journalist in whose company found myself claimed a background in
the technical press, but had no understanding of matrixed surround sound. let alone
digital technology. How many hits are on a CD? Pro Logic. is that a manufacturer?
And so on.
Let's just make clear that this lack of information was openly declared -there was
no (typically masculine) temptation to bull through the situation. Rather, it seemed
odd that a national newspaper should tender someone so unfamiliar not only with
the professional audio and video technology. hut also with consumer technology
already found in many homes.
So I am left to ponder: how does the popular press intend to inform its better
informed readers? And how can we hope to see the likes of DVD. digital radio and
digital TV accepted by a general public served by such a press?
Tim Goodyer, editor
Oh, and yes. the .IIoS journalist was a woman.
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Tokyo's Nippon Sogo
Seisaku has clubbed its 1 -inch.
2-track analogue recorder the
Monster Machine'. Its arrival coinciding neatly with the resurgence
of interest in Japan's Godzilla.
NSS' custom Studer was built by
American JRF Magnetics and will
he available for hire alongside
NSS' other speciality- high -performance digital equipment.
Already blooded in the recording
of a forthcoming release from
Japanese
drummer Syuichi
Murakami on which the multitrack machine was a 33-18. the
Monster Machine prompted NSS
president \lasamichi Ohashi to
comment. .1t illustrates analogue's
Japan:

continuing ability to compete in
an increasingly digitised industry.
We started doing mixes with it at
JVC Studios in \Ia\ and the engineers were astonished. They
thought such quality simply
couldn't exist even though they
have used the newest 192kHz.
24 -bit systems'. Ile also commented. 'I've felt that the -inch
standard didn't fully demonstrate
the potential of analogue but what
we have heard from the Monster
machine is truly unbelievable. On
the test bench. the \lachine delivered 231 íz- 25k11
frequency
response. 'ruler flat' between
2501 Iz ;ukl 123017 with a -tkhl
'

.

S-\

ratio. www.jrfmagnetics.com

UK:While Sam Neill's image graced the preview screens in Abbey
Road's Studio I recently, the LSO worked on Trevor Jones Score to
Mysterious Passions' production of Merlin. Directed by Steve Barron and also starring Helena Bonham Carter, Miranda Richardson
and Rutger Hauer, the recording used the facility's 64- channel Neve
VRP and 48 -track digital -Tascam DA -88 recorders in the care ofengineer Simon Rhodes.Abbey Road Studios, UK. Tel: +44 171 266 7000.
US: The recent refurbishment of
Superdupe's No.1 Suite has seen it
upgraded to a 5.1- capable digital room.
Designed by the Walters Storyk Group,
the new look for the New York -based
facility is centred on a 160- channel,
48 -fader Soundtracs DPC -I1 and an
active Spendor surround system.Com
pletion of the refurbishment has signalled orders for two further DPC -lls
for Superdupe's sister Lower East Side.
Soundtracs & SpendorAudio Systems,

US: San Francisco's Music Annex music recording and post facility
has been celebrating its 25th anniversary,as can be seen from the gathering around the Neve 8108 console in Studio C. Founded by David
Porter in a San Jose garage, the facility is still under Porter's presidentship -any drink in the Flying Faders system is,therefore,his respon-

U K.Tel: +44

sibility.The Music Annex.Tel:+ I 650 328 8338.

UK: Hosted by Emtec \lagnetics

181

and London
mastering -duplication facility Chop Em Out,
a recent Archiving and Remastering forum
saw a panel of speakers address a selection
of studio and record company personnel on
topics including technical considerations and
project case studies. Opened by Simon Hey worth who was involved in both the original
recording and remastering of Mike Oldfield's
Tubular Bells. the session continued with a
personal account of ripe ageing problems

388 5000.

from BMG's Andy Griffin who is currently cat-

aloguing and rearchiving the company's
-0.000 tapes. Charged with building and
archiving the Elvis Presley catalogue. Castles
Roger Semon offered a mixture of education
and anecdote on the recordings themselves,
and what has been done to them in the name
of restoration. While Emtec's Matthias Bechly
offered an insight into the tape manufacturers' challenge. Mixing recording spanning
several decades with footage of Elton John

to match. Henn' Scott -Irving offered a unique
insight into the problems and opportunities
offered by a useful archive before Sony's
David Walstra made a hid for the future with
an account of the Sony-Philips Direct Stream
Digital system. The technical depth of the session was limited by the inclusion of record
companies. but offered insights into the considerations of archiving, and the attitude of
some of those involved.
Tim Goodyer
UK:Reopening after a major refit.

Finland: Loudspeaker manufacturer Genelec had the marquee out on the lawn recently to
celebrate 20 years of business. The company, which has been responsible for establishing the
concept of active monitoring in the professional environment, has also completed a substantial
expansion of its manufacturing facility in the north of the country. Genelec.Tel: +358 17 813311

6

Scotland's Castlesound studio
now boasts a newly refurbished
Neve 51-series console complete
with Optifile automation, Studer
24 -track analogue and 32 tracks
of Tascam digital recording, and
an 8-track Spectral hard-disk system. Founded by producer
Calum Malcolm in 1978 and
based in Scotland, Castlesound
is characterised by an impressive
and varied client list that includes
acts such as Simple Minds, Aztec
Camera, Wet Wet Wet and the
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards.
Castlesound, UK.
Tel: +44 131 447 0991.
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Italian state broadcaster. RAl.has taken
delivery of 15 Orban Audicy workstations to make a standard in its facilities
around the country including those in
Milan. Rome and Turin.The choice of the
Audicy follows a period of consideration
and consultation involving all those concerned in the, operThon
RAI, Italy.Tel: + 39 I 810 4442.
Orban, US.Tel: +l 510 351 3500.

London recording studio activity has
seen London's newest studio, Stanley
House. open its doors with an SSL
SL90001- series console. restaurant. bar
and roof garden. The studio has been
set up by Andy Morris and occupies a

Victorian warehouse near Shepherd's
Bush. Olympic Studios, meanwhile, is
preparing to install an SL4080 G+ SE
console in its newly refurbished Studio 3.The announcement accompanies
a move towards providing a new studio. Studio 4. to house the displaced
SL4064.Abbey Road has adopted two
Genex GX8000 MO recorders as a
floating digital recording resource.The
studio sees the machines as a practical
alternative to DASH and Hi -8
machines, capable of combining portability and high- resolution recording.
(-TS Studio loins the ct of TL Audio's
,

eo valve

c

1

has

,sole.
The move brings the facility in line with
a number of key facilities in Beijing and
has already been used on a television
production entitled Linlin Mumu Sensen
as well as a musical variety show. Meld,
:_emu

181

16 902s and 12 602s together with
matching d &b P 200 amplifiers. The
company has also taken 25 Lab Gruppen 1200C 4- channel amps. Elsewhere
in the UK, CVA has purchased 48 Nexo
PS-I5 compact loudspeat
Orbital,UK.Tel: +44 171 978 7828.

essor.

1

735 0280.

Tel: +44 181 748 7961.
Abbey Road, UK.
Tel: +44 171 266 7000.

CVA, UK.Tel: +44 1932 341400.
has
LA -based Ruthless Re
installed a pair of Westlake Audio

SSL, UK.Tel: 1865 842300.
HHB, UK.Tel: +44 181 962 5000.

.

TLAudio, UK.

Worldwide: The recent

PALA

show presented the platform for
Turhosound'sre- establishment as
an independent company away
from prior parent Harman Audio.
In the US, the announcement has
been made of the merger of Emu Systems with Ensoniq Corp
to form Emu -Ensoniq who will
'continue to offer audio and music
products with different features
and prices under separate brand

Studio Sound August
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product launches.The finalising
of HHB's arrangement with
Sennheiser Electronic Asia, for
example, saw the British -based
manufacturer-distributor secure its presence in no less than
14 Asia -Pacific territories; the
Victor Company of Japan (JVC)
thought PALA a suitable opportunity to champion its XRCD

(extended resolution CD) system against Sony's SBM without
any
opposition; East -West
Communications unveiled its
go- events.com website; while
BSS andWembley Loudspeaker
premiered their FCS -966 constant Q graphic and close -field
monitor respectively. It may
have been down -sized,but there
was enough going on.
The 1999 PALA exhibition
will take place between 8th and
10th of July, and will see its
venue move from the World
Trade Centre to the Singapore
International Convention and
Exhibition Centre.Significantly,
it will mark the last annual
PALA for the time being, as the
exhibition is to become biennial
in the face of the economic situation. Whether this is a wise
strategy remains to be seen.
Tim Goodyer
names'. At the same time, in the
northern reaches of the UK hands

were being shaken over the
merger of the digital division of
Scottish music retailer Sound Control with KGM Studio Specialists

KGM Sound Control. The
merger brings together the most
as

prominent equipment distributors outside of London. KGM
Sound Control, UK. Tel: +441924
371766.

or -

fire: London -based Orbital has pur.rsed some 61 d&b E3 loudspeakers.

Olympic, UK.

Singapore: The recent Pro
Audio and Light Asia exhibition
marked the 10th anniversary of
an event which has grown consistently in size and in the awareness of the Western faction of
the pro -audio industry. Setting
out as an exclusively Eastern
increasingly
event, PALA
tempted European and American exhibitors who came either
to seek distributors for South East Asia or to support their
established distributors,or a little of both. This year, however,
the dramatic downturn in the
regions economy was evident in
terms of exhibitors (down by
some 25% by number to 17% by
floor space) and visitors (down
25% to 6,108 with some 34%
coming from 22 overseas counabsences
Notable
tries).
extended from the support previously lent by the likes of Focus rite to its distributor Team 108
and previous years' independent showings from such as
Spirit. ARX and the Australian
Monitor Company, meanwhile,
continued to wave the flag for
Oz, while Fairlight continued
not to. The show continued
regardless and still provided
opportunities for business and

t

Euphonix,S.Tel: +I 818 766 1666.

Stanley House, UK.
Tel: +44

:

BB -10SWP loudspeakers in its demo
control room.The scale of the monitoring system reflects Ruthless' specialisa-

Tel: +44 1462 490600.
gas installed a
Istanbul's Srnet'
Neve Logic 3 and 24 -output AudioFile Spectra in its Studio I.
Already up and running. the newly equipped stud , has seen use in posting
-MW and Pirelli.
commercials

16- faderAMS

AMS Neve, UK.
Tel: +441282 45701 I.
',Jew York's Bearsville studios has
,;alled an SSL 4064 G+ console with
lotal Recall to coincide with the facility's
10th birthday.The new installation has
already been field tested by Bob Clear mountain and Stephen Hague on a Pretenders session. Out on the streets of
New York. Randy Ezrattÿ s Capricomequipped L7 mobile has seen the installation of Spendor SA500 3 -way monitors
to assist it on itstourofmajorlise recording and broadcast projects. NYC's Sony
Music Studios has invested in a pair of

tion in rap and R&B artists. Memphis'
Woodshed studio has commissioned its
40- channel Otan Status console while
Bobby Croft's The Grey Area studio in
Orlando has purchased a Martech MSS 10 mic preamp for use with its Augan
24 -track digitalworkstation
Ruthless, US.TeI: + I 213 782 888.
Westlake, US.TeI;+I 805 499 3836.
BBC Belfast has ordered a 6-channel
Calrec X -senes on -air desk for installation in its Radio Studio 2.The digital console will be used for broadcasting hourly
1

news bulletins on Radio Ulster. Elsewhere
in Belfast, Production House has purchased 6 XTA GQ600 dual -3l -band
graphic EQs.and an XTA DP266 speaker
management system to complement its
new L'Acoustic ARCS sn. <e system.
BBC BeIbst,UKTet+44 232 338000.
Calrec, UK.Tel: +44 1422 842159.
1

Bearsville Studios, US.

Production House, UK.

Tel: +1 914 679 8900.
Effanel, US.Tel: +1 212 807 1100.

Tel: +44 1232 673786.

Sascom Marketing, US.
Tel: +1 905 469 8080.
MartinSound, US.
Tel:+l 203 466 1104.

Tel: +44 1299 879977.
New York post house Jonathan
Helfand Music & Post is a new 3 -room
facility set up by established NY engineer

XTA Electronics, UK.

Kuala Lumpur's KLCC building project
has involved Abbey Road as design consultants in the building of the control
room of a prestigious new concert hall,

Dewan Filharmonik Petronas.The hall is
part of the PetronasTwinTowers where
it forms a low-level bridge between the
two halves of the tallest building in the
world. The project. which is optimised
for classical use, was overseen by Abbey
Road's Neil Aldridge, is built around an
SA&V SADIE 24 -96 and has considerable ability to link with OB vehicles.The
hall will be home to the newly formed
Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra.
Los Angeles' Novastar Digital Sound
Services has installed a 128 -input Otan
Advanta digital console as the centre of
its 2-year renovation of Mix Stage A.The
2 -man desk sits in aTHX -certified. surround capable room designed by
George Augspurger where it will support Novastar's rosta off V and film post
production services.
Novastar, US.Te1:213 467 5021.
Otarf, US.TeI: +I 650 341 5900.
-

Jonanthan Helfand. Having been early on
the Fairlight MFX platform, Helfand's

commitment to the MFX3 in the two
completed rooms with an MFX2 scheduled for the third comes as no surprise.
Already in the can are a short film. and
a number of promotional spots for cable
and radio programmes. One of the
MFX3 rooms :'so doubles as a music
recording rc
Fairlight, US.TeI: + I 212 481 3456.

-.

ct
:n uht
>CCr: the ,uch petiv' u'
to become The Steelworks. Under the
control of the Eliot KennedyTim Lever,
Mike Percy songwriting- production
team, the 3 -room facility now houses
two identical studios containing 32 -chan1

i

nel Soundcraft Ghosts consoles. Alesis
ADATs and Logic Audio software. The
third studio, fed by the other two.houses
,10 c - :nnn' !r-'ek Mozart console.
The Steelworks, UK.
.1

Tel: +44 1742 754644.

Soundcraft, UK.
Tel: +44 1707 665000.
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Fax: +91

I

1

463 3506.

Email: exhibind @nda.vsnl.net.in

Net: www.exhibitionsindia.com

Tele -, Kino -, Radio

AES Lecture:
Design of a 3 -way

Loudspeaker system

for Cinema Sound
Martin Audio.
The Conference Room, Baden

9-

Exhib.tion Centre. Sokolnik,
Moscow. Russia.
Contact: Ekaterina Zotova
Email: main@admt.ru

Cable &

Broadcast India 98

World Trade Centre,

Kensington. London, SW7, UK.
Contact: AES.
Tel: +44 1628 663725.
Fax: +44 1628 667002.
Email: aesuk@aol.com

Mumbai(Bombay). India.
Contact: Kavita Meer, Saicom
Trade Fairs & Exhibitions.
Tel: + 91 22 2 5 1396.
Fax: +91 22 215 1269.
Email: saicom@bom2.vsnl.net.in

Net: www.aes.org

International Head Office

Technologies

27 -31

Powell House. South

I

I

Sindalsvej 34, 8240 Risskov, Denmark

Satellite Asia 98
Convention & Exhibition
Centre. Level 4. Suntec City.
Singapore.
Contact: Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +65 434 3675.
Fax: +65 334 41 19.
Email:
chuilan.chia @reedexpo.com.sg

13

PLASA 1998

-5

4

23rd Sound

II -15

(SBES)

IBC 1998

National Exhibition
Centre, Birmingham, UK.
Tel: +44 1491 838575.
Fax: +44 1491 832575.
Email: dmcv@pointproms.co.uk
Net: www.i- way.co.uk/ -dmcv!

RAI Exhibition and conference

centre. Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
Tel: +44 171 240 3839.
Fax: +44 171 240 3724.
Email: show@ibc.org.uk
Net: www.ibc.org.uk/ibc/
16

19.

sbes.htm

4-8

News World 98

Iq

Duplitech 98
Duplication and
Replication Equipment
&Technology for
Magnetic and
Optical Media
Beijing Irate- n ,:
Conference Centre. Beijing. China.
Contact: China Exhibitions
Tel: +44 171 546 8775.
Fax: +44 171 546 8570.
Email: info@chinex.com
19 -21
2nd Cinec 98
2nd Internationmal

Trade Fair for Motion
Picture Technology and
Postproduction
ncnen.

Broadcasting
Equipment Show
'.

(e,,n.in,

Contact: MesseMünchen Gmbh
Tel: +89 9 49 01.
Fax: +89 9 49 09
Email: info@messemuenchen.de

Net: www.cinec.de

26-29

105th AES Convention
Moscone Convention Centre.
San Francisco, California, US.
Tel: + 415 558 0200.
Fax: + 415 558 0144.
Email: 05th- chairman@aes.org
Net: www.aes.org

Fira Palace Hotel,
Barcelona, Spain.

Contact: News World Ltd
Tel: +44 171 491 0880.
Fax: +44 171 491 0990.
Net: www.newsworld.co.uk

10
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21st Montruex
International Television
Symposium and
Technical Exhibition
Montruex. Switzerland.
Contact: Ms Patricia Savioz.
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20.
Fax: +41 21 963 88 5
Email: message@symposia.ch
1

.

Net:wwwmontreux.ch

SATIS 98
Paris- Expo. -Porte de Versailles,
Paris. France.

Contact: Alexandra Tholance
Conseil.
Tel: +33
45 45 65 25.
Fax: +33
45 45 65 35.
1

1

17 -19
Digital Media World 98

Wemb:ey Exhibition and
Conference Complex,
London, UK.
Contact: Digital Media
International
Tel: +44 181 995 3632.
Email: digmedia@atlas.co.uk

20-23
20th Tonmeister
Convention
Municipal Hall. Karlsruh.
Germany.
Contact: Ernst Rothe,
Bilungswerk des VDT
Tel: +49 2204 23595.
Fax: +49 2204 21584.
Email: vdt@tonmeisterde

1

8

Events.

Tel: +44 171 370 8231.
Fax: +44 171 370 8143

-6

1

Minneapolis. Minnesota. US.
Tel: +41 22 730 5969.

Intex Srangnal. 88
Loushanguan Road.
Shanghai. China.
Contact: Marcus Bernie.
P&O

9

-II

Sth Broadcast Cable &

Satellite India 98
6th Comms India 98
Pragati Maidan. New Delhi.
India.
Contact: Mr Bhavuk Kaul,
Exhibitions India
Tel: +91
463 8680.
I

1

8 -10
I I

Fax:( +45) 86 21 75 98
E

-mail: info @tcelectronic.com

http: / /www.tcelectronic.com

GERMANY: TC Electronic GmbH, 5310 8399
U.S.A.: TC Electronic Inc., (805) 373 1828
ASIA: TC Electronic Asia, ( +813) 5456 4071

ARGENTINA: 774 7222
AUSTRALIA: 2 9975 1211
AUSTRIA: 601 17
BELGIUM: 128 1458
BRAZIL: 11604 8339
BULGARIA: 52 600 172
CANADA: (805) 373 1828
CHILE: 2 2312356
CHINA: 02 191 3660
1

/symposia
3

1

October 12
-November 6
ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference

15

PLASA Light and
Sound Shanghai

Earls Court I. London, UK.
Tel: +44 171 370 8229.

Phone:( +45) 86 21 75 99

Singapore International

Net: www.saicom.com/broadcastindia

6 -9

t.c. electronic

th PALA 99

Singapore International
Convention and Exhibition
Centre(SICEC),
Contact: Ann Tan,
IIR Exhibitons.
Tel: +65 227 0688.
Fax: +65 227 0913.
Email: ann @iirx.com.sg

1

1

CYPRUS: 5 36 7985
CZECH REPUBLIC: 455 622 591/6
ESTONIA: 6418 006

FINLAND:

5123 530

FRANCE:
GREECE:

4863 2211

1

8837 629/30

1

HOLLAND: 302 414 500
HONG KONG: 02 191 3660
HUNGARY: 22 328 990
ICELAND: 588 5010
INDIA: 22 633 5450
INDONESIA: 21 829 2202
ISRAEL:

562 2361

3

ITALY: 51 766 648
JAPAN: (03) 5456 -4071
LATVIA: 2 296828
LITHUANIA: 722 3288
LEBANON: 581 188
MALTA: 554195
NEW ZEALAND: 09 279 7206
NORWAY: 22 710 710
PHILIPPINES: 819 1243
POLAND: 58 5104 70
PORTUGAL: 4754 348
1

8 -17

Telecom 99
Palexpo. Geneva, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 22 730 5969.

69
Broadcast Asia 2000,
Cablesat 2000 and
Professional Audio
Technology 2000
Suntec Centre. Singapore.
Contact: Singapore Exhibiton
Services.
Tel: +65 338 4747.
Fax: +65 339 5651.
Email: info@sesmontnet.com

Net:www.sesmontnet.com
UK contact: Overseas
Exhibtion Services.
Tel: +44 171 862 2080.
Fax: +44 862 2088.
E -mail: singex @montnet.com.

Net: www.montnet.com

1

RUSSIA: 503 956 1826
SINGAPORE: 748 9333
SLOVAKIA: 7 214 051
SOUTH AFRICA:
482 4470
SOUTH KOREA: 02 565 3565
SPAIN: 335 177 62
SWEDEN: 46 320 370
I

SWITZERLAND:

TAIWAN:
THAILAND:

1

56 450 2170
2 719 2388
2

2369

2

373 2722

51 19

940 9700

TURKEY: 212 224 3201
U.A.E: 4 626683
UK: 181 800 8288
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INSIDE

processing technology comes
UNITY, a dual engine effects plug -in card for the Yamaha
02R digital mixer. UNITY delivers the kind of high quality
effects TC Electronic is famous for - right inside the 02R.
Completely integrated. Fully automatable. The ultimate
solution for anyone who is truly serious about recording.

I

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY

EVERYTHING YOU WANT
UNITY gives you

optional 8 channel AES /EBU I/O
expansion board provides access to the 02R's
digital /O, (as you might normally do with a basic I/O
board in one of the 02R's four expansion slots). As a
result, you don't have to sacrifice your card slot or a single
input on your mixer to get these premium effects right at
your fingertips.
An

From one of the world leaders in

signal

i

N

a wide selection of the most dense,
natural sounding reverbs you can imagine... shimmering
plates, lively halls and ambient rooms, they're all there plus a lot of extras including TC's famous Chorus, Pitch
Shifting, Delays, Phaser and more.

At the core of every UNITY is a powerful 100 million instructions -per- second processor, making it possible to
run two full -blown 24 bit effects simultaneously, stereo or
surround - for the most pristine and transparent audio
processing you've ever heard.

Plug -in the ultimate reverb today. UNITY. It's at your local TC Electronic /Yamaha O2R dealer.

t.c. electronic
FAX + 45 8621 7598
PHONE + 45 8621 7599
HTTP / /WWW TCELECTRONIC COM /FIREWORX
EMAIL INFO @TCELECTRONIC COM
FAX (040) 5310 8398
TEL (040) 5310 8399
22335 HAMBURG
FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 52B
TC ELECTRONIC GMBH
TC

ELECTRONIC

A

/S. SINDALSVEJ 34. DK -8240 RISSKOV. DENMARK

Shooting waterfalls
W01.1.1) LIKE to thank you for greatly
extending the informati(ut provided with
your speaker reviews. While wouldn't
consider them 'elefìniti c by any stretch
I

I

atilt. imagination, they are a significant

iniprovenient over anything have seen
in pro -audio journals for a few years.
However. I wonder why you have
neglected to provide a full waterfall plot.
You show an impulse response. so
clearly you have a way to generate an
impulse and measure it with sufficiently
flat phase and frequency response to give
an accurate and significant titre domain
impulse plot. If this is the case. then it
should he relatively trivial in this day and
age to derive the waterfall plot from the
impulse response. And if it's not the case.
then you shouldn't be presenting the
time domain impulse response anyway.
The waterfall plot is a Very convenient
Wavy of presenting a lot of information
and goes as tau' as anything Will u)\vard
displaying on paper a representation of
hog' the speaker will sound oil such a
thing is even possible). Many of the hifi magazines have presented then( as part
of reviews h rquile a re \V Veal's, although
they haven't always been well -conducted or as accurate as they might he.
It would he a good thing to see real live
accurate data on studio monitors and on
P:\ speakers rather than the sna
and incomplete runes that manufacturers have taken to providing today.
Scott Dorsey, US
I

Keith Holland replies: Thank you for
agree that
our rep
s are perhaps not 'definitive.
as it is impossible to measure everything
and. even it \\ e could, how would we
display the results? The aims of t his series
of reviews are to measure the objective
performance of a wide range of
loudspeakers under near identical
conditions as accurately as possible and
to present the results in a way that
permits meaningful comparisons to he
drawn between them. The first two
points are really just a matter of deciding
what to measure and then proceeding
with care: the final point is the one that
is open to the most debate.
As the tests have progressed. it has
become clear that. although the method
of presentation reveals a lot of detail and
differences between the loudspeakers.
there is a fair degree of overlap between
the arious plots in ternis of what they
reveal. For example. the overall power
response does not appear to provide any
information that is not an tillable from the
directivity plots. Your suggestion that we
display waterfall plots is a Valid one. and
am confident that our measurements
are conducted to sufficient accuracy to
yield meaningful plots (the step
the eo( ur.i,,ing conunents.

I

response, acoustic centre and power
cepstra results are actually all derived
from the high resolution frequency
response measurements). propose to
generate waterfall plots for all of the
loudspeakers tested to date and see if
I

I

they reveal any interesting information
that is not readily available from the existing plots. If this proves to he successful.
xvaterfalt plots will be published in future
reviews-prohately in flare of the above
mentioned power response plots.
It is my experience that some people
consider waterfall plots to he useful
while others do not: i sit on the fence,
for now...
Keith Holland, ISVR

Answering service
RFITl TO Robert Marino's interesting
letter (Studio Sound. June 1998) claiming an alternative inventor for the telephone. While have carried out some
research on Bell. had not come across
this one pct( )re. I do, however, have
some reservations about .tar Marino's
assertions.
If they are true and documents really
existed to the knowledge of the US patent
office describing a device which would
read onto the claims of Bell's patent,
these would have constituted prior art
and Bell's patent would not have been
granted. However, Bell's patent was
granted :tttd so the US patent office must
have been satisfied with its novelty and
Bell's priority.
In the case of any invention which
proves successful, a queue invariably
forms brandishing prior patents claiming
to represent the same thing -as we have
seen recently with compact disc. Bell's
patent was certainly no exception. The
patent was filed in 1876 but the litigation
didn't end until 1887 when the Supreme
Court decided in Bell's favour.
I
am sure that anyone seeking to
undermine Bell's patent would have
searched very diligently for prior art and
if Jleucci's documents were in this category ant sore that they would have
been Ned against Bell.
John Watkinson, UK
I

I

I

I

(

Back to stereo
It is impossible to open a copy of Stu
dio Stmt or any other trade magazine

without mention of MI). Much is being
written about it, all from the perspective
of technical issues (data compression
systems et al). Ant I alone in seeing a
potential nightmare scenario for
music -only applications in what is the
actual business end of this, the end -user,
or Joe Punter as he is affectionately
known, he who eventually pays our
\vages.
Stick a pin in a map at random and
check out the stereo system in Joe's living room. Chances are you've got one
speaker on a bookshelf, one on the floor
at right angles to the other, one blown
tweeter and a 5O -5t) chance of being in
phase. All of this is before the smiley
curve in the graphic.
Now let's give Joe five speakers to play
with. the possibilities are endless. Even
if he's a good boy. how wide does he
have his left to right spread? As wide as
the 'IV for movies or eight odd feet apart

for music.
So how to mix an album for DVI)

release. Well I'd be daft to use the rear
channels for anything serious, reverbs
perhaps or the odd effect. can't rely on
even a half decent 5- speaker system to
have anything other than junk at the rear.
and certainly can't rely on placement
at all. real living rooms Vary in size and
shape almost infinitely. So let's forget
those.
Now I'm down to LCR. Well these are
not time aligned. chances are that they're
in a straight line. in other words the centre leads in time. Even if they are on the
correct circular arc there's only one point
they're true for. So. like cinema systems.
panning is out. There are 3 positions only
available: left. centre. right. Classical ntic
techniques (coincident pair ni -s) could
be adapted for 3 channels. but lack of
time alignment makes the centre channel completely unusable.
So (assuming I'm making a nonclassical record) I've only got the three LCR
positions to use. Check out the majority
of records, vocals in the centre. drums
in the centre. bass in the centre. in reality all but 1 or 2dBs of the total level is
in the centre. Now we're going to put all
of this in one speaker instead of two.
The result. Joe's system craps out quieter than it used to with regular stereo.
If compromised centre channels happen
this gets even worse. We can solve this
by using a phantom centre from left and
right of course. Hang on a minute. that's
2- channel stereo! Oh and get my panning back. and my time alignment. Hey
this is good.
Quite possibly I)\'1) will prove to be
as popular and long lived as quad. If not
we at the hot end of mixing desks need
to think about these problems seriously
if we don't want to end up with egg on
our faces. It's likely that we could make
some very expensive albums which turn
out to sound like rubbish on the majority of stems.
Andy Jackson, Freelance producerengineer, London N8, UK
I

I

I
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NY shuffle
My name is Marc Rusch and I am the engineer for CIMP records in the 11S. We make

only live, unedited, unmixed, unprocessed recordings using a single stereo
pair of ntics.
In the July 1998 issue of Studio Sound
you ran an article on page 92 by John
Watkinson called Stereo Mic Techniques. He describes a 'shuffle!' circuit
for monitoring intensity stereo feeds via
headphones. This problem has been a
source of frustration to me for some time
and I have been looking for some sort
of solution. I have heard of such things
before but have never been able to track
down a schematic for a design. If anyone can provide me with a direction that
might lead to a schematic or a product
would he grateful. BTW. I should also
mention that the high -quality of not only
the tech sections of your magazine but
the editorial section as well. is much
I

appreciated.
Marc D Rusch, Cadence Building,
Redwood, NY
August 1998 Studio Sound

New delivery channels. ncluding DVD.. satellitcable. digital TV and the intenet. are providing an

explosive increase in the number of routes available

JNDTRACK

to deliver material to an ever-mire enlightened

audience demanding complex levels of audio format.
This in turn has crea'ed

a

requirement for

powerful audio tools capab'e of generating and
controlling these signif can-ty more complex formats

.

effortlessly combining and oistnbuting the increase in
the numbers of audio

dan'els.

Manual operation is io .onger an option.
Are you ready for this?

People who work with Soundtracs DPC -Il Digital

Production Consoles are.

They re assured of 130 aitomated channels with
comprehensive digital audio processing controlled by
an intuitive worksurface.

They're also dubbirg in all current and known
future mix formats in 24 bi: anc feeling secure with
the knowledge that 'future proof 96kHz resolution and
7.1

operation is built in.
And they're saving time by opening up creative

possibilities with each new pro.ect they produce.
For a full colour prospectus or better still book

a

personal demonstraticn simnpl call Soundtracs

160 Digital

Cfewiels

Wórksurfaces from

16 to 9E

24 bit Conversion

96kHz operation
Stereo. LCRS. 5.1.7.1

#

U N DT R dC S

SoundGacs PLC Blenheim Road
Te;

i

+441101181 388 5000

Longmead Business Park Epsom

Fax i +441(01181 388 5050

Surrey KT19 9XN

UK

email sales@soundtracs co.uk web httpolwww.sandtracs co.uk

motorised faders

DAR Scalable Audio Multitrack
Meeting the expectations of film people for the uses of digital dubbers is an increasingly
exact art. Rob James revisits DAR's dubber to discover an extended concept
theoretical ntaxintunt number of tracks
isa massive 1.4)2 t. Which would require
128 machines. So tar no one has had
deep enough pockets to specify a system of these dimensions. but if you want
to get into the record books now is your
chance.
The reall'clewerstuf f .ta its here. One
machine is specified As .i SAM master
or interface unit tt ith additional slave
machines specified as s:\.\ processing
units. In addition to the proprietary' sync
connection. and conventional audio
and control, the machines are linked to
a network hub using for the sake of
interest) 100-\Ibit F :t't Ethernet. The
technology employed is irrelevant to the
user and can. in any case. he upgraded
as better things become affordable. The
point is what this'networking' otters the
user in terms of functionality. In this case
audio transfers across the net are typically lOx faster than real time. 'This is
one of the factors that enables SAM to
appear as a single machine to the operator. The SAM interface unit is provided
with a screen, ()ttIliry keyboard and
lilt )use >rtrackerhall. This is used toclisplas-:tll the tracks from all theconnected
machines .ts if they were on one piece
of tape. Transport contror. track arming
and recording can all be accomplished
using on- screen buttons in addition to
the hardw.tre buttons on the individual
machines. 1u. s,\\I ia yirwal multitrack
with high quality Teel-rock..
have nodoubt many potential music
as
users will be wondering where the hardware auto-locater hasgot to. DAR is well
aware of this requirement and are working on it.
SAM is also a well -specified workstation. All the editing tools you might
expect are provided. Not only- on the
normal 'segment'
basis, but also a
timeline that can
encompass parts
>f segments across
multiple discontiguous tracks and
also cross 'machine' boundaries.
Where an editing
tperation requires
.t stove from. say
Track I to Track 9.
the actual auclio
will he copied
across the network
to the machine
which has track 9's
tut put. This is
dune rapidly and
32 -track display of SAM with waveforms, fades,
intelligently so. if
marks, and a region outlined as editing
ANV

MANITACTIIRERwhoman-

ages to produce a successful
design For a digital dubber will
reap a rich harvest of spin -offs into the
rest of the market for l)AWs. A digital
dubber looks deceptively simple. In
reality it is nothing of the sort. As a consequence, a truly successful dubber
design provides a solid foundation for
almost any other application you can
think of.
When I reviewed I)AR's digital dub her offering. the O \IR -8. I was less than
impressed. There were a number of
problems with the machine that needed
urgent attention. notably in the area of
multiple consecutive punch -ins and
punch -outs. I ant happy to report I): \R
has been far from idle over the last few
months. One of the early purchaser:. )I
the machines was Granada facilities
who bought them to complement their
existing I)AR workstations. The experience gained through the use of the
machines in film and television dubbing
has been put to good use and the problems I encountered have been
addressed. The result is a well -designed
machine that now acquits itself well as
a dubber.
But this is far front the end of the story.
In addition to sorting out the early
teething problems DAR has taken the
basic building block of the dubber and
extended the concept in a number of
interesting ways. For a start multiple
machines can be locked together to
sample accuracy using proprietary
clocking system. This kind of accuracy
between machines is not really required
in a film situation where the previous
technology could only manage around
a quarter of a frame at best. but it is
absolutely crucial in musi, work. The

I

(
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the audio already exists on the target
machine clue to an earlier edit operation. it will not be copied again. All of
this happens with little or no user inter vention. The user's perception is that
of editing using a single. potentially
massive. multitrack machine. The timeline or 'region' editing enables a single
audio event. which may be made up of
several segments or parts of segments
across several tracks. to be treated as a
unit and copied. pasted. and so on.
many times without taking up disk
space rerecording audio.
DAR's Table function provides a separate recording and editing area to the
main 'multitrack' reel. Material. can be
recorded in Table nodeand pasted into
the reel. Once on the 'table'. material
can be auditioned and edited before
pasting hack into the reel. Slipping
tracks or segments. changing the sync
of any SAM track or tracks. can be done
from the front panels of the individual
machines or from the master.
If all of this still leaves you wanting
more. there is nun'e. In addition to the
normal 16 -hit. t r. I kHz or -i8kHz sampling rates. bit depths of 16, 20 or 2-i bits
per sample are standard and sampling
rates of up to 192kHz can be specified
if you can afford the convertors. Still
want store? Well DAR have long been
admired for the segment -based 4 -hand
EQ on their I)A\tl's. SAM can play back
material prepared on other ).\R workstations with all the EQ applied in real
time. And. of course. you can adjust it
using SAM.
'l'he number of tracks that can be
simultaneously displayed is limited only
by the resolution of the monitor. On a
modest I- -inch screen with 1.280 x
1.024 pixels around 32 tracks are comfortably viewed. would have preferred
to sec a greater contrast between the
blue segment blocks a nd the blue background. but this is purely my taste and
ill any event. easily changed if enough
people agree. 'There are two main displays. the multitrack window :t just
mentioned uses most of the screen to
display tracks with the remainder containing transport controls and a counter.
The other screen is used fì>rediting. The
waveform display conies in two
flat ours. envelope at low magnification
and sample accurate waveform when
zoomed in to allow surgical precision
editing.
DAR have been having a very busy
time since the company was acquired
from Carlton hw managing director Mike
Parker. As well as developing SAM the
whole product range has been con I

I
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yerted to a new d isk fomat. Genesis. This
is based on tIìe industry standard
Microsoft IBM .\\A\' format :mdiscompatihle with O\IFi. AAF and the putative AES 31, not to mention 13\\AV. AH
files used internally are in standard'XAV
mono format. but can he exported in
other formats. The disks are now formatted in MS-DOS O Or 3 2 hit FAT with
2Gh 8G1 partitions. By taking the radical step of adopting the computer indust'y ti arm :u used in 9 "róof PCs. DAR have
positioned themselves admirablytotake
adv :mtageofthe rapid advances in mainstream PCtechnology Fixed and renuvjhle hard drives. magneto- optical drives
and even lai it you insist ) can all he
accommodated together with Exaahyte
Data I)AT or I)LT for archiving. Each S.\ \I unit isa 3- unit -high 19 -inch
ratckno>untingorfree-standing box. The
front panel is finished in DAR's house
colour of charcoal grey. The most
prominent feature is the meter display.
Fight bright orange bar graphs with
I

I

E

:w'n

:ai

chunky
control
wheel hatsg(xxl feel
and is used in conjunction with three
associated buttons
to provide audible
reel rock or audible
speed control. The
aLt(lk)(l1tIIit\ in both

m

these modes
is
excellent. The third
key isIN )sitionwhich
enables you to
adjust the currently
displayed time code
value. :\ fourth key
in the same group
enables Gate recording. The time
code display also
conveys other in-

The expanded screen showing 8 tracks with waveforms
and names, with a region marked for editing

formation

depending on mode.
Beneath the display are seven illuminated edit keys which alloy marking of
in and out Points. IIasr. OVERLAY and
« )I'y together with
xi)) and a slnrr
key
that
gives
accesstoCut. Insert
and Clean functions. An illuminated mainsswitch.
headphone
jack
and volume pot
and a selector switch for MIX, \R\() or
selected tracks complete the front
panel controls.
On the busy rear
panel are a plot hora
of connectors. Sixteen XLRs Like care
of analogue i -O.
I

=111118111112ti

GPIO. Rl 45 networking. and a remote
front panel. GPIO can be used to control the transport functions. plus record
arming and tallies.
The gated record mode alloy's a
threshold to be set to trigger recording.
a minimum record time after a trigger
event and the mininmuni spacing
between trigger events. Two triggers
closer together than this parameter setting will result in one recording covering both events. To avoid mishaps and
clipped recordings the segment is actually started before the gate opens. It
this sounds implausible. a bit like a time
machine. it is achieved by continuously
'recording' into a rolling RANI buffer and
retrospectively setting the point at
which the recording starts on disk.
As well as the olwious music and
sound -t()r- pic'tur'e applications SAM is
also well suited to live recording. In the
event of some unfortunate occurrence.
for example tripping over the mains
lead 20 minutes into a recording. the
most you will lose is the last 20 seconds. SA \1 alsotorms the basis ot ))AR's
theatre system.

convertors
are
Directory and assembly page of OMR8/SAM with
2 -4 -hit oversamplreal -time waveforms being generated during record
ing types. Four furover-m(441 indicators and select buttons
ther XLRs deal with LTC I -O and
AES-FIll i -O. All eight outputs are
for recording. editing and locating.
optionally available in AES -Flil format
SAM is a textbook demonstration of a
Below the meters are - si l' panels
which are used to enter and display all
on a 1)- connector. SP -DIF is also prothoughtful. modular approach to digital
vided on the usual phonon. 'Pile stereo
important machine settings. 'l the right.
recording. in time the innovations in
arranged vertically. there are seven
ES and SP- DIFI -Oa re able
SAM will find their gay hack
otito the company's other
function keys. Kelm resets the overload
to be selected to pairs of
via
suftvyare
I.I])5. le Ii.\l changes the time display
tracks or to carry a mix of Digital Aud io Research. I)A\Vs
between time coule. 35nun feet units
upgrades. If DAR so c x x>se.
all eight. This can belooped 2 iilverglade Business
of 16 frames >:Ind 16tnm feet units of through additional mac- Park. Leatherhead Road.
their entire future range of
hines to give a mix of all C lessington, Surrey.
pre xluc is could he based on
-+O frames). \ii :\t
and \n \ 2 arc scratchSAM modules with applicapad locator memories. Pressing either
tracks. Further D- conocc- KT9 2QL,U K.
key loads the memory \yith the current
tors coyer biphase. MIDI or Tel: +44 137 2 742 848.
tion specific hardware and
location. AGM \ locates to the last point
software front ends. This.
Ili \I compatible serial Fax: +44 13 72 743 532.
mouse. RS --+22 and external
at which l'I.yy was pressed and plays
then. is the realisation of the
from that point. Loot, does the sanie
VGA monitor. RS-422 prc)vides Sony P2
promise inherent in the successful
thing except when you arrive at the
protocol (9 -pin) reniote control capadesign of a digital 'dubber'. with SAM
oint
which
x
a'
was
pressed
at
thee(
bilities.
Functions
)Ilable
key
remotely
COW
and Genesis. DAR have effectively reinP
the section repeats until another transinclude. track arming. chase sync convented themselves. They have managed
port control is used. The final key selects
the extremely challenging trick of not
trol. transport commands and disk preswhat the stereo Digital I -O addresses
only keeping up with the market and
ence indication. Video reference and
'l'r:msport controls sur on the right and
AES wordclock I -O are on BNCs. An
their existing user -base. hut continuing
with two exceptions are tape-recorder
Il3 \I compatible computer keyboard
to innovate. This can only betotI ecomstyle. The exceptions are a reverse sync
can he connected to an AT -style DIN
pany's benefit. their customers benefit
play key andthe r itt.rkey.Allthetranssocket and there are further connectors
and. ultimately. everybody elles as other
port buttons are illuminated. The
on the panel for options such as SCSI.
manufacturers get the point.
i

I

I
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SADiE 24 -96
Aspirational audio recording makes 24-bit, 96kHz digital standards an essential consideration.
Dave Foister evaluates Studio Audio &Video's 24 -96 workstation
STUN( \i )IO is. perhaps. one
of the best examples you will find
of a company that listens to its
users. One of its biggest selling points
is its policy of free sOtI .ire upgrades
for life, which e\ en included the major
)

i

rewrite that was SAI)iE version 3. The
frustrations of its extended gestation
period were compensated for by the
capabilities) /Ft he finished product. and
now that v3.O -+ has been reached the
stability is such that few users still cling
to v2. The current version incorporates
most wish lists in terms of project management, functionality and signal processing power. with a family of plug ins already growing. and support for
customers' problems, large or small.
genuine or self -inflicted. is unrivalled.
SAI)iE has more than kept pace with the
competition in terms of software power.
and although its corresponding hardware was developed several years ago
it has done a remarkable jab of supporting the increased workload. Now.
however. that workload and the needs
of users mean it's time to move on.
SADiE has run since its inception on
dedicated hardware. the XS card. whose
physical -O consists of two inputs and
four ou puts. 24-bit digital sources hart e
1

been supported fo>ra long time. but analogue can only he convened 16 -bit, and
the sampling rates are restricted to the
conventional set with no facility to handle the doubled -up rates. It is :d.)) true
to say that the new software's palette of
processing I)as outstripped the card's
ability to deal with the demands, so that
even a simple stereo EI)l. with any complexity of pn cessi ng- reverh and a couple of EQs. sa -can occasionally lead
to error messages as the 1)SP capabilities are exceeded. In fact even scrub hing can cause hiccups if there is a lot
of processing bolted on. All these are
areas that other workstations have
addressed. and the need for more -O
)

1

(for surround among other things) plus
the enthusiasm for high -resolution operatic m has prompted a hardware redesign
every hit as radical as SAI)iE 3.

The new system sets out its stall succinctly with its very name. The system
is called 2.1-96 for obvious reasons. an
will in fact handle 192k1 i for those who
can deliver it: although it would be a
mistake to ,.sane that the high -res
compatibility is the only benefit. Equal'
important is the increase in physical
inputs and outputs: now a single card
provides eight of each. The standard
I

breakout box carries these in AES-E1311
and unbalanced analogue forms. and
like the XS the analogue output is
restricted in its headcount by the computer power rails. New for 2A-96, however. is an optional active break -out box
with full -headroom balanced ins and
outs for all eight channels.
The XS card is ISA. and while SA\ has
always supplied turnkey s\ Gents in standard PC towers it has been common for
users to assemble their own. The 24-96
card is PCI in line with current trends. and
while it is possible to fit it into another
PC, SAV now supplies rackmount computers with enough c(x)Iing to deal with
three carets as well as all the associated
drives. The potential for heating problems if multiple cards are fitted into a con ventional case is stressed by SA\', and,
indeed. the benefits in terms of ruggedness and convenience of a rackmounted
PC make it appealing anyway.
Perhaps the most ohyic )us and important benefit of the new system to existing S: \I)iF users is the increased I)SP
power. Its always difficult to yuantifv
exactly what a given atnount of DSP can
deliver. but a rule of thumb here is that
a 2 -+ -96 system should run up to
2
times as many simultaneous audio
tracks as an XS. 2 -track operation. and
more. is no problem at all. with the
expected trade-offs as more demanding processing is added.
Early converts to the new hardware
will have been supplied with the existing v3.04 SAI )iE software. and its important to realise that these )tt\\ are will continue to run on both platforms fo)r the
foreseeable future. It should even be
possible to set up a project on a 24 -96
system. put the hard drive into an XS
system for further work ( with the unsupported options simply greyed out I. and
+

SADiE surround mixer screen
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then stick it hack into the big system for
completion. By the time you read this it
is expected that v3.6 will be available,
and this. while still compatible with the
YS card, adds facilities that exploit the
potential of the new hardware. The main
example of this is the addition of surround panning on the mixer.
SAi)iE.'s mixer is fully user -definable.
allowing as many channel strips to he
assembled as required. with flexible
routeing including aux sends to internal processes or external outputs. The
channel strips conk in several flavours.
allowing many configurations of mixer
to he built up. and now it's possible to
incorporate various types of surround
channel. The most basic is a mono
channel that can be panned to .CRS,
and this can he used with the existing
XS card as it has four outputs. With more
outputs :mailable the 24-96 can give
stereo surround. with full panning
around the five channels. Separate virtual pots appear for lets- ri;gIit and front hack panning, and for divergence, and
the whole lot can he controlled with a
virtual joystick. In this mode a square
grid appears with the five loudspeaker
positions marked. and the source is simply dragged around the space with the
mouse. Its response is fast and precise.
and. of course. SADiF s mix automation covers all of this in exactly the sonie
way as everything else. with real -time
dynamic automation or snapshots. For
full -blown surround mixes. various
combinations of surround channels can
he set up. including 5-5 channels where
a premixed set of five streams pauses

shares its i -O capabilities. Further proof
through a single fader while spots and
other tracks are mixed in
of the consistency is the fact that i didnu other
n't immediately notice that the system I
channels as required.
was looking at had the Portia video hardAlthough the screen display for the
ware added. The new rackmount case
panning looks very much like that used
in Dolby Surround "fools for "l'DM, no
has room inside for the Portia card, and
Dolby encoding has been incorporated
an associated hard drive. allowing video
into SADiE on the assumption that users
to he transferred into the system and
may well already h:n e
the external hardware
for this. SADiE delivers discrete surround
pure and simple. and
what you do with it
aeaxri9 1PY/..ii
after that is up to you
-Another brand new

M

-

$...ø

feature on v3.6 is an
.,..,
editing
additional
mode called Region
is
Editing.
This
`
intended to simplify
the joli of editing multiple streams or tracks
simultaneously. and is
obviously targeted at
surround
mixes
among other applications. Previously there
was no easy mechanism for cutting across
several streams and
then trimming them
identically. maintain- SADiE Portia half- rack
ing sync throughout the track, but Region
integrated seamlessly with the audio
operations. An extra stream appears at
Editing addresses this with a whole new
molbar and several new tricks.
the top of the screen for the video sigThe feature that brought most excite nal. which can he scrubbed. marked
nient to the SADiE office. and which
with hot spots and cut exactly like an
will hearten old SADiE hands, is literally
audio track. This is not new. but die addithe smallest: the return of sample -level
tion of the 24 -96 and its surround facilwaveform
editing.
ities makes this streamlining even more
Version
2 was able to
attractive for postproduction work. The
UNI ABM
:1Z
211/11a.:11,_.:11.1
1400.
show full detail of the
new Region Editing has particular appliwaveform
audio
cation in this context as it greatly simwhen fully zoomed
plifies cutting out or adding scenes. and
-waswitsei4111.1
in. but the facility disgenerally shifting whole multitrack
appeared in version
chunks around with the pictures.
The thrust into pictures does not stop
3: clearly someone
J has been on a mission there: SAV's drive for more helpful file
to restore it and now
transfer and interchangeability systems
its hack. Along with
has already resulted in SADiE's ability
w.40.11111111i the big additions to work directly on Lightworks files simIO M
cone sonic smaller ply by plugging in the drive with the
SADiE Playlist editing screen
ones including faster
Lightworks project on it.
SADiE's success
access to a wide
of comstory so far is well
range
Attig Ist?g244
glisdAMI Alt1 Miff 211 2J
monly -used func- UK: Studio Audio &Video. known. A wide
`r
Ff7:
T
user -hase around
tions from the sta- Tel: +44 1353 648888.
e..
-the world will he
tus bar at the Fax: +44 353 648867.
further enthused
bottom of the US: Studio Audio Digital
o.a ra,.e r.au.ao
Equipment.
by the new descreen.
"' 1f tf
While the move Tel: +1 615 327 140.
velopments, and
new areas could
to v3 entailed a lit- Fax: +1 615 327 1699.
'
he opened up
tle relearning. it has Far East: VW Marketing.
by them. Those
brought a com- Tel: +44 1372 728481.
applications
mendable consis- Fax: +44 1372 724009.
tency to the various
where a SADiE
system might not have been die first
SADiE- related platchoice before may have to think again.
forms and add -ons.
SADiE now looks viras the two quite distinct growth areas
of high -definition audio and sound for
tually indistinguishSADiE background recording screen
able from Octavia.
pictures are addressed so powerfully by
the new hardware and software.
and. of course. now
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Sonosax Stelladat II
Long awaited and generously featured, Stelladat II comes with extravagant claims for its
significance to the location recordist. Neil Hillman puts them to the test
>IU.D "fHERF. HA\ I: BEEN a
greater leap in audio technology
since the ability to record and
reproduce sound was made possible.
as that from analogue R) digital? Certainly. the wire recorders of the 1940s
that evolved organically into the tape
recorderas of the 1950s, xvith the subsequent development in the mechanics of
head design and the addition of
noise -reduction systems, ensured multitrack recording reached a highly
acceptable level-think of the priceless
recordings that have been made this
way -but the ability to record and
C(

able debate. not least of all within the
leaves of this publication.
Into a I)AT tua rket dominated by the
11118 PDR1000. and to a lesser degree
the Fostex PD4. then comes the second
generation Sonosax DAT, appropriately.
though not inspiringly. named Stelladat I l and offering 16 -bit. -i- track -+ tkHz
or -+4.1 kHz recording or 2- track, 96kHz

recording with a power consumption
claiming to be far more efficient than
its rivals. Do not confuse this machine
with the original as the StellaDAT II has
been completely re- engineered from
the ground up.

tion toggle switch to select either 12\"
phantom. dynamic -line or t8\' powering for microphones. Below this. the
input gain is a r(>1 :ry knob marked 0,
4. 28, 42, 56 and -0 (dB) and below
that is a 3 -way selection switch for the
12dß octave LF cut filters: 80Hz, linear
and 12011z. Below this is the centredetente(' P.t\ pot with the last knob
being the r.r:yta. control calibrated 0 -10.
A toggle -switch sits below the level control pots of channels 2 and -+ as a stereo
link switch and four small overl(>ad t.eus
sit at the bottom of each channel strip.
set to trigger 10413 before clipping.
The right -hand side of the top face
houses the tape transport. and its associated control keys: small. fiddly rub her- covered buttons that also double
as five function keys (FI -F5). for the
software configuration of the machine.
Thankfully. the transport keys are duel icated on the front face with larger push
buttons. Along the right -hand side of
the top face are 3 further buttons: power
s \\Dn. rac u'r. this button being used
while configuring the machine through
the software menu. and tape t¡ircr. the
door being heavily sprung and
undamped is reminiscent in use to that
of the ejector seat in the Corgi model of
,lames Bonds Aston Martin D135. Now
that I think of it. the polished aluminium
tape door itself I( )( )ks substantial en ughi
to double as a bullet -proof screen.
Those larger, rubbertransport buttons
are set into nickel -sized recesses with
smaller high intensity LEDs sitting along1

i

manipulate a signal without losing the
original spirit of the sound along the way
remained an elusive struggle until the
golden dawn of the digital revolution.
This new age brought a ray of hope,
and promised the freedom to take a
recorded signal to tape. process it at will.
and while remaininginthedigitaldomain
experience only imperceptible degradation fr(>nI these previously Ie ,.ss\ multiple
signal paths. and faithfully repr(xluce
what was laid down on that tape.
But what of that input stage to tape.
the encoding process: if what came off
the tape bore little resemblance to the
original sound being made who really
cared how clean subsequent stages
were? The advent of 16 -bit, 20 -hit and
Lt -hit. 96kHz sampling has addressed
thesedigital downfalls. and its meritous
success is the matter of s( nne consider16

\\'ith the Stelladat II, not only is it possible to produce a recording of high quality outside the studio, the location
recordist is able to in effect track -lay at
source in a manner designed to please
the hardest of hearts and ears in post production: perhaps with four separate
and discrete radio nmics. or an \1S pair
with two artistes on personal mics-t his
is a real gain in flexibility. And with DVI )
courting96kHz, Sonosax has positioned
its machine carefully indeed.
Routeing aside, the Stelladat II has a
very different feel from that of either
the HH B or Fostex machines and looks.
well, very Swiss with its stark functionality and uncluttered layout. The top
face of the machine has a removable.
hinged. clear Perspex lid covering a
deck housing. on the left, half a -+ -input
mixer. with in -line from the top a 3-posi-

side each one, in 2 rows on the right hand sicle of a wonderfully uncluttered
front face that has the 2 main 6:\1\ pots
sited centrally, with a tiny grille in
between them for the slate- talkback
microphone. These big rotary (dials ate
calibrated in ó13s from infinity to + 11 )d B.
with 0(113 marked in bold at the 2 o cluck
position. Immediately to the right of the
dials are 3 small buttons. mounted one
above the other: ui for monitoring signals either directly or off tape. No; for
toggling between blank search being
on or off. and rnsr' that scrolls through
the three pages showing machine and
ID status.
The left -hand side of the machine
houses the-+ inputs on female XI.R sock"

electronically balanced with RF
filtering. and introducing noise of just
-129d13u at 1500 with 80dB ofgain. and
directly below these the -t outputs on
male XLR plugs. electronically balanced
with DC protection against .18 \' phantom power. Also on this left -hand -side
panel is the monitor selection switch
ets,
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erly onboard in a spring-loaded
recessed slot in the bottom face. making quick and easy power changes possible. "There is no battery charging circuitry within the Stelladat clue to space
constraints. but most recordists who
favour the N P- would have a separate
charger- conditioner anyway. At the
opposite end of this hottom tace is the
built -in 500m \\' monitor speaker.
The plain menu offers complete
access to all of the machines variables
and navigating through the configuration sottw:ue is very straightforward: the
RaMMGEMIE MOM MO,
MUM MA
144V/40,.1, ..w....
1DE
length of time spent in this state k due
:.
directly to the fact that the options are
so comprehensively. perhaps overly,
w:.:::
available to the user. The menu is
_*,m
opened by use of a small joystick on
the bottom right of the top deck. Clicking on by pushing the stick down causeIlk' signal metering oi) on the left -hand
enable the individual monitoring
Tinte code conforming to the Aaron TC
side oft he front panel to alu )\V the menu
of Lett and Right outputs. Channels 1-4.
standard for filai- camera operations will
options, then up. clown. forward and
andstereo0utputs l&? and 3& -+ -above Also he accessible through a -pin hack instructions are easily actioned by
the 4 -inch headphone socket with an
Hi -rose connector fitted alongside the
moving the joystick appropriately.
impedance range of 5()Q-600S2: the
2 -pair optical in and outs. set below
The configurations are accessed
monitor level pot is sited next to the
2 13NC connectors forsvxc
through I main menu
monitor select switch and below this are
\- il and sy \l. (>1 r -\\ uItI)headings: ). Setup, Con 3 toggle switches that switch the MS
a (x r:.
A slider switch
Sonosax Audio Systems,
figuation. ncl Power.
decocler into the monitor chain. switch
enables these sockets to be CH-1162 St Prex, Switzerland.
The Stelladat iI is certhe headphones between mono and
set to either wordclock or Tel: +41 21 806 0202.
tainly :r heavyweight
stereo and switch the headphones on
loop. Two further con- Fax: +41 21 806 0299.
-and not just in terns of
sonosax@sonosax.ch
and off.
nectors complete the rightr>.st at around .H2OOlI(I
The right -hand sic :e of the machine is
hand panel. ;in RS422
for :l non- time -code machome to the digital inputs and outputs
I)- connector conforming to Sony prohine and around .£10.000 (t lí for one
with a row of 3 female XI.R sockets IC )r
tocol for edit controllers and an accessupporting t ime code-hut also in specAES inputs of pairs 1&2. .4&4 and time
sory I farting socket for remote
ification and physical ternis. In operacode the preview machine was n( /11of the transport.
tion. however. the depth of complexity
although a time -code verThe hottom right -hand corner of the
is shed and the machine becomes transsion is promised for later this summer)
machine houses a Canon I -pin plug for paent in the recording process. so ease
with mirrored AES outputs on male \LR
an external 1)C input in place of the
it is tc> use: controls fall to hand logically
plugs below their respective inputs. NP -I type battery that is carried elec- and the reknown limiter is happily still
as reliable as ever. The claim from
Sonosax is that to switch from station ary reo >rding to over- t he-shoulder docunlentary -stle simply requires the
recordist to plug in a mic. pick up the
recorder and run. I would ask you to
ensure that your osteopath could
arrange a home -call shortly alter you
attempted to do this. Its natural habitat
will undoubtably become that oft he feature-drama trolley environment or for
serious location music recording. i never
really would anticipate using the in -built
n>i xerothertha n as track -send level o
trols. but I would suggest that we are
seeing the emergence ota high -end market leader: indeed given the modular
and robust cc>nstruetic WI Of he Stellal )AT
II. there should be no reason why the
processing chassis should not support
othertransport formats such as MiniDisc.
PC\ICIA or hard disk.
Comrades! I bring you news that the
glorious digital revolution is far from
over. As George Orwell's delightful pig
Napoleon might have noted. all DAT
machines are created equal, but sons
are more equal than others'. He might
well also have been heard to runt.
'2 tracks good 4 tracks better.'
Studio Sound August 1998
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Eventide DSP 4500
A limited edition Harmonizer without limits, a neat science toy, or the next Ford Cortina
Crusader special model, George Shilling meditates on the stuff of engineers' dreams
THE

EVENTIDE

NAME

has

become synonymous with the
studio pitch -shifter in spite of the
tact that the American company's more
recent designs include many other types
of effects. Probably the most widely
known Eventide unit is the H3000 and
its \ariants -these wonderful units contain a variety of superb effects and did
much to establish the pre -eminence of
the Harmonizer. Although two versions
of this unit remain available. Eventide
introduced the DSP4000 several years
ago. as a truly top -flight effects niainfranie, borrowing many features of the
H3000 and expanding on them. Specialist versions for broadcasters
(DSRi(00B) and guitarists (GTR4000)
have since been introduced with tailored presets. The DSP4000 has not
proved as popular as the H3000 in commercial UK studios- perhaps this is
because of the high price. or the specialist nature of the unit. In my early
encounters with it. I found it less friendly
than the H3000, with an irritating. complex. cold blue display. occasional hourglass waiting times and even a couple
of software bugs.
Fortunately there are no obvious hugs
in the DSP -+50O Limited Edition. a special
model. that brings together all the presets from all versionsof the DSP -+000, and
includes a new library of 225 presets. by
Scott Gilfix named Alchemy 101, which
are also available on a memory card for
DSP4000 owners. In addition, an 87 -second samplerlx)ardis included. The front
panel is painted blue and printed with
Limited Edition legending, and all this is
included at a much lower price than if
you were to buy a DSP4000, all the memory cards and a sampler board.
Physically. the DSP4500 is a bulky
2U-high device with a solid, professional feel about it. The front panel has
many similarities with the H3000. but
looks slightly cluttered in comparison,
with buttons scattered across it. A similar large knob -cum- wheel. the keypad.
four softkeys and the bright twin LED
level meters are included. The LCD is
much larger. but uses a smaller font. In
addition, there are USER and USER 2 buttons. a PATCH button. CURSOR and SELECT
buttons, and the PCMCIA memory card
slot with EJECT button. On the back, the
two analogue input sockets are of the
dual -type, which will accept XLRs or
V.-inch jacks. Two normal XLRs provide
analogue output, while digital connectors are available on XLR and phono
which can simultaneously be set to
AES -EBU or SPDIF with Input and Output formats separately menu -switchI

18

thle. There are a number of blanked
panels. suggesting potential future
expansic n. and a space for the optional
fitting of an RS232 PC serial interface or
a Sony 9 -pin RS4 22 VTR interface. Three
jack sockets are provided for Footswitch
and Footpedal inputs, and Relay Output to control another unit's footswitch
input. Ml1)1 In Out and Thru 5- pin -DINS
are present with extensive MiDI implementation. and a fuse- carrying lEC
socket with a switchable voltage selector rounds up the hack panel.
At switch -on there are reassuring
relay clicks, and the unit goes through
a self-test o Amine. The 1000+ preset programs are divided into grouped banks
by type. each hank containing roughly
between 3 and 30 presets in alphabetical order. I()we\er. due to the sheer
quantity of presets in this special edition model. similar programs or types
are sometimes spread over a number
of different banks. i waded through
nearly all of the presets during niy time
with the unit, and was occasionally surprised to find certain programs in unexpected places. Unfortunately, Eventide
lags behind Lexicon and to electronic
who have made an effort to provide
some sort of 'search by type' facility in
their latest models. which would certainly have been useful here.
The DSP4500 comes with uprated
24 -bit A D and DA convertors, which
sounded great, boasting extremely low
distortion figures. However, in a normal
+4dB environment there was not always
enough Input Gain to make full use of
the large headroom allowance. Pressing the LEVELS key brings up the necessary settings, but with Inputs set to a
maximum 0.00dB and Input Gain Trim
at the maximum +10dB a 0dB tone only
lights the first 4 of the 10 LEDS. Connected to a digital device the output
seemed to he set with internal 0dB
equivalent to -18dBFS. Sample rate is
normally 48kHz, but can be set to
44.1kHz. 44.056kHz or 32kHz. A useful global parameter bypasses the mix
control for 100% wet studio use. The
/cinch jack inputs are nominally
-10dBm. Impedance is not quoted. hut
these seemed perfectly happy to accept
a signal directly from an electric guitar,
with just about enough gain.
The PROCRA.t key brings up a screen
where you can see the current program
hank title and scroll down the list of programs. Turning the knob further at the
bottom of the list will tip you over the
edge into the following hank. At the bottom of the screen the 4 softkeys' functions are displayed, and by pressing
'

PRO6R :'>I again a further 4 functions
appear. Load and Delete functions worryingly share the same key. but Factory
programs cannot be deleted. and User
programs require a confirmation before
deletion is performed. l'ser programs
can be stored in the Factory banks:
although you can create new banks of
your own. or save to the memory card.
When your chosen program is highlighted. pressing the LOnD softkey will
instantly load the program and display
the first page of editing parameters.
Alternatively. the SER and -sER 2 keys
are preprogrammed to load next' and
'previous' programs within the current
bank respectively. no matter where you
are in the menus. '.'his could be seen as
a curse or a blessing. It enabled me to
quickly run through the available programs, but could end in tears if vi nr were
to accidentally press one of these after
much fine -tuning of a program. No confirmation is required before program
load. and this function is not immediately obvious. Armed with this knowledge you might want to reprogram the
User keys. The cursor keys below the
wheel takes you through the editable
parameters. which can be changed with
the knob. The knob feels heavy yet
rotates very freely. a slight gripe being.
perhaps, the lack of any variation of data
entry speed. Sometimes you cannot turn
it slowly enough for fine -tuning: other
times you wish that parameters would
change quicker. In these instances, it is
often preferable to enter the exact
desired number with the keypad. Most
programs contain a parameter page
called Info or About where a text message displays hints or useful information for the particular preset. Sometimes, softkeys can access multiple
pages of the sane name with repeated
presses: this is indicated graphically.
Like the H3000. some presets contain
'expert' parameter pages for more complex tweaks.
Preset creation and manipulation is
achieved from the Patch menu, where
graphical representations of the flow of
audio and -or processing can be displayed and manipulated. This is where
you sometimes see an hourglass while
the processor computes. Users can create their own algorithms from the huge
number of 'blocks' provided. Possibilities are manifold, but there are such a
huge number of programs provided. that
there is every chance that your need has
already been fulfilled. Even some of the
much-vaunted 'artist' presets by famous
users are simple modifications of basic
presets, where little patch modification
August 199E Studio Sound
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has taken place. A number

of presets

tocrossfade into other
presets. and this capacity is indicated
by a symbol on the program page.
Let's parade some of the presets.
which h:ne benefited from help and
contributions from w ell -known producers. engineers and n)usicians at the
top of their respective pu)Iessions.
First come the )SP Studio banks. The
I)SP1500 as expected perh)rms exceptionally with its I Iarn)onizer programs:
there are many imaginative implementations (if its market -leading pitch shitting algorithms. 'There are clever nmultiple -shift and delay programs for
beautiful atmosphere crea t ion s or huge
textures. as well as rhythmically deLi ed
harmonised repeats. The I iilities hank
includes a useful \1S clecoder and
manipulator. :mil a Iist ()faII factory presets. Other preset hanks available
selfthe
include
explanatory Relay FN.
Chorus- Flanger,.
pro(tape- phasing
grams arc particularly
good ).
I)yi inhics
(with gates. compres-

include

t

I

sets. Each of these contains a variety of
effects. many of which feature graphic

Preamps -Overdrive banks include
some great settings.
Overall. there is something for every -

representations of virtual knobs for
level, and mix, and s() on. Notable are
Trey Gunn's presets. which are characterised by heavy compression with a
touch of distortion :uul atmosphere.
Artist Bank A includes E \fl' 10 with a
decay of up to 1000s. and A\IS
dmx I580S that includes the smooth
Eventide Harmonizers, but lacks the
warm grunge of the original device that
still sounds great to me. Broadcast and
Production hanks include a number of
sound effects. which require to input.
some good. others unrealistic and a
waste of time. Many of these have an
overwhelming American slant. There
are all sorts of telephone and radioenmulation. hum and hiss elimination, and
the remarkably successful Solo Zapper.
which gives an instant kauaoke version

one-c ollaboration between manufac-

turers and end -users is evidently a g(x rd
thing. One problem in an analogue
environment isthe convenor dcla v. that
can affect phase if you mix any dry signal externally. hut this does not affect
digital -domain users. Event idedescribes
itself as purveyors of neat science toys'.
but this sounds almost too flippant to
describe the )SP -600, which is a complex tool for the serious professional.
However. it sometimes seems opera tionally more scientific than musical
and friendly. While there is no doubting the quality of the effects achievable by this hox. some of the operating architecture seems a hit clunks
when compared with the latest Lexicon
and to units. And at this price. why is

I

I

sors and runners ). EQ
and Filters. and Distortions. The \lixd<)\ n
Suite hank includes

useful pitch 'Whippers' for momentary
tuning corrections and
the 113000 Emulation
hank contains 2- 0111
t:nourites. There are
some (rarely usable)
fun things in the
Bizarre.
Cirri ».itics
and Multi FX hanks.
while Dual FX
twin
tains mostly
mono effects which
include
revert).
Reverbs are grouped
by site and are generally big. smooth and
sophisticated in character. with the huge processing power
being put togood use in creating number of gated settings. The larger spaces
are exceptionally smooth.
The Big Delay. Big Sampler and Big
Loops banks make full use of 87s full bandwidth sampling capability. Next.
the Guitar presets, some of the which
were a little irritating in that they
required a plugged -in footpeclal to
work. Also, some of these programs
required NIIt)1 data input. for example
to control pitch change. It would have
been nice to easily he able to use the
knob instead, but the creators obviously
did not consider Luddite studio engineers like me when creating presets for
the GTR -4000. Virtual Pedalhoard features 21 multieffects programs with
MIDI control for the gigging musician
who does not want :he deafening
silence that occurs when switching pre -
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of the inputted mix. No, really, it works
(in a way).
Finally. the real treats: Scott Gilfix's

there no dedicated remote?
The distributor was cagey about how
truly 'limited' this Limited Edition might
be. hut it will apparently be available
Alchemy 101 banks. These are mostly
for approximately a year. The DSP -+S00
alternative takes on the DSP Studio
contains some outstandbanks. but put together
ing audio manipulation
with a huge dollop of imagtools. However, when
ination.. and a good grasp Eventide. Alsian Way,
investing such a large
of what goes on in studios. Lit_le Ferry, NJ 07643, US.
amount of money ome has
A chromatic tuner pops up Tel: + 201 64 1200.
to consider whether this
in the Utilities Too bank, Fax: + 201 641 640
Limited Edition is possibly
along with a metronome UK: HHB Communications,
a last-gasp DSP4000. a
and the tongue- twisting 73 -75 Scrubbs Lane,
Ford Cortina Crusader
Tap Tempo Template. London NW O 6QU.
special 'nuclei. perhaps.
Delay Based, Verbs, Dyn- Tel: +44 181 960 2144.
before the next generation
amics and Filters banks all Fax: +44 181 960 1160
of Eventide Harmonizer is
contain novel and useful
presets. and there are loads of sample released. (HS000? Anyone ?) On the
looping templates. The guitar effects other hand. those blanked panels may
mean this design will be around IR r a
provided on the Preamps- Pedalboards
while. with improvements still to come.
are mostly set up with overly expansive
I hope so.
effects, but the Prelim ps- Fuzzpedals and
I

1

1

1

1

I
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MediaFORM 5900/Easi-DAT
The shortcomings of using a PC -based system for short -run CD -R copying
are well recognised. Tim Frost tests an audio -optimised alternative

\t

ARV I99 -. a CI) -R cost SS
I:\
:Ind :I drive in the region of SHOO. by
the start of this year that had dropped
to S I tor the discs and under S400 for

the drives. These easing prices have created a neW product -the desktop CD -R
duplicator-which has been taken up
by companies distributing reports on
disc. producing short -run software projects. or creating quantities ofbeta -samples of sOtt\\are. The desktop CD -R
duplicator can reliably produce dozens
of copies in an hour. and is a huge
improvement on attempting to make
dozens of one -to -one copies on a PC.
'I'Iie growing range of duplicators has
spawned a number of units specifically
designed for audio applications
-primarily studios and broadcasters
who treed to produce small runs of
work -in- progress and mix copies. t'Sbased \IediaFOR \1 has been in the
duplication business from the early days
of diskettes and moved heavily into
'desktop' CD-R duplication several
'eats ago. Rather than produce a cony
pletely dedicated audio copier. \IediaFOR\I has taken the approach of (leveloping a range of duplicators and then
offering pro -audio functionality as an
add -on software-hardware package that
can be used with several of the systems.
This way the studio can choR )5C the
duplicator specification that suits it hest
and add the audio functions to it.
The unit supplied for review by I
distributor \lagellan is the 8-drive 5900
CD2CD tower loaded with the additional Easi -DAT tape import package.
Not having covered tower CD -R
duplicators hef(we. it is useful to outline the cyay the 5900 works as a disc
duplicator. before going onto the specific audio functions.
On the outside. it is a PC tower with
8 CD -R drives topped by a simple control panel with a small I.(:1). Inside. the
590( is a recognisable P(: s\ stem.
\ motherboard a its a 686 pn a t.' '((t. a
hard disk. and a pair of Adapted SCSI
controllers each connected to tour
CD-R writers.
What differentiates the CD-R tower
from a PC system k the way the hard ware and so ftwarc has been fine -tuned
just to copy data :Ind write it to CI) -R.
Anyone lu has used CD-R on a PC
system will he well aware of the random vagaries that Windows adds to the
CD -R writing function. PCs are ill equipped for continuous .Ind uninterrupted data flows. throwing up record
mode problems and buffer- overruns
and end up producing inure gold drinks
H
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coasters than good CD -R copies. The
dedicated desktop duplicator, on the
other hand. has all these problems
designed out of it and is not trying to
write reports. do accounts and play
Doonm at the same time.
The 5900's Panasonic -tx drives can
copy a completely full CD in under
2Omins and if the master has only a few
tracks on it. the copying process for
- discs can take under 5mins.
The hard disk is an important convenience point on any CD copier, as it
can temporarily store a complete image
of the master CD. If a couple of dozen
copies need to be made. the master CD
is copied at -+x speed to the - remain-

connector, but this offers no real
advantage: although the SCSI can also
he used to import from an 'omega
Jaz drive.
With the generalities of the copier dealt
with its time to turn to the audio-specific
functions. Even without the addition of
Easi -DAT. the 590( can create compila-

ing CD -R writers. while the 5900 simultaneously writes a hit -for -bit image onto
the hard -disk. When the first run is finished all the CDs

duplicator that can take digital audio
from any source. Easi-DAT adds a

including the master
are removed. and
blanks put in all
H drives. which are
then written from
the CD image stored
On the hard disk.
The process of
copying from a CD
master is straightforward.
Having

loaded the source
disc in the top drive.
the
I.CD
asks
whether you want
to copy the disc from a hard -disk
image or a source CD. Selecting
'Source CD'. the 5900 analyses the
source disc to work out whether it is
an audio disc. or one of the 20 other
ROM. video. enhanced. or multisession variations on the CD thence. 1laving established the format. it auto matically sets up to copy in the
corresponding format and starts writing.A progress bar comes up on the
I.CD :Ind when the copying is finished.
the drive trays open and it s( Ally beeps.
The whole process is that simple, and
works for any type of source disc.
It it k essential to know that the copy
is absolutely perfect. there is also a Compare routine. that runs the source and
copies and executes c hit by hit comparison between the two. It it passes
this test. then the copy is guaranteed to
be hit -perfect \With the original.
The unit as it stands can hold up to
8 CD-R drives. but a network kit can add
up to - slave units. each containing 8 drives. so that a maximum of 64 discs can
he burned simultaneously.
It can he attached to any PC via the

SCSI

tion masters by importing tracks from dif-

ferent CD sources onto the hard disk
and using the hard disk as the source to
w-rite to the CI) -Rs. The 5900 a is( :tli(\ys
data to be added to list of audio tracks
on the hard -disk. to create an 'enhanced
CD' CD-ROM XA master.
The addition of the Fasi -DAT package turns the 5900 into a pro -audio CD-R

soundcau'd the unit tested came with
t

r

/

f

Zefiro Acoustic's ZA and additional
software to automatically handle inputs
from a DAT tape.
The card offers :I pair of analogue
phono outputs. SI>DIF and : \FS -Eli''
in -outs using a pigtail lead fitted to the
1H-pin 1)- connector. "There is an :additional analogue input option: although
\IediaFOR\i may change to a card that
also offers analogue inputs as standard
some tinte in the future.
The digital inputs can handle sampling rates of 32kHz. 44.1kIli and
-+HkHz. To avoid any digital signal
degradation. all t t. kHz sources are
passed straight through the card and are
not processed by it.
F.asi -DAT adds. as its name implies.
the ability to burn discs directly tul)nm a
DAT master. using the Start IDs to
create the indi' idual tracks on the disc.
At its simplest level. a finished ):\'I' mas ter is red to the 5900 via the SPDI F inputs
and the copier set up to 'copy from
audio' which puts the audio and track
information onto the hard disk. The
menu asks for the maximum recording
tinte and the maximum number of
I

I
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track. -with default values
of - emit and '99' respectively. so it is not critical that
these be entered bd.( wehand. I low ever, the 'number
of tracks' can he used to

II) as the music starts, but
mostly place. the Start II) a
couple of seconds too late.
Audio tracks can he deleted
and the system also otters
onboard track fade.
Sound quality is excellent.
Comparing source to both 2x
inch -+x copies. the speed
appears to make no differan

vnid long chunk. of
being recorded t ni the end of
a clise. if the music on tape
is only. s.iy. ;S minutes long.
The wick is to put an addience to the sound.
tional Start II) on the I)A'1 just
In operation. the 5900 at the end of the last track.
Eatsi -I)AT package does all it
sets out to do. The ease.
By instructing the ropier to
import just the actual nuntspeed and reliability of the
her of music tracks on the
operation conies as a huge
relief to anyone used to using
I)AT. it will transfer all the
tracks and stop when it
PCs for burning CU-Rs. In the
detects the final Start II).
time it takes to get a PC
The finished hard -disk
booted up on and get the
master is used as the source
CD-R copying software runto copy as many Cl) -Rs as
ning. the 5900 can already he
required at ix speed t?x is
writing the first tracks on
blank CI ) -Rs. The l:asi -I)AT
optionally selectable ). Tracks
otters the key functionality
can also he played hack from
the hard disk using a sepaneeded to quickly transfer
rate menu structure that apes
from tape. It does not have
the function of a I>A'l' plaer.
a vast range of edit functions,
but then it shoes not set out
If the I)AT is a working
copy. rather
a final masto be an .audio editor. To he
ter. then Easi -I)AI' offers
picky. the display could he a
manipulation of
little bigger to
the
material
show
more
once it has been MediaFORM , US.
menu items at
to Tel: + 610 4 58 9200.
once and the
transferred
hand disk.
nomenclature
Fax: +I 610 4 58 9554.
Edit- I)AT's
on the control
Net: www.mediaform.com
Start ID edit[ )r UK: Magellan
buttons changTel: +44 1256 681100.
can individually
ed to make
selecremove. add or Fax: +44 125 6681111.
menu
adjust any of the Net: www.magellanplc.com
tions a little
Start
IDs.
A
more obvious.
global Start Il) Shirt function
But the only major hurdle to
can move all the IDs hack 11\
stopping anyone investing n
such a useful system is sima selected amount, useful it
the tape has been trade
ply going to be the ,.S.tlllu
using Auto II) which inserts
price tag.
a

Each SD Systems microphone sdstem is designed for a specific Instrument, picking up the
complete sound spectrum the nght way. The macs are positioned at the best acoustical spot.
Extensive research has been dont to find out which sound patterns each instrument prodcces
which sort of elements matches he specific instrumental sound and wtere to position these
elements SD Systems offers a toil solution for instrument nuking

LDMS4 features a warm sound.

our natural sound with worlds

LCM89 labor.)

bst

shockmounf

LCM70: smoothly Deterred frog response that
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engineers
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LCM77 perfect trumpet sound dosi9 ad with LCM801EWI soprano. LCM82IBI Was) dannet
engineers of the late Miles Dens FREEDOM LCM87 bassoon. Double mike systems for perfect
OF MOVEMENT enhances your inspiration' reproduction of complete sound spectrum
I

INSTRUMENT MICROPHONES

MASTERS IN NUKING
eor dealer lust call

31

31 20 66 848 77 Email stmikes :a wooden no ni
Website. Http.11wwwsdsystems corn

20 652 6413 Fax

ZONAL 999
The arrival of a new high- output analogue recording tape is an event that will surely raise
the pulse rate of enthusiasts. Rob James goes behind the scenes of its development
netic tape manufacturer. While
less well recognised than certain
manufacturers. it is the only company
manufacturing tape in the l iK. The company began by striping film in Acton.
West IA MCIOn in the fifties. Nowadays it
supplies the film industry with sprocketecl magnetic film pr( elucts across the
world. The company is also popular in
some areas for ', -inch tape. indeed
Zonal tape is used in considerable quantities by the BBC. and exclusively by
the t IX National Sound Archive to section of the British Library). Both organisations have many examples in excess
of 20 years old which are still playing

any company introducing a new analogue rec( )riling tape might as well folturs
low it up with a new feed for di!
bete we filing for
H()\\ ever.
the insight behind the digital ballyhoo
is there is a large number of 2 -inch analogue machines in use quietly(?) making records and the number of -inch
2 -track mastering machines is actually.
increasing. There are also \.I t numbers
of 'narrow gauge' multitracks around
that just need the right tape to give them
a new lease of life.
Although digital technology has
stolen much of the limelight in recent
years -in certain applications. justifiably s(>-in other areas. notably multi-

without problems. Zonal also makes
logging tapes for city institutions and
the aviation industry. and the pancakes
and shells used by cassette duplicators.
But until noce it has had a fairly low
profile in the music arena. Previously.
Zonal has only offered multitrack versions of formulations with a reliable. hut
pretty average. performance. but with
the launch of 999. this looks set to
change. Zonal 999. then. is a high output. low noise mastering tape aimed at
the music business. If the relative volume of words written over the last few
years about analogue and digital recording technologies are anything to go hy.

track music production, analogue continues to used side-by -side with digital
and enjoys many perceived advantages
and die-hard users. Not the least of its
attractions is its ubiquity. Just as with
35mm film. a reel of 2 -inch tape can he
played anywhere from Calcutta to Calgary without any big compatibility worries: something digital users are still
dreaming about. In many ways. analogue is still the most future -proof medium. provided the tape is still in a
playable state. In 50 years time it will
still be possible to construct an analogue
tape machine with modest engineering
resources. but the same cannot be said

ZONAL is a rather unusual mag-

,
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for any of the current digital machines.
In rather the same way that picture
film technology has been improved to
keep its edge over video. analogue
audio tape development has progressed
over the tears to provide higher output, lower noise, less print -through.
improved wind and better longevity.
The elusive goal is improving all these
desirable characteristics without compromising others. Analogue tape has a
rather low -tech image. but this is far
from the reality. Even in this digital age,
sticking rust to plastic is both an art and
a profitable science.
The manufacture of magnetic recording tape is a serious industrial under taking: a tape plant is part chemical
works. part engineering shop. and, of
course. part production line. Zonal's factory is situated in leafy Redhill, Surrey
where technical manager, Melvyn
French describes the first stage in the
process as mixing the magnetic 'paint'.
The iron oxide powder. known in the
industry as 'pigment'. is mixed with
resins. hinders and other additives using
ketone -based organic solvents as the
carrier. These solvents are highly inflammable so the safety precautions are a
major consideration and in this enlightened age. precautions against pollution
are also stringent.
As in music, the mixing process for
tape manufacture is highly sophisticated: it is not simply a natter of adding
the ingredients in the right proportions
and giving it a quick whizz in the industrial equivalent of a food processor. The
magnetic particles need to he of uniform
size for optimum results and are susceptible to mechanical damage. Hence
the mixing is done using tiny glass halls
as 'stirrers' in a pressurised machine that
resembles an Archimedean screw.
The plastic tape hase arrives as wide
rolls of clear polyester, known as webs,
that are loaded onto a coating machine.
In essence, the object of the exercise is
to deposit a consistent layer of emulsion onto the polyester hase with all
the magnetic particles aligned in the
same direction. The coating process is
aided by finely grooved and toleranced
rollers, and the particles are aligned by
powerful rare earth magnets. The
longest part of the production line at
Zonal (some 50m) is where the tape is
dried. Again, serious precautions are
necessary to avoid static induced sparks
that can cause flash fires. and to enable
the volatile solvents to he reclaimed.
The webs are passed through a furAugust 1998 Studio Sound

ther coating process that adds the hacking and then move on to Zonal's latest
acquisition. a highly sophisticated slitting machine that cuts the webs down
into the standard tape format widths.
This substantial investment has been
made to ensure azimuth stability. The
outer edges of the web are discarded
and remo\ ed for recycling by a vacuum system.
Within the required standards, the
ycbs can be slit in whatever width combinations are required-for example, it
would be p( )ssible t( make seven 2 -inch
and two , -inch tapes from each web.
but for a top quality professional prodinch secuct such as 999 the 'outer'
tions are also discarded. From here the
tapes continue to the packaging section and on into the warehouse. I)ue to
careful management and 'just in time'
production the finished tapes rarely
spend longer than 3 weeks on the shelf.
The great secret of success with this
kind of production process is quality
control. Constant vigilance by everybody involved at every stage of pro)

'

duction is combined with meticulous
record keeping and checking. In addition to the more industrial aspects of
process control, Zonal has a room full
of analogue recorders which are used
to ensure the real -world performance
of each batch meets the design specification. Keith Harvey. Zonal's R&I) manager after working in BBC radio dealing with magnetic media from the users
perspective explains what makes the
new 999 tape special.
'Conventionally the design and development of a new tape always involves
considerable compromise in respect of
the various key performance parameters. Improving one, say Maximum Output Level (MOD-will lead to a deterioration in another. for example
print -through. The pigment used in 999
provides big improvements in all
areas-MOL. noise and print- through
-without the usual compromises.'
And i thought rust was rust, and to
improve performance you had to seek
out more exotic compounds and
processes. such as chrome dioxide or
evaporated metal...
Harvey put me straight: apparently

thicker. but this compromises Other
areas. notably shedding.
Zonal is using the same tried and
tested hinder. for 999 as in its other
products. These have been selected for
outstanding 'hydrolytic stability' to guarantee long life even under less than ideal
storage conditions. This means logy
'shedding' and no sticky residues. Obviously. there is a lot mu )re to it than using
the right pigment and other ingredients.
There are a large number of variables
in the way in that each stage in the
process is carried out. It is rather like
baking a cake -blindly li)Ilo" ing :i
recipe is no guarantee of success. It is
much art as science.
To find out whether 999 will work as
well in the real world as its claimed
pedigree would suggest. I spoke to one
of the studios evaluating it. Robin Black
of Black Barn Studios in Surrey has
been trying out 999 on an \ITR -90 2
inch machine. Tin very impressed w ith
it.' he admits. '999 seems to handle better on the \ITR than other tapes and
the wind is very go( d. It appears to be
a very fine product.' Commenting on
the analogue-digital debate. Black reckons l'he MTR -90 works hand -in -hand
with our Otani Radar. Our clients like
to use the editing capabilities of Radar
while keeping the master analogue
recordings intact. Paul \feller. will only
use analogue for recording and we
have a lot of other clients who feel the
same. especially \\ ith these new high quality tapes.'
as
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Analogue guru Tim de Paravicini.
who's EAR l'oshino company makes
exotic and highly regarded valve
amplifiers among other things. is even
more enthusiastic. 'It holds azimuth
very well. there are no drop -outs and
it runs very clean. It comes back hot
and should breathe new life into analogue recorders.'
This augurs well coming from a man
who makes and modifies analogue
recorders and other equipment for an
impressive list of clients including David
Gilmour's Astoria studio.
Will 999 be a success? It's early days
yet but to judge from this enthusiasm.
it should have a good chance. Zonal is
a relatively small company with a l)\y
profile compared to their major rivals.
the shape and consistency of the crysthe mighty Emtec and Quantegy. ( BASF
talline structure of the oxide has a prozinc] Anipex tapes). I would like to think
found effect on performance. It is the
people in this industry are sufficiently
number of particles per unit volume
savvy to evaluate a product
that is significant not the
properly and make their
weight of magnetic materpurchasing decisions on
ial. The particles must be of Zonal Ltd,
merit. Zonal has built its
near uniform shape and size Holmethorpe Avenue,
enviable reputation on proand as free of 'dendrites' Redhill, RH 12NX, UK.
viding the right product at
(lumps and humps) as pos- Tel: +44 1737 767 171
the right price coupled with
sible. The uniformity allows Fax: +44 1737 767 610
excellent technical back -up
the maximum number of
and support. If it can raise its profile and
particles to he packed into the minichange its slightly stodgy image to
mum space. It is possible to improve
match the bright new product. 999 will
certain aspects of performance using
soon mean more than the t K emera more conventional ( and far cheaper)
gency services number.
oxide by simply making the coating
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For methodology see Studio Sound,April 1998, page 14.
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NuNeutron

Studio Sound's 'bench test' loudspeaker reviews continue
:

\I

A\1
'NH 'IRON is
small. 2 -\yay passive

T111:

loudspeaker comprising
a
-inch (1 25nmt) doped paper bass driver with a
2511íI11
yt>ice -coil and a
281/1111 fabric doute tweeter.

less good. with a broadening of the directivity evident
between -+k1 1z and 5kHz.

The
vertical
off -axis
response Fig.6) is dominated by the interference
between the bass driver and
The cabinet has a rear -factweeter between 2k1 lz and
ing port and has dimensions
5k11z
hich is inevitable in
of 265nun by 1- +1)ntnt
non -coaxial designs.
205nnn deep and an interThe step response (Fig.3
nai volume of 5 litres. The
shows good time alignment
crossover is described as
and crossover design with a
being a computer-modelled.
sharp rise and steady decay.
second -order Linkwitz Riley.
Some Tinging' at about 1kHz
The Nu Neutron is specified
is evident up to about Snis:
as haying a niaxinuun SPL
this corresponds with the
capability of 10 -+dB at ont
peak in on -axis frequency
from a -0W input (one
response shown in Fig.l.
loudspeaker driven).
The low frequency transient
The on -axis frequency
behaviour is particularly well
response (Fig.1) lies within
controlled.
The waterfall
±3413 between 90Hz and
plot (Fig. -) shows some evi20kHz except for a peak of
dence of ringing at 125. 500
and 1kHz. and demonstrates
the excellent low-frequency
control: very little low -frequency energy is present
after 20nis.
The acoustic
centre result (Fig.2) shows
that the low frequencies suffer a group delay that corresponds to a shift of about
lni relative to the high frequencies. further confirming
the effect of the gentle low frequency roll -off.
The
power cepstruni plot (Fig.-if
shows some evidence of a
reflection at about 18011s
which is probably a baffle
diffraction effect.
Overall, the loudspeaker
sai
performs well. The good
about +cll3 at I kHz. The on -axis response is spoiled
low frequency roll -off is
somewhat by the peak at
seen to be well controlled.
lkllz which also gives rise
having a 2nd order (12c113
to some ringing on tranper octave) slope, which is
sients. The distortion perunusual for a ported design.
formance is good with the
The harmonic distortion is
rise in distortion at low fremaintained hek)\y -40d13
quencies. perhaps inevitable
WO relative to the fundain a loudspeaker of such
mental front 1(0)1Iz upwards.
small dimensions. A strong
with the second harmonic
feature of this design is the
rising to -1-+dB (211
at
low-frequency roll -off per5511z. The horiformance:
zontal
off-a\is
although
the
response II'I;;.
response
may
not
AVI. Unit F3, 3c Bath
shows
good Road Trading
extend as tar
Estate
directivity control
down as some
over the impor- Stroud, Glouc estershire.
larger loudspeakGL5 3QKF, U K.
tant ±31) with the
ers. the snu>othTel: +44 145 3 752 656.
response main
I)e.s
of
the
tained
within
roll -out
should
of the
+3413
floor\ the \u \eutron to
response. further off -:col.
Intel-LILL- well with many
however. the response is
1'oo1115. III

Keith Holland reports

with the NuNeutron.
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Fig.7:Waterfall chart
STUDYING the measurement results of the
loudspeakers tested on thus series to date. it has been
decoded that no information can be interred from the
overall power output plots that n not evident m the offIns response plots. The power output plots have
therefore been dropped from this and subsequent
reviews In response to requests (see letter on this issue).
the power output plots have been replaced by waterfall
plots which. it is hoped. will provide additional
information
There are numerous ways in which a waterfall plot
can be calculated and presented. The following describes
the result of much enperimenat,n to d a method that
yields the clearest and most concise picture of the
loudspeaker performance. The waterfall plots are derived
from the he.resolution on-axlt frequency response
function. The impulse response n first calculated as the
inverse Fourier transform of the frequency response and
a 50ms'window' is shifted along this impulse response at
2ms intervals. the amplitude of the Fourier transform of
each windowed segment is then plotted in cascade form
AFTER

f

fur 'central' tomes from Ores to IOOms. As with all such
plots. the overlap between the time segments gives rise to
redundancy in the displayed results. but this is considered
desirable for ease of interpretation The use of a 50ms
time window also necessarily gives a restricted frequency
resolution of 201-1s To reduce time -domain smearing to
acceptable levels. the time segments are subject to a form
of'flat -top' window function that results in 12ms pmSails' and post -'tali on transients. this an be seen in me
moral slope away from the man spike of the impulse
response (the back -most frequency response plots)
Waterfall plots show to what degree certain
(requemes or bands of frequencies continue ringing
after a transient signal has been reproduced by a
loudspeaker
Ringing can be seen as peaks in the
response plots at later times when the other frequencies
have decayed away Looking at the plot for the AVI
loudspeaker (Fig. 7) as an example. the 'buttress' shape at
500)-4e is evidence of ringing at that frequency A'perfect'
loudspeaker would show ever maller repeats of the
back -most frequency response s function decaying to
nothing after 2ms
1
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THEY EXCEEDED ALL EXPECTATIONS BY PRODUCING SOME
OF THE CLEAREST IMAGING

I

HAVE HEARD TO DATE.

SOUND ON SOUND. SA100
THE SPENDORS REVEALED A STARTLINGLY TRANSPARENT
SOUNDSTAGE.THE STEREO IMAGING ACCURACY WINS HANDS

1

DOWN THE

MODEL SA -200

MIX. SA200

TI-4E STEREO IMAGE

AND DEPTH WAS OF STUNNING PRECISION.

COMBINED WITH AN EXACT AND RECOGNISABLE MID POSITION

WITH

FIRM

AND DEFINED LOW FREQUENCY RESPONSE. THESE

SPEAKERS SOUNDED DAMN CONVINCING.

STUDIO MAGAZINE. SA300
IT

IS

FAIR TO SAY THAT THESE ARE PROBABLY THE BEST MONITORS

I

HAVE TESTED IN THIS CONFIGURATION WHETHER ACTIVE OR NOT.

AUDIOMEDIA.SA300
II

111

11

20

Tirar Ins)

OVERALL

I

FOUND THESE SPEAKERS TO

BE

EXCEPTIONAL. THEY

ARE ABSOLUTELY RUTHLESS WHEN IT COMES TO REPRODUCING A

RECORDING WITHOUT COLOURATION

Fig.3: Step response

MIX MAGAZINE. SA300
MODEL SA -300
IN MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

I

HAVE NEVER HEARD MONITORS

WITH SUCH INCREDIBLE IMAGING.

EFFORTLESS REPRODUCTIVE

ACCURACY AND MOST IMPORTANTLY AN ACCURATE.NON
MYSTERIOUS BOTTOM END

JERRY RAGOVOY, PRODUCERWRITER. SA300

_

EVEN THE REPRODUCTION OF DEEP BASS SIGNALS

C..

¢

ARE IMPRESSIVE

_.

THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS CREATED

SPONTANEOUS CHEERING
1

PRODUCTION PARTNER. SA300

0
.

0

(

2

1

Quefrency (ms)
Fig.4: Power cepstrum
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Still
unconvinced
MODEL SA -500

ISPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS LIMITED

SPENDOR
YOUR ULTIMATE REFERENCE

OU1
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L.A.
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1997 BAFTA WINNER

EVE'S BAYOU

1997 INDIE SPIRIT AWARD

THE GHOST AND THE D. RKNESS

1996 ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

BATMAN 'GREVER

1995 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATED

CLEAR á PRESENT DANGER

1994 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATED

THE FUGITIVE

1993 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATED
1993 BAFTA WINNER
1992 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATED
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AGM Digital TSS I ;TSS I -D
Tamara's 24 -bit DAT first
Tascam has introduced the world's first commercially available 24 -hit DAT recorder. The
DA-45HR is the first DAT recorder able to
record true 24 -bit audio data on a standard

tape and uses a high -speed transport. Features include XLR balanced and
RCA unbalanced analogue audio I -O,
AES -EBU and SPDIF digital I -O, Word Sync
I -O and a parallel control interface.
Tascam UK.TeI: +44 923 819630.
DAT

1

SPL new

trio

becoming an imperative.

much greater control and flexibility in level independent sound processing. Transients
can be accelerated or slowed down and sustain prolonged or shortened, while all time
constants are automatically adjusted.
9

8340.

V3.O3 forARES -C and CPP
softy are for yagra- Kuclelski s:ARES -C
portable solid -state portable recorder and
CPP rackmount ISDN codec variant adds
features aimed at radio. Simplification of
V'3.00

in abeyance,

Rob James

APERENNIAL CHALLENGE faced by
film -dubbing mixers. and others con-

mixing for a centre channel is
searches for the missing link

power off. For convenience of installation
there is a jumper on the pro essing hard that
stakes the unit .sw itchable via the RS232 interface using ASCII commands or the supplied
software. Without the jumper, the unit goes
into dumb mode. and the processing -delay is
switched on or off by sintply linking two of
the RS232 pins. The unit then passes left. centre and right signals unprocessed. removing
the requirement for external patching.
These : \G \1 processors work. and they are
ridiculously
xtsl easy to use. what more is there
too say about a box you simply plug in? \\'ell.
the programmability was added to offer ease
of installation fig Iiye sc cund- reinforcement
applications. The Windows software allows
comparison between alternative settings using
8 memory locations. and an area where a
sequence of two or more locations can he
switched by simply toggling the space bar. In
practice. subjective evaluation tends to produce slightly different optimum values for the
centre -channel delay than mathematics would
indicate. There is also a toggle between two

cerned with multispeakerrepro.luction
systems, is how to deal with stereo material.
The stereo ti>rmat attempts to create the illusion (if sc>unds emerging from 'phann iii sound
sources located between the 'real' left and right
loudspeakers. Generally. this only works
acceptably for listeners located in the central
'sweet spot' listening position. Off to either side
these phantom images are pulled tow arils the
nearest .speaker. destroying the illusion.
am:
In the cinema. and increasingly in
cinema' systems. three separate channels of
sound are used to teed an array of left. centre and right loudspeakers intended to provide t among other things a better experience
for listeners outside the sweet spot.
When filins are mixed using the analogue
Dolby Surround matrix system. the encoding
process can be relied on to bleed onto the
centre speaker. not to mention the surround.
However. the effect is not always predictable
and often has a deleterious effect on the music
balance. With digital multichannel surround
systems there is no encoder matrix to help.
Although Dolby do not condone the practice
some mixers use the Dolby Surround encoder
to produce a centre channel. Apart from this
wheeze. the only option has been to use
delays and filters to produce a hard centre.
AGM Digital's TSS process uses a TrifieldGerzon. patented. frequency dependent.
matrix -decoding method for feeding three
loudspeakers. Michael Gerzon. a brilliant the- test nodes. Left input routed to both left and
oretician. did a considerable amount of right outputs. attenuated -3dII. compared to
research into how the ears and brain localise left input routed to the centre output with no
sounds. The theory is highly mathematical. attenuation. This allows the user to balance
levels on live systems before allocating the
based on orthogonal matrix theory. and a
velocity -sound intensity theory of sound local- centre -channel delay.
AGM claims to have adopted an analogue
isation. In Gerzon's words this leads to horrendously complex systems of nonlinear form over a DSP: 'There is no sonic penalty
equations'. I do not pretend to understand for having the unit purely analogue. It was
decided to make it analogue and invest in
the maths involved, but the bottom line is it
making the boards small enough to enable
appears to work. According to AGM. by caresome larger company to make a processor for
ful optimisation. the stereo from the three
speakers is balanced according to the various domestic computer usage. It does rather a
different methods used by the ears and brain good job on a desktop PC. Apart from this,
the unit !loots faster than a digital equivalent
to localise sounds at different frequencies.'
and is inherently. with the
Consequently. the German right convertors. 96kHz.
based AGM operation has pro2-i -hit ready. And yes. the
AGM Digital,
duced two I t' -high rackmount
delay -board option is digital.'
Am Eisstati on 8,D-82467
units using the theory to convert
With multichannel sound Garmisch -P artenkirchen,
stereo source material for
only delivery systems such as
3- speaker reproduction.
Deutschfan d.
audio D \T) looming large the
Tel: +49 88 21 947161.
The TSS I and the TSS- 11)
'NS I will find other uses conFax: +49 8 821 947450
Processors (equipped with a
verting stereo material when
programmable centre -channel
deity board) have balanced -O on XLR con- rcni.istering. It also has a number of sound
reinforcement applications. In fact units are
nectors and a centre channel thru facility. The
already installed in some 20 German fixed
TS51 D also has an RS 232 interface and is supinstallations. mostly handling reproduction in
plied with a I'C software package. The deli
conjunction with a video screen.
is there to compensate for the position of the
t Itimately. if you need to convert stereo
centre speaker. Settings can be stored and
material for 3- channel reproduction this unit
downloaded to a unit. Once programmed the
may he the simplest possible way of approachcomputer can he dispensed with as the unit
ing the problem.
remembers the previous settings with the
)

launched three new products: a
valve version of its stereo Vitalizer, the Qure
equaliser, and the Transient Designer
dynamic signal- effects processor.The new
Stereo Vitalizer MK2 -T combines valves
with vintage -type coil filters for a retro
sound. Qure is a dual- channel, 3 -hand parametric equaliser featuring a control
designed to 'cure' digital harshness by introducing warmth, depth and dimension to
mixes. The unit is said to selectively employ
valves, coils and transistors at their optimum working frequencies. For easy recall
of control settings, the unit is equipped with
stepped potentiometers throughout.The
Transient Designer introduces SPL's Differential Envelope Technology said to provide
SPL has

SPL, Germany.TeI: +49 2163

With surround formats still

1

on-screen menus can be assigned on a job
specific basis. The upgrade also enables the
use of bidirectional MPEG encoded uplink downlink over ISDN with the option of mixing playback files with mic or line input.Compatihility has been improved with Studer >
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Oram Octamix
< Digitec Numysis, DAVID, Digigram Xtrack

Following the Octasonic, Oram's Octamix brings its modular
8- channel mixing system on line. Tim Goodyer figures the eights
THE SECOND ELEMENT of Oram's nxldown. In most locations settings. where lei
ular series is here. Begun last yeas with
the Octasonic attic (eight mic preantps
tucked into a IC-high blue Ix>x). Octamix is
the accompanying mixing stage (similarly
tucked into a 1C-high blue box ). The brief is
clear: this is no modular studio mixer. as is.
say. MI'A's Intermix, but rather a c''llection of
units defined by function that may be used
outboard toil studio desk or in their own right.
typically as pan of a location recording setup.
If there is a near parallel. it is Audio Tots'
8\I\ 2, which combines the functions of both
of Oram's Octamix and Octasonic. and a hit
store. into half the rack space. It does not.
however. offer the flexibility offered by Or m s
nuxlular approach in ternis of its modularity.
With the scene set by the styling of Octasonic t Studio Sound. Octolx r. 199- ). Octamix'
front panel offers ten pots. 16 push buttons.
:a smattering of Luis. headphone Socket and
power switch. Its rear paid offers eight balanced inputs on .. -latch jacks (at +-8113. wired
tip hot) and two pairs of balanced bus outs
on XI.R giving a +24d13u output with 18Hz-3ki Iz bandwidth. The jacks reflect the mod-

""10uhtrit

?

t

)0

-

cls would he preset and the mix would remain
essentially static. this presents no problems
and it is a trait shared by the . \TI box.

The compromise being struck here is in
the gain structure: ( >ct:nix dispenses with the
unity gain atups used in mixing desks to provide separate trio on the channel amps and
level control via the faders. shortening the
signal path at the cost of having the output of
the preamp sitting wide open on any enabled
output bus. In the saune way that Octa -EQ
will offer 8 channels of \I \\ S -style equalisation. a series of four Octafade units will provide 8 rotary faders in ll'. 8 6(Intm faders in
2l': 8 l0(hnnt faders in 3r: and motorised
faders in 41... 'There will also he a 4-joystick
unit. currently being built as a special order
by Oram's Custom Shop.
While it makes sense tc' assess Octamix primarily in ternis of location recording. it is
aconit recognising that while the obvious use
for the second stereo bus is for monitoring.
Octamix dues have four independent output
buses and can he used for multitracking.
Of the three s\ sterns mentioned. it is reLaOCTAMqC

)

>?

a

,

of the st stein. allowing ready connecli
' .H\ h, establish a kind of hic i.irchy:
tion to Octasonic via the eight short
w>>rking aw ;n from the recording studio.
patch -leads supplied. Alternatively. Oram's \TlA's Intermix (Studio Sound. September.
\I \\ S offers a pair of channels of mic pre and
1996) offers a system that can be configured
EQ laattd duplicated XLR- stereo jack outputs)
to Ix useful in a recording studio. but may
with which Octamix can be fed. Although the
also find use in outboard- location settings.
intention is that the Octa -boxes can also Iv
Oram's Octa -series offers a useful line in stuincorporated into Oram's Series -8 console.
dio outboard and a flexible kw:1MM s\stem
Around the front. the first 8Ix>ts are detente('
while All's 8\1X2 ( SlndioSourtd. \larch 199'
pan Ix its ti )r the inputs and the remaining 2 are
is a tidy. but less flexible. location box or out4I -pc >sition. stepped. output -level pots for the
board studio mie' preamp. The big catch with
`taster and Cue buses. Each input may he the :VI'I Ix>x. however. is that it is no longer
switched to either or both buses with the t.ta-rbeing manufactured.
wo:nr and car buttons which hate green and
I liked the Octasonic-Octamix combination
red tins respectively to indicate their selecat
and .f.i.1.(1031 respectively ). It takes
tion. A 5-11n ladder accompanies the output
just a little getting used to, but it is eminently
pots: i green indicating -8dó to +4413. a yelfunctional. and passes audio cleanly and
low for +(x113 and red for +8(113.
brightly. Its uses extend a little Ixycnid the
With Octamix patched in. routeing and
obvious if vus have the tinte or inclination to
panning could not be simpler.
explore them, but its strength
but both input trimming and
is clearly in being part of a
level mixing faII to the ley el pots
Oram Pro fessional
compact. capable and poion Octasonic. And herein lies Audio.The Old forge,
fessional recording system fin.
the first complication because
Hook Green Meopham,
location recording work.
while the preamps have an
whether it is direct -to- stereo
Kent DAI3 OJE, UK.
impressive + -0 dR gain ai one Tel: +44 14 74 815 300.
classical or jazz. modestly
extreme. they tir )tt( no give unit)
Fax: +44 14 74 815 400.
multitracked nick 'n' roll tir
gain at the other -or Inputs
Email: sales @oram.co.uk
even location surround
do. as Inputs - and 8 are desigwork----to this end. a reverh
US: Sweetwater Sound.
nated I lot Channels' and are calTel: +I 2194 32 8176
unit could lie hooked in using
ibrated fr r -I 2d13 to +Aldp
the Cue bus and the Hot
working. Either way. you cannot attenuate
Channels on Octasonic. Orant has carefully
an input signal down to inaudibility as you
defined the target market for this range, in
would need to Ii>r a fade. titis is not the case ternis of facilities. flexibility and audit' qualwith the output levels, however. which are
ity. and its value is destined to incrcaNe with
Iegendcd II -10. and go all the way up and further additions to the range.
1

I
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and I):tlet workstation systems.
Nagra- Kudelski, UK.
Tel: +44 1727 810002.

XTA
XTA's flagship DP200 digital system controller for PA provides crossovers between
drivers plus out -of-band and overload protection. The DP range also includes the
DP226 speaker-management system with
two inputs and six outputs, with an 8-band
parametric equaliser for each input. Outputs all feature crossover filters, a 5 -band
parametric equaliser selectable to high and
low shelving filters. a limiter and delay.Full
metering is provided for inputs and outputs,
with mute and access buttons allowing
quick setup and gain adjustment. The
DP226 can also be controlled via PC with
XTA's AudioCore Windows control soft ware.The GQ600 dual -channel graphic
equaliser features 2 x 30 bands with long throw sliders while the RT1 real -time spectrum analyser combines third -octave RTA,
SPL meter, RT60 analysis and a swept frequency analyser.
XTA, UK.Tel:+44 1229 879977.

Flamingo pre
Cranesong's Flamingo is a 2-channel discrete Class A pic preamp with switch selectable 'vintage' and 'iron' sounds. Gain is

adjustable in 6dB increments up to 66dB
with the help of a fine trim pot. A 22 LED
VU meter monitors input.
Cranesong, US.Tel: +1 715 398 3627.

CCS Olympian codec range
Designed for stereo portable use, the
Olympian audio codec offers compatibility
with G.711, G.722, Layer 2 and layer 3, full
duplex operation, ISDN and PSTN, many
inputs and outputs and programmable func
tions. Features include three mic and one
line in, stereo return and local mix outputs.
Operation is via a menu, dials and a thumb wheel.CCS Europe has introducing its firs
audio codec with 2Mb/s interfaces, the
CDQPRIMA 2MUX -M. The modular 2MUX
M is a bidirectional `intelligent' audio code
that includes a 2Mb/s multiplexer and sup
ports MPEG 1 and 2 Layer II and III. G.722
J.41 and J.57 audio coding standards. Network access via a 2Mb/s El interface is
extended by an additional 2Mb /s
drop-insert interface to allow for various
network designs, while with the addition
of an ISDN interface card as already used
with the CDQPRIMA audio code: the
2MUX -M supports various ISDN protocols
such as 1TR6, EDSS1 and N11.The MPEG
J.41 and J.57 audio coding standards also
include the capability to transport low data
rate program -related signals with the audio
and this capability is supported in the
CDQPRIMA 2MUX -M with various >
August 1998 Studio Sound
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CEDAR DHX
CEDAR's budget Series X processors have helped remove noise
from many people's grasp. Hush, whispers Dave Foister
made at quiet
splash. Facilities that for years had
dreamed of having their own Cedar
restoration processors suddenly had that
option as the price of cleaning up plummeted. With little apparent compromise in
terms of its capabilities, and few sacrifices
in control functions. virtually the full
armoury of Cedar weapons became available to a much wider audience.
Series X comprises three processors for
the removal of clicks )(:X ). crackles ( CRX t,
and hiss ( DM). 'Their physical similarity
shows the design philosophy that has made
the range possible: they share a common
board and chassis. with the different functions determined by firmware and requiring
slightly differing controls pc k ing thrc nigh the
same set of holes. The chassis and case are
certainly not cheap items. lending a reassuringly robust feel and doing a remarkably
thorough electrical job. Because of the
nature of what goes on inside its equipment.
Cedar's attention to EMI problems predates

ettect as glugging. and generally the I IF is
seriously compromised and the win de signal is modulated. This is not a problem. as
at this point the unit is seriously overworking. The position to look for is the point at
which twittering gives way to glugging (not
a terribly technical description. but that's
how the manual describes it ), as this means
the hase level of the noise has been identified. The next stage is to reduce the attenuation to nothing. effectively putting the system out of circuit. and then to avance it until
the required amount of reduction has been
applied to the hiss.
The third control is the most subtle. and
the hardest to describe. pan ly because Cedar
is understandably cagey about giving away
too much of the workings of the algorithms.
it is marked yaety\ct:. and tells the process
how variable or inconsistent the perceived
problem is-how noisy the noise is. as Cedar
puts it. Not surprisingly. the software can do
a better job of removing noise if it remains
constant. allowing greater precision and

E.DAR'S SERIES X has

( I

the current regulations by some considermore of tc, u\e reduction without side able time. and the integrity of these struceffects. If the noise is less constant the
tures in this context would be hard to hat.
process must not he allowed to he so aggresCEDAR's approach to the removal of hiss
sive as it will inevitably affect wanted sighas seen. perhaps. more evolution over the
nals. High values of Variance therefore make
years than any other of its processes. The the Level setting considerably less critical
software has developed in terms of both its and help when a fast setup is required, but
efficacy. and the way it is operated by the
if the nature of the noise allows lower setuser. becoming simpler to set up while gettings to he used then the final processing
ting better at its job. The full-blown NR3 sys- will he better optimised.
tem still retains the power of fingerprinting
In the short time I had the DHX I was
the noise and adjusting the resulting lucky(!) enough to he faced with a DAT of a
response. hut the stand -alone units will oper- live concert recording that was unusually
ate without such preamble and deal with a noisy as it had been recorded about 30dB
remarkable range of noise characters in real below full scale by mistake. As somebody
time with minimal user intervention.
wanted an extract put on CI) something had
The DUX has only three adjustable con- to he done. and the DHX was the obvious
trols. and. although they interact heavily. solution. All the parameters carte into play
there is a simple and logical process for help- to remove the noise: if asked t(x) much of
ing the unit identify and remove the noise.
it the atmos between items could be heard
As with most CEDAR processes, this is a crufaintly twittering at high playback levels. so.
cial point: the software does the hulk of the
although the musical items sounded priswork. with the user helping to point the way
tine. I had to exercise a little more caution.
rather than telling it exactly what
A brief twiddle of the VARIANCE
to do. The most critical control
and ir'i:i. interaction prois called LEVEL. and allows you
duced the required result: a
CEDAR A udio,
to find the crossover point at 9 Clifton C ourt,
clean signal that could have
which the unwanted noise can Cambridge CBI 4BN, UK.
its gain cranked up as necesbe eliminated. This is adjusted Tel: +44 12 23 414117.
sary without anybody knowwhile the second control. called
ing there had ever been anyFax: +44 223 414118.
xrrr\r :Crto \. is at its most
thing wrong.
extreme. and results in some very odd
Armed with an upgrade to version 1.02
sounds indeed. As the 'threshold' of the noise software-introduced to cope better with the
is reached a twittering is heard. caused by
high amplitude transients of dance and rock
the presence of low -level wanted signals music -the DI IX follows in the Cedar tradiaround the noise floor. and as the a:vt i contion to provide an uncanny means of doing
trol is advanced further more serious side the apparently impossible. The difference is
effects appear. CEDAR describes the main
that now you might be able to aft( )rd it. IN
1

I

30

< interfaces. The configuration of the system is controlled via RS232-RS485 interfaces
and external PCs or controllers.The
CDQPRIMA 2MUX -M supports point-topoint and multipoint connections for dis tribution, satellite backup, DAB, and other
complex systems. The 4U unit can transmit
up to five stereo or 10 mono programs complete with additional data signals.
CCS, Germany.Tel: +49 8

I

1

55160.

AKG modular pencil

r

Similar in presentation ti) AKG's C7 -4- pencil mic, the Discreet Acoustics Mkt is a modular system with five capsules
and six installation miss- -five

goosenecks and one hanging
module -that can be used in
any combination. A phantom - w
powered LED ring confirms correct connection or can indicate
stir activity status.
AKG,Austria.
Tel: +43

1

866 540.

Renkus Heinz total

concept
Renkus Heinz Total System
Concept (TSC), as the name
suggests provides a complete
package of complementary
loudspeakers, controllers and
supplementary equipment for
touring and larger installation
applications. The enclosures
use proprietary CoEntrant
Waveguide Technology, designed to provide a true broadband point source, time
aligned, with a precisely controlled and predictable dispersion pattern. All the enclosures
share identical compact dimensions, and boast excellent resolution. clarity and efficiency.
Renkus Heinz, US.
Tel: +I 714 250 0166.

A string of Pearls
Pearl Microphone Laboratory has three new
models: the CC 22. TL 44 and DS 60
mics.The TL44 revamps the older 114
model, but still maintains the original polar
pattern switching flexibility of the original.
The CC22 aims to offer a completely honest flat frequency response and very low
noise. Meanwhile the DS 60 is a multipattern microphone with four cardioid outputs,
90' apart from each other.Pearl also has a
microphone for fixed installation applications. The PA 58 has been developed to

replace the old PA 54. The difference is a
smaller microphone head at a 25cm gooseneck. Moreover. the frequency response is
markedly flattened in the frequency band
3kHz-8kHz while the updated PA 58 has its
electronics powered by I 5V to 48V
phantom power.
Pearl,Sweden.TeI:+46 42 58810.
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Like noise, distortion, lack of headroom,
limited facilities, and no pedigree
Iis obvious

that the better you protect your sound,
the better your mix will be. When you buy an Opal
Series processor by BSS Audio you're getting not
only the best in audio quality, but a heritage and
proven track record that has benefitted artists, sound
companies, studios, broadcasters, theatres and clubs
the world over.
From this pedigree, BSS engineers have brought you
range of products designed to solve your sound

a

problems without adding either impurities or
complexity in operation. And by exploiting the latest
advances in component technology and
manufacturing techniques, we can now bring you this
thoroughbred processing power for less than you'd
think. Don't miss out on an Opal - call your BSS
Dealer or Distributor for more information.

Audio Processing
with things missing

BSS Audio, Linkside House, Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts, England EN6 3JB
Tel: +44 (0)1707 660667 Fax: +44 (0)1707 660755 e -mail: info @bss.co.uk Internet Site: www.bss.co.uk
BSS Audio USA, Harman Pro North America, Inc, 1449 Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37217 USA
Tel: (615) 360 0277 Fax: (615) 360 0480
A Harman International Company
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There are a few things you'll
miss with the Opal Series
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Rode Broadcaster
Wireless range
Patiently building its range of affordable quality microphones has
brought Rode into the broadcast studio. Dave Foister listens
REPUTATION. impressk ely
quickly made. has so tar depended
entirely on one p:uticular market area.
albeit the broadest. All three models-NT -2.
(;lassie. and \T
apitalise on the general
enthusiasm for vintage microphones by
shamelessly imitating them. and the result is
three strictly studio microphones that manage to give the Ila\ (>tir of certain classics. with
and without vales and frills. :Ind always without the price tag. The impact thee. along with
the inexpensive eastern European imports.
have had is shown by the response frotta the
market leaders who have had to fight them
on their own territory.
Front the general to the particular: the new
Rode is as different as it could be in ternes of
its breadth of appeal. Where its predecessors
aine to join the ranks of the all -round classics.
it sets its cap at a Very specific market. namely
the spoken voice. on air. but also in other sitRODE'S

speaking voice will produce.
Perhaps the nu >St obvious outward sign of
the Broadcasters role is a pod on the body
containing a red Na). This is not there to indicate the presence of phantom power, and in
fact has no link to the function of the microphone at all: it is to he connected to a switch
on the console as an on -air indicator. Any
switch will do. from a fader s\\ itch to 3 mute.
and if suitably connected it (y ill tell the 'talent. hoW hate that word when they should
stop coughing. swearing and tailing. It does
nothing at all to the microphone-there is no
on- hoard muting or any other safety features-but placed as it is right between the
speaker's eyes it should do the job of a separate cue light more effectively.
The unfortunate consequence of this otherwise thoughtful feature is that you cannot
get the microphone out of the box and plug
it straight in in the usual way. The connections for the indicator LEO are conghined with
the audio output on a 5 -pin V.R. necessitating the construction of a special break -out lead
to hook it all up. Even the review sample was
supplied with a 5 -pin female plug and nothing else
had to either improvise or slake
up my own cable. Fortunately the pin -outs
for the audio are the sane as the left-hand
channel of a standard -wired stereo microphone. s>) I had a suitable Y-cord to hand. Of
course for the application the Broadcaster is
intended for this is not a problem - the microphone will be a permanent installation and it
wouldn't matter if it needed a - -pin DIN and
an EDAC to connect it. The on -air Li:u is
switched across the other two pins, open for
on and short for off.
cations. Called the Broadcaster (did they have
The high -pass filter switch is on the hack of
to get permission front Fender?). its technical
the 1.11)'s poxes and rolls off at (dB per octave
links to other Rode models are clear. hut its
below -íl Ix. It is awkward to get at when the
features place it firmly in the broadcast stumicrophone is hung in its clump over an ondio or anywhere where speech recording is air mixer. which is. pxrhaps. intentional. Other
the primary activity.
than that there is nothing to adjust. not even
Its otter appearance is not dissimilar to the
a pad. This is. perhaps. surprising as the Broad\T- I reviewed here in December 19f)'. caster seems quite sensitive. producing high
A chunky Ixxly is capped with a coarse silver
levels with close speech and requiring a pad
grille and mounted on a simple yet effective
on the connected preamp. The plus side is a
plastic stand attachment. locked on to it with a
clean punchy s( mid with all the presence Rode
ring at its hase. The big difference is that it is
generally delivers. Pop filtering is very effecan end-fire design, using a large gold- sputtered
tive: its easier to overload the connected elecdiaphragm in non -negotiable cardi )id 111 le. It
tr(>nics with a I' than to pr>m lace a real blast.
should als( be p( Anted onu that
:tn(I the filter helps prevent
in this (1 anain where dynameven this. 'There is also interics.ire often the first choice. the
UK: HHB Corn munications.
nal shuck mounting for the
Broadcaster is a condenser.
Tel: +44 181 96 2 5000.
capsule, reducing the need for
suggesting that perhaps it is Fax: +44 181 9 62 5050.
a big suspension mount that
indeed a variant on the \T -1.
US: HHB Corn munications.
would hide the EEO. This too
But if this is the case than
Tel: +1 310319
I.
does its job well. with as little
the variations .Ire extensive.
Fax: +1 310 31 9 1311.
mechanical stand sound as
Several aspects of the Broadyou could expect.
caster's design are quite .specifically aimed at
The Broadcaster is intended to be used
its intended application. from the physical to
where a hi;k bright up -front sound is required,
the electronic. In the first category. there is an and it is certainly capable of delivering that
integral pop filter behind the grille. and in the
with few penalties.
second the bass filter is tailored for the parOther uses suggest themselves as well, hut
ticular proximity tip -up the expected close in its chosen sphere it should shine.

-I-

I

I

I

MIPRO's wireless mie systems are fitted with

Japanese condenser capsules and PiloTone
and NoiseLock squelch circuitry. The mies
claim low handling noise and the ability to
endure a 1 ni vertical drop without damage
to the performance or casing.Products in
the range include the MA101 and MA707
portable wireless RA systems. MR112 single- channel true diversity, MR31216 -channel VHF PLL synthesised diversity and
30 -channel MRR12.
MIPRO.TeI: +886

238 0809

5

AE200
Acoustic Energy, designer of the AE1
neat-field, has launched the low -cost 2 -wav
AE200. This uses metal-cone driver technology for a claimed power handling of

-I

I

32

I

I

125W, sensitivity of 89dB and a frequency
response of 40Hz- 25kHz.The HF employs
a 25mm aluminium alloy diaphragm, ferrofluid cooled and damped, while the I.F
employs a 130mm chassis with anodised
alloy cone thermally bonded to a 32mm
high -power voice coil.

AE, UK.TeI: +44 1285 654 432.

DPA microphones
The latest additions to DPA s range of miniature mies, the 4065 is a lightweight headhand unit that can be used live and in the
studio. In theatrical application the problem of humidity is always present so DPA
has paid particular attention to this matter,
building in a double vent protection system and a drop stopper on the tube, intending the mie to be less prone to failure. Further durability is offered though use of a
new kevlar reinforced cable that has
enhanced flexlife and tensile strength. The
capsule features a prepolarised omnidirectional cartridge element with a 5.4ngm vertical diaphragm that is acoustically identical to the unit used in the DPA 4061. The
headband itself is pre -bent to give a tight
fixed position on any shape of head and
can be easily reshaped. With a sensitivity
of 6mV/P, matching the level of the human
voice to the general input sensitivity of most
wireless transmitters, the 4065 has a noise
floor of 26dB(A) and can handle SPLs of up
to 144dB before clipping.
DPA,. Denmark.Tel: +45 48 142 828.
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Live sound designers are increasingly being asked for the impossible.

Thankfully, the Soundcraft Broadway delivers.
Already working hard from Seoul to Scandinavia,

Broadway combines an advanced implementation
of digitally controlled analogue technology with a

flexible, modular system design to take the largest

I

and most complex productions in its stride,

effortlessly providing exceptional sound quality
and perfect repeatability, night after night.

What's more, it does it from

a

fast, intuitive and compact control

surface that doesn't eat into valuable seating space.
Soundcraft is delivering the future of live sound mixing.
You'll find it all on Broadway.

www.soundcraft.com
Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000
Soundcraft

US

1-615-360-0471

Soundcraft

Bellari RP5 3 3
Soundscape adds plug -ins
Pioneered by solid -state units, multiprocessing is now also the
province of valve outboard. George Shilling warms to Bellari
E RP533 is one of the cheapest microphone channels to include v -ale drcuitry. It includes two Bellari- branded
valves, but overall is as much .t solid -state
design as it is a vale one. It brings together
prox'essors from other units in the Bellari range
in a cost -effective package. Despite the low
price. this unit is. like the entire Rellarl range.
'carefully hand assembled and individually
tested in Salt Lake raft. Ptah'.
The light, yet solidly built. box is fronted
with a brushed -gold metal panel.The rest of
the Nix is sprayed black: although some internal surfaces had been missed, and astonishingly showed signs of rust. The switch gear is
cheap in :appearance. but works well enough.
The knobs are pleasantly damped. m are
enjoyable to use than looks would suggest.
The rear panel includes inputs and outputs
ni cinch jacks and XLRs. the inputs .ur n-

if indeed

it is

ever studied. The input gain

seems to have been uprated since the manual was printed. and this was undoubtedly a
very necessary improvement. as with +50d13
gain maximum the unit can he used with
lower- output mies. Even so. another I(klli of
gain would not have gone amiss.

The rear-panel pad switch effectively doubles the range of gain achievable, although
30dB attenuation is excessive. 20d1; would
have sufficed. This enables use of high -level
line inputs without overloading. if you can
reach the switch. that is. All switches operate
quietly. without any huge pups and clicks.
found the photocell- activated compressor
slightly awkward to use. with a very hard -knee
threshold. It sometimes seems very on or off.
with the meter suddenly springing over to the
left as n nu'sru xn is adjusted. Also. with a minimum ratio setting of 2:1. very subtle cont1

'

pression is difficult to
achieve. As the RP533 is
marketed primarily as a
valve processor. I hound it
surprising that the Attack
.
setting could not he set
parried by grungy little push buttons for 3udli
slow enough to emulate the great valve comI'.aI) and t'n \sr REyru5E. This is plain daft: they
pressors we know and love.
should I)e on the front. Both jack and XLR
Indeed. the two valves would appear (from
outputs operate at the same +4dß ref level.
the bkxk diagram) simply to sere as input
which is unusual. Also on the hack is the bonus
and output buffers. playing no direct part in
of jacks for Side Chain In and Out. in order
the Compressor or Exciter circuitry. However.
to access the compressor control circuitry. For
I was pleasantly surprised by the Exciter secso-called tube (vale) equipment. venting is
tion. I rarely use exciters on vocals. but this
surprisingly minimal. with just a few slits on
one has a very sweet high- frequency boost in
the hack panel. However. despite the high
the nii INFER n knob. This can he used subtly
plate voltages. the RP533 was only slightly
or more heavily. hut even when pushed there
warm in use. The mains lead comes out from
is no obvious harshness or distortion. The tto r1.the hack panel through a grommet. the case
11»I knob added (or subtracted) a great
marked 120VAC despite this unit having been
warmth. My only reservation here was the
modified for the UK's 240V supply.
massive boost achievable on frequencies
Front -panel layout is commendably clear.
below those normally desirable on vocals:
something not always achieved by designers
there is no high -pass filter. Plugging in an
of multiple -process devices such as this. The instrument directly such as electric guitar was
three distinct sections are marked: Preamp.
successful. and bass guitar particularly so. the
Compressor -Limiter and Exciter. The Preamp
compression and Bottom b(u)st is well suited
section comprises a GAIN knob with a marked
to the instrument.
range of +20dB to +50dB (although the manAudio performance is very good, with a
ual states +13dB to +33dB). accompanied by
quoted frequency response up to 40kHz and
a PIt.ANTOMI POWER push button with LED. The
a yen' low noise floor. It audibly performed
compressor -limiter has knobs for THRESHOLD
as well as a similarly featured competitor at
several times the price: although reservations
( -20dB to +20dB). RATIO (2:1 to co)..vrrACK
(0.5ms to 100ms). RELEASE (0.1s to 2s) and of -rabout the Compressor's operation remain.
PCT LEVEL Goo to +20dB with
Whatever. this is probably the
zero marked at
oclock).
best value unit in the Bellari
COMPRESSOR ACTIVE and EXCITER
Rolls Corpor ation- Bellari,
range. slightly smoother in
Acn\E push buttons are adja5143 S. Main St reet, Salt Lake
operation than the dedicated
City, UT 84107 US.
cent. (no LEDS, unfortunately).
Compressor and Exciter modwith Exciter controls com- Tel: +I 801 26 3 9053.
els. and is certainly worth a lisprising Itonorl and DEEtxrnoN.
Fax: +1 801 26 3 9068.
ten if you are considering an
both marked 0 to 10. A switch
optical-compressor based
to select either +4dB ref. Output or Gain
voice channel. It has its idiosyncrasies. and
Reduction accompanies the creamy- yellow
one should he wary of overspending because
dimly lit vu meter. A dicky rocker power
of the valve hype. There are some very good
switch is situated to the right.
competing solid -state units (for this price or
The manual is short and somewhat vague
less) that include a high -pass filter and full
in a few areas. but will suffice for most users.
EQ. But by all means give this one a twirl.
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Aphcx SyStoms lias anncxuiced an agreement
to develop Aural Exciter Type Ill and Big Bottom Pro DSP plug-ins for the Soundscape
SSHDR1 -Plus DAW, and the new Soundscape
Mixtreme 16- channel PCI card.The real-time
plug -ins for the Soundscape V2 mixer run
on Motorola 56301 DSP with Windows
95/98/NT front ends. The plug -ins are moddled on the top range Aphex Model 104 Aural
Exciter Type III and Big Bottom patented
circuitry. Also announced is the TC
Dvnamizer plug-in that delivers TC-quality
mastering dynamic effects for the SSHDRI
and llixtreme PCI card.
Soundscape, UK.Tel: +44 222 450120..
1

Cubase goes Native
The latest version of Cubase Native Audio
Processing and MIDI sequencing technology for Power Macintosh has been released.
Developed in clase connection with Apple.
Cubase VST /24 4.0 offers 64 tracks of digital audio in 24 -hit, 96kHz quality with each
channel using up to four brands of EQ.
Recordings can be shaped with up to four
Ping -In inserts per channel, with eight aux
sends addressing up to eight effects of Plug Ins in the aux effects rack. The new group
mixers offer four insert slots for effects and
Plug -Ins. The mastering section offers busing to individual outputs of a range of supported digital -audio cards including the
Korg 1212, Sonorus Studi/O, Lexicon Studio and Yamaha's DSP Factory. Internal resolution has been increased to 1530) ppqn,

3

and there are a host of new MIDI and audio
editing functions including a controller editor for detailed editing of any recording parameter. a MIDI -Track mixer and Drag & Drop.
Steinberg, Germany.Tel: +49 40 2 10330.

TL Audio turns digital
Valve outboard specialist TL Audio has
launched a digital division with the acquisition from Penny & Giles of the rights to
design, develop, market and sell its Audio
Multiprocessor System. Following the
realignment of P&G earlier this year, the
company felt the Audio Multiprocessor
range would be better served by a company

specialising exclusively in the development
of audio products.TL Audio is already shipping the new digital units.
TL Audio, UK.TeI: +44 1462 490 600.

QSC PLX
of amps use PowerWave
swiching power supplies and are said >
QSC's PLX series
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The engineers at Haller have

gone to great lengths to mix
the perfect ingredients. Our

Transnova /DIAMOND
amplifier will deliver the

accuracy and transparency
your music deserves. These
circuits combined with our

proprietary high frequency
waveguide and low

frequency transducer will
deliver a smooth response

and create an undeniable

depth of field.

Hafler
Go hear the TRM8 Transnova Reference Monitor
The TRM8 is a true synergy between speaker

Tom Jung

and amplifier. something rare in pro audio"

Technical consultant for
Pro Audio Review

The low distortion lets you listen without fatigue.

President and recordirg/
mastering engineer of Digital
Mastering Products (DMP)

yet enables you to hear precise detail"
At $2400 a pair,

they are a real bargain"
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Lexicon PCM8I
Complementing the PCM9I's dedication to reverbation, the PCM8
embraces a wealth of effects. Dave Foister meets a flexible friend
I

IF A JOB' \\ ORTH DOING. it is worth
doing twice. Lexicon's PC191. reviewed
Last month. constitutes half Of a new pair
of processors designed to build on the industry- standard status of previous nu xfels.:nd to
bring effects from the top -end boxes to a wider
audience. Where the PC\I91 concentrates
exclusively on reverberation. with a huge
palette of the son of stuff that made Lexicon's
name. the PC181 covers the whole gamut of
effects processes while still centring on the
famed Lexicon reverhs.
The two boxes are nearly identical in
appearance. with only t slight variation in the
pattern of the blue and black livery to distinguish them. The co >ntrol layout is exactly the
saute: a new bright blue display is partnered
by two rotary encoders for parameter selection and adjustment. with input level control
and metering the other side. The actual roles
of the encoders are determined by the operiec no, ,,!e 4 t!te unit as selected 1w a bank
i

,

\

who do nt
ant to get bogged down in the
nuts and bolts there is a simpler editing mode.
that allows access to a single row of the most
important parameters.
These will van enormously depending on
what the chosen preset is doing. The range of
algorithms is very comprehensive. including
all the obvious delays. flanges and choruses.
all the way clown to the simplest of delay line
setups for generating such effects the old -fashioned way. It also includes banks of tuned
resonators and some of the smoothest pitch
shifting you are likely to hear. Both of these
can be controlled from a MIDI keyboard to set
multiple pitch values in real time. just part of
a very extensive \111)1 implementation.
Editing factory programs is made easier by
the facility to patch several parameters to one
control. allowing more intuitive adjustment
of an effect's colour than could be achieved
by getting at all the relevant values separately.
ell in some of the
This is nscol siocri.il!
i

QSC, US.Tel:+1 714 754 6175.

Quested passive 3 -way
Quested has launched the UD13 -way passive monitor with dual proprietary 200mm
bass driver, a 75mm mid -range and 28mm
soft -dome tweeter. The speakers have their
own integral stands with all drivers housed
in individual chambers. The crossovers use
polypropylene capacitors and air -cored
inductors, and triple gold -plated binding

o

of 12 push buttons. most with integral green parameters which appear by default on the
.adjust encoder: like the PC \191, the PCM8I
indicator i.i os.
The default nxxle is the one for choosing
always has one important setting live on this
factory programs. of which there are hun- knob as soon as the program is loaded. This
dreds. So much ground is covered 1w the pre- is even more appropriate on a multi- effects
box such as this. and a good example is a presets that there's something for every occasion
here with only the oriel tweak to the timing set to simulate the accidental stopping and
necessary to stake it right for the job. It is restarting of an analogue tape machine. Here
immediately tipparent that the quality of the
the knob toggles between stop and play. causreverhs. which are :mailable on most of the ing the pitch to drop quickly and ramp hack
configurations. is not in the least bit compro- up again as though the Gape op has leaned on
mised compared with the PC\I91: although the machine. Other presets rely on a
the detailed programming lx>tential is reduced footswitch to do things like switch the speed
of a notary speaker simulation or freeze the
in the interests of manageability. \\hile there
are some reverb-only programs. most work input signal.
in conjunction with some other effect. if not
Both units have the option to tie the effects
two. so even with the complex editing matrix
in with the tempo of the music.:md this is
there's simply not the room for quite so many even more relevant here with delay and other
parameters.
time effects than it is with
Editing a program follows
reverhs. The working tempo
the same procedure as on the Lexicon Inc, US
can he entered numerically.
3 Oak Park, Bedford,
PC\I91. Each program has a
tapped on a button or driven
MA 01730-1441,
matrix of parameters. grouped
from \llDL and parameters can
Tel: +1 617 280 0300.
;as logically as possible into
then Ix set in note increments
Fax: +1 617 280 0490.
rots s. P and is \ buttons.
rather than milliseconds.
E -mail: info @lexicon.com
which you might suppose are
This is not new; neither is
UK:
\IIDI-controlled polyphonic
for nudging values.:are actually
Stirling Audio Systems Ltd,
harmonisation: nor are many of
for stepping through the rows.
and within each row the s1'1.Fa7t Kimberley Road, London
the features on the PC1\I81. The
NW6 7SF.
point is that capabilities like
encoxler chooses a column. or
Tel: +44 171 624 6000.
a specific parameter. This is
this. that others shout about or
Fax: +44 171 372 6370
then controlled 1w the :ton
focus w hole processors on. are
encoder. Navigation is easy: the
taken for granted here. and are
only difficulties are taI knowing what variall present in the saute lox alongside some
ables to expect for a particular setup. and of the lest reverhs in the business. There wont
(I)t finding them. when a program may have
he much you can think of that the Lexicon
as many as 50 variables. Of course it is all in
cannot do.:and it can do so attach at once. and
the manual. which is spectacularly fat. and to such a high level of quality and controllathere is a limited amount of on- screen help bility. that the resulting combinations may well
he unique. challenge you not to enjoy it.
available by holding buttons down. For those
a

s
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< :o combine the performance of the company's PowerLight series with the value of
the MX series. Four initial models are being
shipped delivering 500W, 800W, 1000W and
1500W into 252. Proportional response clip
limiters optimise limiting based on programme material to preserve dynamics and
low-frequency filters
user -selectable
increase useable power and protect speakers. Features include Speakon and touchproof binding post outputs and LED indicators for major functions.

posts permit multi-amping.The QSB118
18 -inch subbass cabinet is designed to complement the HQ210 active system and is
powered by an AP700 amp. The driver is
double- cooled using vented pole piece and
an external radial chassis.
Quested, UK.Tel: +44

181

566 2488.

It's the Flinstone
Amptec has launched a digital mixing console called the Flinstone 200D based on
the earlier Stone D001 console. Using the
same traditional user- interface, is configurable by means of different I -O
modules, features sample-rate convertors
on every digital input, and under the bonnet uses 24 -bit A-DID--A convertors, and
32-bit floating point DSP. The Flinstone >
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RonAld

on BASF
tape
"If the choice is left to me,

STUDIO MASTER
l

use

BASF Studio Master 900 maxima. It is such a high -

class analogue tape that

I

xima

could not find a better one

even after comparing several tapes with it. You get a

super performance From BASF Studio Master 900

maxima even when you push up the level. The clarity
is phenomenal. I don't use anything else now."
Ronald Prent has had success as a recording engineer working with
such artists as David Bowie, Police, Elton John, Def Leppard,

Iron Maiden, Peter Maffay, Jule Neigel, Rammstein, Guano Apes
and Fury in the Slaughterhouse.
For more information

E/NTEC Magnei 'cs

contact
IT 01295-227838 or visit EMTEC Magnetics'
web site at http: /www.emtec- magnetics.com

/

a high-output analogue tape
designed specifically for multi -track recording and
mastering, wits extra wide dynamic range. low noise
and low print through.

SM 900 maxima is

,

BASF

Thermionic Culture Phoenix
for valve outboard to appear with a true
Shilling on the rising of a retro compressor

It is increasingly rare now

heritage

George

KEARI has been involved in pro
uulio since the 1950s. when studios
often had to customise and build their
own solutions. This environment has ultimately led him to the happy position he now
occupies as research and design guru of
Thermionic Culture. Over the years. he has
set up a number of recording studios. most
notably Chiswick Reach in the early 1990s.
famous for its extensive vale equipment.
Since then. he has had time to pursue his own
design ideas for outboard equipment featuring valve circuitry. Vic Kean's Thertuionic Culture panneta(>nathan Wiles helps with design
and oversees manufacturing.
The appearance of the Phi enix is striking.
It is a hefty 3t1 -high rackntounter. with startling square vu meters. The upper casing is
fashioned from bare steel sheeting punctured
with a mesh of large holes. through which the
major components are clearly visible. These
contpri,c six valves (of three different. relaVIC

torch bulb with a green cover to indicate
power on. There is no illumination of the Kid looking vu meters. These meters are of Indian
origin. and were reportedly spotted in a
nuclear reactor control room in a certain Eastern nation. Thermionic Culture reject a large
number of these clue to sticking needles. but
after one initially paused a couple of times
they were fine.
Their representation of the compression
characteristics is not entirely accurate. as their
movement is somewhat lethargic. This is no
great problem, and one soon became accustomed to their nature. It should he noted that
the Output Trim pots are placed after the eleca

o

tronics. They can be safely used to lower the
output level for - 1(k113 operation.
L<x>scly based on the Altec -136, this latest
development of the design features a wider ranging N1.1 t( I. control than the original prototypes. There is n( Ratio control. as the design
features a'\ "ari ->Iu soft -knee circuit that ranges
from <2:1 initially to >20:1 at 2(kIB compression via a pleasant curve. This stakes setting
up a d(xklle. the lack of conventional calibration forcing one to work by ear. Juggling the
(
and tttttt:sttot) knobs enables a wide
range of compression amounts. and the :MACK
and REI.E :at controls are extremely wide -rangtively uncommon types): three huge transing. providing a variety of useful settings. It is
formers: four potentiometer shafts( for service
remarkably difficult to stake things sound bad
adjustments) two massive capacitors: and the with this unit. The Phoenix has a ten' musiaforementioned meters: all mounted on a bare
cal character, and certainly brought one of my
metal base section. It is a measure of the design
mixes to life. controlling the bottom end beauphilosophy that huge shafted potentiometers
tifully. staking the vocals more rich and juicy
are used for trims rather than the tin" trim sounding and generally making the track
pots f ì xnxl more commonly. The smaller elec- sound more dynamic. I ux>k an instant liking
tronic components and wiring are enclosed
to it. and forgave its lack of calibrated legending
within the base.
straightaway. On v(xals the Phoenix is truly a
These are accessed by removing the bottom
joy to use. suiting all vocalists tried it with
seta panel, this reveals familiar electronic com- during my brief review period.
ponents. but. astonishingly. no PCBs. CompoUse with drums and hass were equally
nents are either attached to the casing or enjoyable. Noise levels were extremely low.
mounted on one of three solder -tag strips.
and frequency response extremely wide.
This method of construction is almost
If have any criticism. it is possibly that the
unheard of in these clays of computer design. sound of this unit is slightly to() sin(x>th and
The rear of this section includes the !EC mains sweet, lacking a little raw 'graininess' of charsocket. fuses. and two pairs of XLR connec- acter found in certain older valve compress(rs.
tors for input and output. The rough casing
The Phoenix is priced as a professional
construction could be from a school metalproduct. distancing itself somewhat from
work class. but has a rugged appeal.
cheaper valve units flooding the lower
The black front panel includes separate
reaches of the market. 'Liking into account
plastic-knobbed damped pots for each chan- the many years of practical experience behind
nel for (,.Alt (input level ). ATTACK. Rfa.FAsr.
this product. it seems like very good value.
THRESHOLD and Ot TPt I TRL\t
Indeed. the Phoenix compares
knobs. and It1YAss toggle
favourably with competitor., that
switches. There is also a LINK Serious Audio. 96
are Dutch more expensive. Contoggle for stereo operation. or Queens Road,Watford,
struction is undertaken by hand
as the manual usefully sugby a team of just three people.
Herts WD 12NX. UK.
gests. side -i hain control of one Tel: +44 1923 442121.
which makes each one inherchannel by the input to the Fax: +44 1923 442441.
ently more special than any
other. The controls are free
mass -produced identikit h )X.
from an' markings of conventional calibraThe Phoenix is from a contfintingly old-fashtion scales. All knobs are simply legended
ioned Home Counties cottage industry: note
front to I1 -yes, the Spinal Tap joke has
the proud use of the word 'England' on the
truly been done to death. To the right is at
front panel. Its old- fashioned valve warmth
large is A\ R toggle switch, accompanied by
brings a magical glow to any signal.
)
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< aims to be the perfect digital substitute
for an analogue broadcast console, and
without some of the more high -end features
of the Stone is priced attractively. Maintaining the geological theme. the Boulder
OB1 is an analogue production console
designed for OB vans and TV or radio production studios. The Boulder features stereo
and mono inputs with 4 -band EQ, HP filter, direct and clean -feed outputs on every
input module, 10 aux sends. 8 mono subgroups, 8 VCA groups and 8 mono matrix
outputs, 2 stereo and 1 mono program output, 2 monitor and 1 communication module. Other special broadcast features
include: compressor-gate on every I -O
module, fader start, I-O transformers, and
programmable channel on/tally output.The
console is prepared for moving fader and
snapshot automation, based on the Stone
snap shot system, specially adapted for
broadcast use.
Amptec, Belgium.Tel: +32 I 281 458.
1

Shure unveils UHF system
Shure has unveiled a new UC wireless UHF
system that is designed to be a flexible and
affordable contracting tool offering frequency agility, interchangeable microphone capsules and extensive LED metering. The main elements are a diversity
receiver and choice of body -pack or handheld transmitters.Occupyingonly half a rack

space, the system's receiver is equipped

411601111
116

with adjustable squelch control, group an d
channel switches for frequency changes, a
2 -band adjustable EQ section and Shure 's
proprietary MARCAD (Maximum Rati o
Combining Audio Diversity) circuitry.
Shure, US.TeI: +I 847 866 2200.

AD's PICO mixer
1\ broadcast specialist Audio Developments has introduced its new PICO mixer,
the AD245. This keeps the facilities and
usability found on its predecessor, the
AD145, but features the low noise microphone amplifier originally designed for
the AD140 series of mixers. A hybrid of
this component has been produced for the
new PICO, which offers powering for 48V
and 12V Tonader microphones. While this
new feature has been added, the main selling point of the original mixer, its simple
but effective EQ section, has been
retained.Other features include protection
against radio frequency interference on
the inputs, a balanced transformer, a high pass filter to guard the transformer against
low frequency saturation, limiters on the
main output, switchable PPM or VU meters
and a choice of frame sizes (six, eight or
ten inputs
Audio Developments, UK.

Tel: +44 1962 868 830.
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The PreSorus M80 Eight Channel Microphone /Preamplifier with Mix Bus.

Featuring Nigh Quality Jensen® Transformers.

FET, Class A

Discrete

Buffers. Twin Servo® Gain Stages (No Capacitors). Mix Bus assign For

Multiple Mic/Instrument Stereo Imaging. Unique IDSS Control for
Adjusting Harmonic Distortion. Servo Balanced Send & Return Jacks
on Each Channel for External Balanced Processing. Auxilliary Bus Inputs.

Greatly improve the quality of any console, analog or digital,

by adding eight very high end mic preamplifiers.

Amazing front end for two, four or eight channel analog to digital
converters such as the Digidesign 8880 or Soundscape 55810 -1®.
Add warmth to any microphone using the proprietary FET IDSS adjust.
High headroom summing bus allows true stereo imaging

utilizing more than two microphones.

Reader Response No. 051
Call Today: 1-800-750-0323
fax: 504.344.8881

voce. 5)4 344 7887

email: prisonus@presonus.com

website: www.Dresonus.com

internaticnal: global @presonus.ccm

international voice: 714.440.076

PreSonus

i[audio electronics]

inspired

Digital Synergy
TASCAM TM-D80o0

i

`60

digital mixing from the digital recording people
TASCAM

understands how intuitive digital recording has to be, and
they have built the TM -D8000 around that understanding.
Extensive "up -top" control surface with multiple faders and controls.

1

u
4

7

t

JA

Û

provides maximum degree of functionality at any time, while optimum use of
assignability provides deeper access to functions and parameters when required.

Synchronization and control: direct digital interfacing (TDIF. AES /EBU.

S/PDIF)

and full function transport control (TASCAM sync I/O, Sony P2. MMC) enable desk
and recorders to operate seamlessly.

High resolution A/D convertors,

high -performance mic -amps and balanced line inputs.

Programmable level, EQ.

pan aux. solo /cue and dynamics' processing operate under snap -shot scene

automation with on -line dynamic automation software also available.
Full scale monitor and comms facilities.
LCD console /channel status and

parameter values display

.

and full analogue and

digital I/O metering give
the TM -D8000 an

operational status
superior to far more
expensive analogue recordin
and post production consoles.
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Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts, WDi 8YA. Brochure Hotline 01923 819E3o

you have to
FIIZI
understand about the music
business is that there are no
rules.' proclaims \lickie \lc>.st. 'If Was
to s:n to you at few years ago that a
group from Manchester called Oasis
Was going to (I)) The Beatles and sell
millions. you'd say. -Oh come on, that's
all been clone" You never can tell what's
coming next. It could he anything. but
normally its a progression from America With regard to what is dictated in
terms of heats per minute. American
black music is the only black music.
British black music is really White.'
In the beginning. it was American
black music that inspired \lickie Most.
Artist. producer. publisher. record label
exec. and studio owner. he has pretty
much done it all during more than
.40 years in the music business. and it
was the blues and R&B that first drew
hint in before rock 'n' roll encouraged
hint to pick up a guitar.
A native of North-West la)ndon. \lost
grew up listening t() the MB sounds
that were hroudcast on radio by the
American Forces Network during the
early fifties. "Then. once he'd learned to
plan the guitar. he performed semiprofessionally in clubs around Central London's Soh() district. hcfore a pairingwyith
a schoolfriend saw the disingenuously named Most Brothers recording for
1)ecca during the mid-to-late fifties.
\lickie's penchant for making singles
as opposed to albums prc>ba bly dates
hack to this era. when albums \\ ere basically too expensive ti r him to buy.. ''They
were for people who had money to
burn: he asserts. in tact, one of the only
albums that bought in those clays was
the first by Elvis Presley. and still play
that today, so I've certainly had my
30 -bob's worth out of it.
\Ic>st of the albums \youlcl just have
one or two songs that you liked and the
rest was throwaway. so we were really
110I for singles and we liycd in this world
of juke boxes. That was our entertainment. Any cafe that had a jukebox and
a pinball machine was Las Vegas for us
in the fifties. and don't think I ever
grew out of that:
Meanwhile. success was still more
than a step away fin The \I()st irotlters in 1958 when the real M<ut decided
to take a right turn and head for South
Africa. In light of the rock boom that
was then taking place in Britain this
might have been viewed as a questionable decision, but it was made for
purely personal reasons. and. as things
turned out. happened to he quite fortuitous in the professional sense too.
'My girlfriend was from South Africa.
and when she returned there her family said would ha\ e to follow her if
i wanted something more permanent'
Most now recalls. ''They thought
i wouldn't bother hut I did. and they
then made it clear that i would have to
spend four years there as they didn't
HE

I

I

I
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A key player di ring the British music scene of the
sixties, Mickie Most has recently returned to work
Richard Buskin. makes the most of an interview
No just fortunate. but also and astute.
know nie. which seethed sensible. \\'ell.
I
a lot of hit
records as a singer. and I also produced
the records as there weren't any producers in that yen' small market. That's
how I learned to produce.'
Indeed. having installed himself at the
.tnLU :ud of the burgeoning rock 'n' roll
scene in South Africa together with his
hand The Playboys. \Iickie Most was a
teen sensation there during the late fifties
and early sixties. Nevertheless. once his
-4-year probation Was up he headed
straight hack to England. and it was in
1963. while in Newcastle during a pack age tour alongside The Everly Brothers.
Little Richard and 13o Diddles. that \lost
visited The Club- A -GO>go and saw a hand
on stage called The Animals.
.1 immediately knee that this Yyas
What I'd been looking for since I'd
arrived hack in England he enthuses.
At that point the music scene was really
bland. with people like Eden Kane and
_john Leyton. but The Beatles. and their
like. were also just starting to hit. and
so was (intonate to be in the right place
at the right tine.'

during those tour years had

1

a time when there was only a handful of major record companies controlling matters. \I<>st. himself, opted to pay
for the artists that he signed and subsequently produced.
'The record companies didn't like the
idea of you doing things that wwereoutside the norm.' he sans. 'hut I just signed
the groups to myself and I financed
them. offering them a royalty and a deal.
and then it was up to me to make this
deal work. Fortunately I hacf already
been recording with I: \II. and EMI were
interested in what was doing. They
had a label manager there working for
\totoyn named Derek Everett and he
liked what I was doing. The first record
that carte out was a hit. the second
record was No.1 all over the world. and
after that I never had a problem.'
The first Top 20 hit by The Animals
was a record entitled 'Baby Let Me Take
You Home'. on the strength of which
they secured a tour supporting Chuck
Bern. Now, one of the nunthers that
they perforated regularly on stage was
'House Of The Rising Sun', so in mid- >

At

I

4I

< tour Most decided to bring the hand
down from Liverpool to I.ondon

overnight and record their extraordinary
pertì>rntance of this song.
'They got on the sleeper Intl I picked
them up early in the morning along with
their drum kit. amplifiers and all their
gear'.' he recalls. \\"e were hooked into
Kingsway Recording Studio for a 3-hour
session irons ti until I. :tad by 8.15. take
two. said. "'[hats the one"
So. what to do during the remaining
two hours ln(I 4 minutes ? \C'eII. that was
easy. Why not stake an entire album?
1'h:t consisted of songs that they
wanted to record. really.' Most replies.
'Songs that they'd rehearsed and played
many times as part of their repertoire.
sat i(I. "Okay. go fi>r it ". We did everyliing live. straight to mono. and that's
how it all started. Hier that. for inc. it
.ls a case ut hit :trier hit. The [text one
was 'P( J>acco Road with The Nashville
'Peens. to>llowed by'Fin Into Something
Gooch \\ ith I Iern>an's Hermits....
The last of which was a million stiles
away trust the earthy %KB sensibilities
of 'Hit! Animals. \lickie \lost, don't forget. was into R& li and rock 'n' roll, hut,
as time woul(t soon tell, he was also
equally into capitalising on his uncanny
knack of spotting commercial! viable
acts and matching then[ up with exactly
the right song material in order to produce hit rec(rrds.
'I had this Coffin & King tune. 'I'm
Into Something Good, which was really
catchy. and really thought it needed
somebody youthful -looking.'
he
explains. 'Herman's Hermits' management had called me many times and
asked me to take a look at theta. so
I saicl. "Send me a photograph-. and as
soon as say the Photo envisaged
Peter \o -one as a young IPresidentl
Kennedy. quickly went up to Bolton.
where the hand was playing. and they
were doing all of the p R(\ B stuff such
as 'Mother In Law'. 'Poison Ivy' and so
on. rd brought 'Fin Into Something
Good' with me and they fitted it really
well. so told them to learn the song
'

I

I

I

by Sun(la\ and we would record it then.
basically \\ hat happened and it
ryas .t'. simple as that.

'Mir.

used to spend every other week in
New 1.( irk or IA ). Angeles. scouring
around places such as The Brill Building for material.
had all of these
appointments set up for ate. so when
I arrived there on a Sunday night
d
have my schedule and then ii-o)n) Monday nturoiino to Friday evening I'd visit
publishers and listen to tunes. On Friday night I'd return to IAindon. record
the material the following week and
then go hack to the States the next Sunday. That's all (lidl for five years.'
It sounds straightforward. However.
while a lot of people think that they
can spot a hit record. most potential
hits never even make it into the lower
regions of the charts. So, given his
impeccable instincts, what is \I(>st's criteria when trying to identity the kind of
material that prompts record,s1( cash
registers t() ring? \Cell, to quote the man
himself, 'There has to he that hit of
magic. The song. the recording: the
whole thing has to add up in my mind
to a hundred. and when hear it I go.
-That's it!- .
.I
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Does that explain the hit- maker's
met lu
': \t other tintes
might heat- a great
song. but the arrangement isn't doing
it for nte. so I'II rework it and ()hen that'll
turn out to he what is needed. just
seen[ to have the ability to do that.
don't know why. 'There again. there
are also tintes in your lite \\ hen you're
wrong- perhaps it was the wrong tinting for the re('> ord: it caste out too early
or too late. we didn't pick up the airplay, whatever -hut if it doesn't succeed. it doesn't succeed and staking
excuses is a negative. Thu just have to
say. Okay. woofed, I've got to try
harder next time.
As the sixties moved un. Most found
himself working with a range of different artists. from Lulu and Donovan
to progressive hands like The Yard birds and heavyweight talents such as
Jeff Beck. The whole record business
was rapidly evolving. rock music was
being taken more seriously and priority was increasingly being gi( en over
to alhunt sessions. so in \I\I's case
weren't tilt' sessions starting to take
quite a lot longer?
'They certainly all took longer than >
I
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The official website of Studio Sound, Pro Sound New
Europe, What's New in Pro Audio, NB Europe and the
A.E.S. Daily.
With the most comprehensive má of features, product reviews, news, product directories and
archi

t material available on a single website, jtt easy to see why ptnstudio.com has become
the most widely accessed proaudio website
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FaMixorks
Designed by Dave Blackmer founder of DBX `"

The LAB series preamps

The QTCI quiet omni
The OTCI offers 4dB less noise than the TC40K, ruler flat frequency

Flat response from 2Hz to 100 kHz

0.1 dB.

response from 4Hz to 40 kHz, superior impulse response and that great

0.25psec rise time.

Earthworks sound.

Stepped gain from

...and because omnis are not for everyone,

0

to 66dB.

Variable control of gain to three separately driven outputs.
Gold plated switches!
Standby, Polarity and

The Z3OX cardioid mic
The Z3OX offers unusually smooth on -axis response to 30 kHz, very low

-48v

and Phantom Switches.

Inaudible preamp noise even

st

60dB of gain.

off axis coloration, extraordinary rear rejection, clean impulse response

The LAB series preamps are ideal for

and great sound for vocals, drums and etc.! Excellent for stage, studio,

frequency analog recording. If you like the clarity and realism of

and broadcast.

Earthworks mics, you'll love our preamps!

Matt black finish now available for all models.

96Kí 24 bit digital or extended

IlnnM.rf.n...¡ IIN!0r

Earthworla

Y

ecaltAvorh3

Distributors

Belgium

Apex

8930 6313

Finland; Norway; Sweden

Golden Age Music

Denmark

Orkester Graven

8618 4922

Netherlands

Focus

France

JukeBox

UK

Unity Audio

T N

14093 0101

+46(0)32266 5050
20687 8600

01440 7E5843
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MANLEY LABORATORIES INC
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE
CHINO, CA. 91710 USA
http: //www.manleylabs.com
Phone (909) 627 -4256
FAX (909) 628 -2482
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S minutes.' ct tines the laughing
reply. '1 mean.
1I1. that was just one of those
freak things. but still. as far as I'm concerned. once a performance is on tape
it's just pointless to keep going on. With
['House of the Rising Sun'] realised Icl
got it..ind must have got it because
the record's sold millions and millions
for more than 30 years. I'm sure if I'd

and maintain the energy. but I do
believe that when you're performing
group music the recordings sound and
feel better when everything is planed
together. If they're good players and
they're well rehearsed they should play
in time. and that will produce a fetter
feeling. After all. most people buy
records because they feel and sound
right. Musically they don't understand.
and why should t lies? They're not 111115icians, but instim. i\ el. they know.
Even though \I( ).t had brought Epic
Records a lot )I .access over the course
of about five years courtesy of his work
with the afi)rententioned I)onovan. Lulu
and l"ardhirels releases. by the end of
the I960s CBS' stain man, Clive Davis.
felt that the single hacl already had its
clay. So dici many of his industry colleagues. yet \I(tst dici not agree. maintaining that it should still be regarded
as the flag -waver for the album. This
was the attitude that he adopted when
forming his own RAK Records label in
1969: if others were willing to abandon
the singles market then he would aim
to fill their shoes. and the result \y:u
that the first 27 records issued on RAK
were all Top 50 hits. Thus commenced
Mickie Mosts cycle of success during
the 1970's. during which time he discovered acts such as Suzi Qualm. Mud.
Smokie and Hot Chocolate.
'1 was recording an
album-that
never got finished -with Jeff Beck at

I

1

1

spent another two weeks doing it I
would never havee improved on it. In
fact. it would probably have got worse.
As we moved towards the late
sixties things were changing technically.
\\e went from mono to stereo. i -track
to ti -track to 16- track. and things obviously began to take longer. but I personally like to be in and out of the studio. I just can't keep things up for that
amount of time: it's too long. Also. as
you get older you don't want to waste
so much time doing something that you
used to do in three hours. We used to
do a whole single and maybe a spare
B -side in a 3 -hour session -certainly
we'd get the master done -and even
all of those Donovan records. some of
which were quite complicated. were
clone in three hours.
'Having s :lid that. I think there are
records that suit the lengthier sessions.
A lot of the dunce and rap records suit
it, because you've got programmed
material and once you've got the vibe
right on the program it remains right.
So, you can do overdubs. and so on.
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Motown in Detroit when I first saw Suzi
Quatro.' he recalls. 'The manager of a
group called Cradle invited us to see
them in our spare time. and they were
pretty good. but it was the bass player
who caught my attention. She was not
singing at the time. she was just standing at the hack. but she played very
well and I thought that she had something. So told the manager that I was
not interested, hut that if the group didn't stake it. and it should break up. then
give her my number in London, and I'd
like to talk to her.'
wen. as luck would have it...
Sometime later she phoned and said
that the group had broken up, so I sent
her some money. a contract and a plane
ticket. and that's how it happened.'
Hot Chocolate. meanwhile. appeared
at the RAK offices in the form of songwriters Errol Brown and Tony Wilson
during the early seventies. and Most
promptly used a couple of their compositions to good effect with Herman's
Hermits and Mary Hopkin. However,
when Brown and 'Wilson then turned up
with a song entitled 'Love is Life' he suggested that they record it themselves.
Some session musicians were quickly
brought together in the studio, but it took
a lot longer to come up with the sound
that the producer was looking for.
'We had to create a sound. a Hot
Chocolate sound. because there wasn't
a group. just two writers.' he sat s. 'I kept
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The detail
provided by the
valve circuitry
means that the
EQ -2 only ever

seems enhance."
-

Studio Sound

£1299

EX VAT

£1526INC

In USA $1775

he TL Audio EQ -2 equaliser is quite

simply the ultimate in valve equalisation.

Nothing beats the flexibility, the supreme
audio quality and valve sound of the EQ -2.

EQ -2 Dual Parametric Valve Equaliser
t
e

t
t
x

Andy Jackson - Pink Floyd
(Sound engineer) - "All the lead
vocals on the "Division Bell" album
mix were run through the EQ-1
and the new EQ -2 is probably the
best all -round EQ I've ever used "

t
t
t
t

2 channels each with 4 bands
of fully parametric valve EQ
Wide band width (better than

40kHz)
LF band variable 30Hz to 3kHz
LM band variable 30Hz to 3kHz
HM band variable. I kHz to 20kHz
HF band variable. kHz to 20kHz
All bands :15d8 of gain and
variable Q between 0.5 and 5
Channel EQ bypass switches
Continuously variable high and
low cut filters (12d8oct) with
bypass switches

t
t

t
t
t

1

t
t
t

Ultra low -noise
48v phantom power
Low cut filter variable from
30Hz to 1kHz
High cut filter variable from
1 kHz to 25kHz
Output level control giving y
15dB of Mm
Peak LED indicates degree to
which valves are being driven

t

duplicated on unbalanced
Jacks

t
t

Front panel dual sensitivity
auxiliary Inputs (for guitars
keyboards etc)
Insert point on each channel
(between mic pre amp and EQ

section)
n

Balanced mic & line level Inputs

with variable gain control
Balanced line outputs,
swltchable -10dß or 4dB

Line inputs & outputs

t

t

Status LEDs on all function
switches
Frequency response 20Hz to
40kHz .0 .1 dB
Very high quality build quality

ThAUd;q,
Worldwide distribution:
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700
Web: http /Iwww.tlaudio.co.uk
:

SASCOM
DIRECT
Canada & USA:
Tel: +1 905 - 827 9740
Fax: +1 905 - 469 1129
Web: http /iwww.sascom.com
:

PA -1 Dual

Pentode vape Pre Amplifia

C1 Dual Value Compressor

Lo-1 Duel Valve Equaliser

51.1 8 Channel valve

Interface

trying things. and it was almost like
being a chef really. introducing different ingredients. throwing them my :n
and starting again. Eventually got this
kind of organ -guitar thing going, this
riff, and that's what they got known ti )r.
'Anyway. that record was :( very big
hit. The second and third weren't so
hig - they were a hit too Carribean. too
calypso-ish. and I told them that
although the songs were all very pleasant didn't think they were going in the
right direction. said. "You've got to
\yrite something really black. otherwise
there's not much more can do ", and
the next song that they wrote was
'Brother Louie'. which was a black
record. That got them hack on the path.
and then we had all of the big stun that
followed. like 'Sexy Thing' and '1?yeryone's A Winner...
Meanwhile. it was a rift that \lickie
lost had heard on an American blues
record hack in the niid- fifties that would
eventually lead to him converting a
drummer into a front m:m. Cozy Powell ryas the sticks -man and 'Dance \\'ith
The Devil' was the record that he had
a smash hit with during the mid- seventie.. by which time the riff had been
I1( (suing around in Most's head for the
I

I

I

I

hest part of 20 gars.
It reminded nie of the Coronation
Street theme.' he says. 'It had the same
notes. I'd known Cozy since he'd
worked on the Jeff Beck album in
Detroit. and we go: on really well. so
i suggested turning this riff into a drum based song. We worked on the arrange-

ment. we recorded it. and. amazingly
enough. it became successful as well.'
In the autumn of 19 -0. \with a stack
of hit productions to his name. a successful record label up and running. and
the profits to show for all this. Most
decided to circumvent the then -crippling British tax system by investing in
a recording facility. RAK Studii is. in
North-West London. Not perhaps the
easiest way to make money. hut
nonetheless an appropriate move for
some( me in the business. and. given our
man's entrepreneurial instincts. a surefire earner all the way.
Its made money every year for
2 2 years now.' he says. 'So. on top of
the tax avoidance. it's been a very. very
good decision. \\e bought the building
forabout á350.000 when the market was
on the floor -and we're talking about
60,000ft' in St. John's \(()Od. a hundred
metres from Regent's Park -so it was
really a bargain. Then. when \we sold
the record company. which owned the
studios Ito EMII. I Ix night the studios
hack for a couple of million. and now
i think they're worth about A.-in.
'When sold the record company it
was because music was turning in a way
that I didn't understand. You know. the
kind of stuff that Duran Duran and the
like were doing. it was stalling to move
into areas that didn't feel i could >
I

I
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< contribute to. You see. before .:ull-

ingcompany and overseeing the updating and installation of new equipment
in our tì>ur studio.. I would hang out
\\ ith a load of musicians who cause in
everyday for three months. made their
alhuln and disappeared beh try another
lot would come in. and it was great to
do that because I didn't feel like I was
missing anything. Instead I was here
without having to do any of the work!.
Recently, after an 8-year hiatus. NI( st
produced a new artist named Tee as
well as an albums and two singles hL a
group of three girl singers called
Jamaica. St) it is that his work has come
full circle in a sense. trying to develop
racy talent and once
come up with
a sound.
Its interesting,' he says. 'because its
a battle. Its a big challenge. and I've
always loved a challenge.'
as the producer of records that
have :unassed more than 200 million
sales. \lirkie \lost lives up to his .Sun drT Mmes biiiing as one of the Top 200
most successful people in Britain. collecting cars. riding his motorbikes and
residing in a palatial house in "Ii)tteridge.
\t )rt le bind( on, that hoasts 8 bed rooms.
9 bathroom, a -10111 indoor-outdoor
pool. fully fitted gym. sauna, tennis
court. five -a -side fo)othall pitch and
acres of parkland. Not everyone in the
music business finds themselves in this
position. but then not everyone has
\lost's acumen.

plingand synthesised sounds. when we
\\ cry its the studio we relied heavily on
the rhythm section. and then if we
wanted to sweeten the tune up a hit
there were only three or tour tilings we
could do: we could either use strings.
brass. reeds or voices. 'There :Is iu
ing else. >ther than the percussion. and
so it we wanted to make a .( )Lind that
didn't exist in those clays we'd have to
do so through echoes and mixing
sounds together. We did that a lot \yith
Donovan and with The \ardhird.:
putting amplifiers in cupboards and
microphones in the toilet. and tape running all around the studio for thoselong
delays as we didn't haL e Lexicons. That
kind of tieing was interesting.
'Eventually, however. the recording
process got hogged down with so many
preset sounds that it became very difficult to make a decision. At the swine time
dance was getting in there as well with
all of those 125 heats. and while the people \yho were taking Ecstasy could pro hably see the light, I couldn't. After all.
Was getting past my sell-by elate now
to he spending my evenings dropping
this stuff anel leaping around until five
or six o'clock in the morning. I'd already
spent 30 years of my lite in the record ing .hullo.. :Ind so just before was St)
retired Mom seriously peaking records.
'I took a long time oft and
just sort
of dabbled. dealing with our publishLL

r

)

+

I

I

I

NEAT()
Media Labeling Products

2

APPLY

PACKAGE

PRODUCE YOUR OWN PROFESSIONAL -LOOKING.

I
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I

I

STELLA

Your complete media labelling source!

PRINT

DESIGN

\\'e had a deal with NIL \I. he says.
looking hark to his earliest elistrihution
deal. 'They had Herman's Hermits and
The Animals. Then I had a further deal
with Epic for the next five artists that
produced. Thu see. E \II distributed
\IG\I's records in England. and the
president of the company canoe over
and said. -Hey elan. why haven't we go tt
The Beatles? ". So, Len Wood. who as
running F \II at the these. looked down
the charts and said. "Well. have these
ones: The Animals-. It's funny how
these things start.
'I'm Into Something Good.'fohacco
Road' and 'House of the Rising Sun'
were all number one hits in America,
yet six months before Ed playecl these
records to a lot Of companies in New
fork. Philadelphia and Los Angeles, and
not one of them would take any of the
three. saying they didn't think they were
right for their market. It wasn't difficult
to hear that these records were in for a
shot. so I was laughing really. It didn't
depress nee at all. but the only thing
was that I expected these people in
America to know. couldn't believe
how much they didn't know. and nothing has changed. They're clueless. and
the prcxtt of this is that it they knew what
was going down they would all he multimillionaires. wouldn't the\ ? mean, the
guys in A&R departments would he rid ing around in Lear jets if they g()t it right
all the tinge. but they're not.

and 4 tracks on tape
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Welcome to an oasis of real satisfaction, where
your thirst for the Whole Truth and Nothing But
the Trutn will finally be quenched.
For Nearly 20 years we've been known for

our active monitoring systems, particularly our
compact, nearfield bi- amplified ones.
But outside the nearfield, where the heat really

gets turned up, Genelec's S300, 1037B and
1038A integrated tri -amp* active monitors are

designed for bigger spaces

-

mucho grande.
1038A

10378

S30C

':,mplifier modules may
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GENELEC'
The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth
the U:S: please contact: Genelec Inc. 39 Union Avenue. Sudbury. MA. 01776 Phone 508/440 -7520 Fax 508/440 -7521
International enquiries: Genelec. Olvitie 5.FIN -74100 lisalmi, Finland. Phone +358 -17- 813311, Fax +358 -17- 812267 Web: http: / /www.genelec.corn
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Legendary Sound to Make Your Dreams...

The Studer V -Eight is an 8 channel 20 bit digital recorder
based on the ADAT "type II format, using S-VHS cassettes.
The V-Eight is 100% compatible to all current ADAT formats

with over 100'00() units sold. The professional design and
reliability will give you a cost effective, faithful workhorse for
all professional audio recording applications. The V-Eight
features a professional S-VHS Tape Drive for extremely fast

and gentle tape handling which leads to substantial

time savings. The V -Eight also has the convenience of an
integrated TC generator and chase synchroniser. Unique
features are: 24 bit Studer converters based on the legendary D -827 DASH recorder technology, to improve the sound
of your recordings and an On -board 9 channel monitor
mixer to make live recordings without a mixing console.
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The power of
Continuing its operatic association with football, the 998
World Cup closed with a performance from the BigThree:
Pavarotti, Carreras and Domingo. Kevin Hilton witnesses
1

satellite to 99 countries. 75 of which
were relaying it live: other broadcasters were either constrained by the time
difference. and so had to record it for
later transmission, or decided on Later
broadcast the choice of the l'K's BBC.
which edited the concert for a ? -I-our
slot prior to its live coverage of the
\\'orld Cup Final on the Sunday ). The
technical infrastructure necessary for
this was additionally used to record pro ceedings for subsequent yidtio and >

France's other victory
schizophrenic pheof its greaten practitioners. clubbed it 'the
beautiful game'. bu: il has also been
responsible for sente of the ugliest
scenes ever wi0tessed, hot) on and off
the field. It k heavily associated with
the atop mentality. which has produced
the t()otball chant, one of the more
moronic human achievements.
Bizarrely, when organisers wish to
celebrate the climax of a major soccer
tournament, they call on three of the
finest voices ever heard to perform
sonie of the most intricate music ever
written. Schizophrenia isn't in it.
Carreras. Doming( And Pavarotti are
keen footI:all fans -supporting Bar. celona, Real Madrid and Juyentus
respectively -and first performed
together in 1990 at the Baths of Cara ó calla. Rente as part of the Italia 90 World
k Cup tournament. The operatic equivaOO"IBALI. is

noneFn(m.

a

Pele. one
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lent uI .1 sul)cr gn up aroused huge
interest. involving lip e television and
radio broadcasts, a Iiye video. and a
Cl). \\'hen the trio pert<gilled in I. os
Angeles as part of the l'SA 9-1 pageant.
the Ty (A average attracted a Nyorldwide
audience of I.3hn. making it the most
Nyatched global music event ever.
l stil Friday 10th July 199$,,
With the Eiffel Their as an enviable
stage prop. it was billed as the concert
of the centur', with a projected audience of 2hn people within a week of
the event. On an elaborate. specially
designed. stage in the Champ de \tars.
the big men of opera performed a new
programme of arias and songs. specially
arranged by composer Lalo Schifrin.
who is best known for his film and TV
work. and played by l'Orchestre de
Paris, conducted by jaincs Levine, artistic director of the \letropolit ;tn Opera.
'l'he 2' -hour show was beamed by
'19

technical
teams
had to take the
audience in the
Champ de Mars
into consideration.
but never forget
that the audience in
their homes and the
requirements of the
"IV stations were
the prime concern.
Since the 199.4
Los Angeles concert. the Three
Tenors shows have
been produced by
< CI) releases. with a possible I)VI) in
the offing.
While the live perte rmance is the c(n'e
of this event, it is the global broadcasting and recording rights that pay for it.
In preparing for the perfin'ma nce. the

Hungarian -horn Tibor Rudas and his
Rudas Organisation. The Paris show. the
first time the trio has performed in
France. is part of their ongoing 1997-98
tour and cements the relationship the
with
mercurial producer f(
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u1GITAL HEADPHONES
Need to monitor one or more
AES /EBU sources? The Graham Patten DAC -20 may be just what
you're looking for. It's a precision

20 -bit digital to analog converter
complete with headphone
amplifier, housed in a compact,
rugged aluminum enclosure. But
the DAC -20 isn't just for
monitoring. With two balanced
line level outputs, it's the perfect
choice as a general purpose
D -to -A. It's ideal for studio or
field use.

Pavarotti in 1982. The Rudas Organisation negotiated contracts with the
broadcasters. hiring in specialists to coordinate the vision and audio production for both the world -wide broadcast
and the subsequent sell- through versions.
In direct control of audio was sound
engineering director John Pellowe, a
former Decca engineer who first
worked with Pavarotti in 19-5 as a
sound assistant. When the tenor began
to play arenas, Pellowe was brought in
to share front -of-house mixing duties
with Jimmy Locke in the mid- eighties.
taking over completely approximately
three years ago. Since then he has handled all live sound and recording matters for Pavarotti. leaving Decca at the
end of 1996 to go independent.
In his role as sound engineering director, Pellowe had to arrange personnel
and facilities for front -of- house, recording and broadcast. For the latter two.
Pellowe worked in conjunction with
Toby Alington, as broadcast audio producer, and his Audio Logistics production company. Pellowe's initial plans to
handle recording and broadcast mixes
in one mobile studio were discarded in
pur of three truck.: locally )a.cd Le
favour
Mobile Son for the main hroadca.t mix.
performed by Pellowe: Fuphonia as the
hub. engineered by Alington, taking on
functions that would usually be handled
by the sound desk in the vision scanner; and Manor Ntobile I to make the
main Cl) -video soundtrack recording.
mixed by Alex Marcou.
Splits from the stage went to both
Le Mobile Son and the \lanor (each
with an SSI. console and Soundtracs

is part of the
SoundPals ' family, an expanding
set of tools for the digital audio
trade. To learn more, call us
today or visit our web site.

The DAC -20

GRAHAM -PATTEN
The sound choice.

www.gpsys.com
800.422.6662
+1.530.273.8412

Stage :Ind API submixers respectively),
with the former sending the main

able and
broadcast

Surround encoded mix and the
latter a safety stereo mix to Euphoria.
This Raindirk- equipped truck, hest
known tor its classical work, additionally took the Ft audience tttic s and a
safety mix troni the front -Of -house system, also sent to the main vision scanner, which took the final surround mix
from Euphonia and sent the transmission feeds to the international distribution Vehicles.
This configuration ensured that. even
in the event of hideous disaster, something was going to go to transmission
and to tape. Toby Aling:on explains that
the various audio trucks and their personnel were hired in by Audio Logistics to carry out specific functions.
The huh audio functions can he carried out by the sound desk in a scanner.' he explains. 'hut these don't have
the quality of monitoring or the type of
console that would usually be used for
music. I mixed the final transmission
output and Alex IMarcoul concentrated
on getting everything on multitrack to
he remixed later. effectively leaving
John IPell(nvel to get on with the live
broadcast niix.'
A live outside broadcast of this size
and magnitude, which was the first
time the tenors had performed
together outside of a purpose -built
amphitheatre or arena, will always
hring problems. particularly in terms
of extraneous noise Alington illustrates the specific issues of this event
by saying. 'I here was hound to he
something as we had an ambient stage.
a crowd of 800.000. more satellite
uplinks than had ever been used on
such an event. microwave connections. multilaterals. unilcterals, lots of
RF flying around and. right on top of
us. the Eiffel Tower. which is a backup
transmitter for Radio France.'
Buzzes, tizzes and earth problems preoccupied the technical crews in the days
leading up to the performance. even taking up the Thursday. which had been
designated a rest day. Eventually the
problem was minimised, with efforts
made to ensure that the recording feed
going to Manor 1, seen as the highest
priority, was totally clean: while there
was still some noise on the broadcast
output. Alington says. 'It was very accept-

ances.

L)(>Ihy

within
toler-

The CI) -video
signals were recorded onto 72- track
digital (two 33- +lis
and two 33'-4s).
with backups made
in Le Mobile Son on
two 3348s and

Euphonia on
digital (4
i)A-88s), time -code
i)AT and non -timecode 1)AT. While
there was some confusion in the run -up
to the concert as to whether it would he
situation
offered in i)olby Surround
caused by the Rudas Organisation not
returning the relevant paperwork until
the day before-it had always been the
in

16 -track

-a

S m

a

I

intention to use the format. which was
one of the renoms for choosing Le
Mobile Son. as it is surround ready.
On creating a surround sound mix of
orchestral
a
full
performance.
Arington says, With music, the ten- >
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is to keep the whole stereo
image across the front. It doesn't translate well into stereo or mono if you take
the instruments into the amid- field -the
orchestra belongs along the front. What
we put into the rear loudspeakers m
the audience. ambience and very carefully set up reverbs to simulate the live
experience. You have to be subtle but it
can acid a huge ant punt. making the listener feel as though they are there at the
concert.'
Alington's Audio Logistics orchestral
credits include Carreras in Red Square.

the LPO, Warsam symphony Orchestra
and the Bolshoi Ballet, while among
other clients are Bjork, David Bowie.
NHK. 11130 and VIII Europe.
Front left- centre -right monitoring \\
on the recently released BMX. St p..
which were installed into Le Mobile Son
and Euphonic, replacing the incumbent
Genelecs in the case of the fo mer.
They pre wed ideal.' comments Alington. 'because they are small enough to
put into a truck but they sound like big
monitors.' (See sidebar)
The aucüo was postproduced at the
Penthouse in Abbey Road Studios by
John Peffed notes or coughs and splutters. Any audio edits required were carried out at Classic Sounds in Kilburn;
this work was mixed onto I)A'I'and then
laid back for mastering to picture at
Tele -Cine. All this had to be carried out
in the week following the performance.
.

Surround

is

increasingly

being used to enhance all
types of music and performance. In the case of a high
profile event like theThree
Tenors in Paris, the idea is
to give the listener -viewer
at home a sense of being

there.
Toby Alington of Audio
Logistics, who assembled
the final broadcast Dolby
Surround mix for the
Tenors, comments, 'I love working .n Surround, especially for this kind of show. where you can
recreate the environment for the audience at home.You have to be pretty careful and subtle with
classical, or indeed ary, music and I always leave the instruments on the front left, centre, right,
adding ambience, reverbs and audience in the rear.'
Although Le Mobile Son,where audio engineering director Jo`In Pellowe mixed the main broadcast
feed, is equipped for surround. Pellowe wanted CO use something other than the truck's Genelec
monitors. Audio Logistics brought over three of the new B &W Nautilus 805s, a small domestic
loudspeaker, which were uscd for close -field monitoring. A further three 805s were installed into
the audio hub truck, Euphonia.
The 805 is a smaller (40cm high) version of the 801, which is installed in Abbey Road's Penthouse
studio, the surround sound suite where Pellowe and Alex Marcou remixed the concert for CD and
video release.'The most nctieeable difference between the 805 and previous B &W small monitors is
the bottom end; says Alington. 'They really do sound like big monitors' Both Le Mobile Son and
Euphonia were fitted with Dolby SELI4 and SDU4 surround encoders and decoders.

1

Pellowe \\:is due to mix a (:,u n ras
performance in Germany on 2Ist July.
while the CI) had to be ready for release
on 17th August.
The Tenors were in good vi )ice. the
setting was impressi\ e and the fire works spectacular but there is the nagas

ging thought that this phenomenon canleast
not continue for much longer
not with the same participants. At least
five more such concerts are planned.
so look out for the Three Tenors Millennium Party, coming soon to a TV
near you.
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One track off the Godzilla soundtrack album saw Sean
'Puffy' Combs in LA linking up with Jimmy Page in London
via EDnet audio and satellite video. Richard Buskin
talks to Paul Logus, Bill Smith, Bruce Maddocks
and Toby Wood about the project

Ii

IS
IF til'ANI)ARI) Hollywood
formula: make the blockbuster
movie. lace it with classic songs performed by contemporary artists. and
then supplement the box -office receipts
with a soundtrack album. In this case
we're dealing with G(ß(1 i/la: 72íe A /htnn
and a track that captures attention as
much for the way in which it w as
recorded as for the finished product
itself: 'Come With Me'. which features
axe hero Jimmy Page reproducing his
virtuoso guitar parts from *Kashmir', one
of the standout cuts on Led Zeppelin's
l9 -5 opus. Physical Graffiti. while producer Sean 'Puffy' Combs does his thing
II
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by rapping new lyrics over the top.
Since Combs was in Los Angeles and
Page was in London on the ca y that the
worked together, both EDnet and satellite links came into play for a 2 -way

rudio -video hook-up between Capitol
Studios and CTS. Yet, for a track that
took a total of six weeks to record, that
was by no means the whole stony.
Paul Logos took care of all of the
recording and mixing. and prior to
Page's CTS session he recorded the
basic drum pattern, a bass part, a rough
string part and the guitars of Toni
Morello from Rage Against the Machine
at the Record Plant in New York. All
but the string patch were live, a beat
from a drum machine having kicked off
the proceedings before Mario Wynans
duplicated this on a real kit.
'We'd listened to the original record lof
hashmir'J and Puffy had tapped out what
he wanted for the drums.' says Logus. ' We
recorded that with a machine for about
two minutes. Mario played to that, and
then I did a quick mixdown to stereo
and dumped it into Pro Tools and looped
it. That's what ended up in the song.'
In the case of Tom Morello. he played
a Les Paul, a Strut, a Telecaster and a
double -neck for their various sounds.
yet Combs decided that classic Zeppelin
was what he was aiming for. This paved
the way for Paul Logus. a die-hard Zeppelin fan, to be a little creative.
We were using two different Marshall
cabinets, and two different Marshall
heads, and for the miking I used a 57,
a 421 and an 87. I also had other room
mics up from when we'd been recording the drums, so I just turned things
on to pick up different ambiences. In
I:Tom Morello and Paul the end we had
stereo
Logus fighting over his two
tracks of Tom's
double -neck Gibson.
playing: one is a
2:At Puffy's studio
little
more
during the mixing
close-miked
session. Jimmy
Page(left) Puffy Combs w ith ambience
mixed in, while
and Paul Logus(right).
3 Logus rehearsing the
the other is just
band at the set. Page
ambience hard was not then in town so panned left and
Paul Logus had to sit in right. He was

playing in

a big room. and when you
stack those up you have a very big, very
Zeppelinesque sound. In fact, a lot of
industry people who heard it actually
thought that we had used a Zeppelin
loop. and that was kind of funny
because that was exactly what we were
trying to avoid. We were trying to be as
original as possible. and so we did
everything from scratch.
'The same thing applied to the drums.
Puffy had asked me to make then sound
like Led Zeppelin drums. so I gave them
the sanie sort of treatment, doing a lot
of ambient miking. Mostly that consisted
of a pair of mics at the other end of the
room -maybe IS to 20 feet away from
the kit-and then a I) I2 and a U47 about
two to three feet away, with the l'+'
aired right at the middle of the kit while
below that the I) I2 would be aimed at
the kick drum. To nee. most of Zeppelin's
stuff sounds very ambient, depending
on the track. of course, and putting up
the room mics and compressing the hell
out of then w:us the starting point, while
adding mics that were closer to the kit.
but not really tight -miked, produced
more definition, and a bit more low end.'
Meanwhile, Logos taught Tom Morello the Zepellin bass part. which was
played with a Fender Jazz through an
Ampeg B15. Combs also recorded a
rough guide vocal, and Logos then
mixed everything down into stereo pairs
and made a slave that could he sent over
to CTS in London via EDnet.
'We went over to Capitol beta use they
have the ability to transfer a pair of
tracks at a time locked to SMPTE,' Logus
explains. 'They had three EDnet tracks
open, but only two of them were digital. The third one was like a dedicated
SMPTE track. and we later had problems resync'ing the multitracks when
we transferred back...'

Meanwhile...
The tape that I had consisted of
reduction mixes of everything, like a
stereo track of drums. stereo track of
guitars. stereo track of strings, a bass
track and a vocal track. That got transferred via EDnet to England, and the
reason we did that was that there was
a delay involved in the audio. We were
running video at the same time. and so
what I wanted to do was, if we needed
to punch anything in, just have them kit
CTSI do the recording while we could
communicate with Jimmy over the
EDnet lines and over the satellite picture in order to alleviate any technical
problems that might occur.'
It isn't clear whose idea it was to use
a satellite link -up for the video, but
there can he little doubt that this decision cancelled out any cost- effectiveness gained by accessing EDnet. Perhaps 'ironic' would be an apt
description of the situation.
Toby Wood was the engineer cap-

turing Jimmy Page's performance in
CTS' Studio 2 on a Neve Capricorn.
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Puffy Combs

using a Studer A827 tape machine with
an A800 standing by as backup.

There Was a 2sdelay.' says \\<xxl. .Our
ISDN was only is there and hack. so
because of that we actually sent a talk hack audio-in tact. all audio-via ISDN.
We didn't use the satellite channel.'
'What we had was a feedback delay
problem and it sounded kinda crazy.'
adds Logus. 'Vic didn't have time to
really fix it. and the cost factor was
ridiculous. so we kept the El)net lines
open for the whole session and we communicated through the El)net. Still.
because of the delay with that the picture was still running a:cad of the audio.
and that was a little funky
'jimmy's overdubs just entailed 15 or
so takes,' says Toby W( )0d. 'I ran a very
loud monitor mix f )r him in the studio.
because he didn't use headphones. We
hired in a couple of Martin Audio
wedges and played the hacking track
through them. He was playing a Gibson Les Paul. and that went through a
Fender Combo. recorded with a couple of dynamic mics placed right up
against the speaker. We knew we were
going to end up with spill, but jimmy
said that he liked the sound of the room.
so I just put up :t 149 for an ambient
track-(>ut of reach of the monitors that
mg with
he was using for foldback
a mixture of 421 and an 87. i stuck those
through a TIA CI compressor -mic amp.
using only the compressor side along
with the Capricorn mic amp.
'After we'd clone the takes we put
them onto a multitrack. made a copy of
that multitrack and sent it off to Capitol. They needed to mix and prepare a
tape for orchestral overdubs. so sent
all of the individual guitar takes back
over to them in stereo patios via ISDN.
That way they could put them on their
slave reel and get on wi:h whatever they
needed to do. Throughout we maintained the same tracking that they had
out there in LA. so when they eventually got our tape everything was in the
same place as they had been used to

-ali
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working to:
Neverthele". when the Capitol engi-
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veers locked their tape machine to that
at CTS via the SMPTF. track over EDnet,
it became clear that there was a considerable sync problem relating to the
guitar tracks.
'What I ended up doing was to find
an offset by ear and synchronise the
machines off of the 2 -track mix that I had
on both of my tapes.' says Logus. 'Alter
that the guitar tracks locked up perfectly, and later! found out that the reason that had happened was because
there was a delay in the processing with
EDnet that I hadn't been aware of. It's
nothing that you can calculate. its different for every session, and a dedicated
SMPTF, line does not get processed in
the same way that a digital audio EDnet
track does. That's where the time difference came in. because we were
bouncing the audio through the EDnet
digital lines and locking the machines
through the unprocessed EDnet lines.
Logus still assert.,. however. that overall the session was the most flawless
and technical one that I've ever been
involved in'. while Bill Sntith.a freelance,
former Capitol engineer who has worked
on hundreds of EDnet projects. points
out that the approach this time around
was somewhat easier than normal.
'When we're doing EDnet with studios
in other cities the delav times vary. so
when we get up on the air well normally send audio to them and they'll take
that audio and simultaneously route it
straight hark to us: Smith explains. \\c
figure out what the delay time is between
the two cities. and we've got a little fi>rmula worked out where we COMM the
delay time into a S\iPTE number. \\i've
also created a reduction slave reef front
the toaster tape, and well lock up the
slave with the master whereby the slave
is in advance of the master. Vic never listen to that slave here in Los Angeles. but
we send it clown the line to the other
city where the artists listen to it. They'll
react to it, play along with it and the audio
will cone hack down the line to us, while
our original master has caught up.
'So. their signal and what they're
doing falls onto our master tape in perfect sync, yet the disadvantage is that
punching in is a pain. You need to
unlock the machines, clear out the offset, copy what you've just done from
the master to the slave. put the offset
hark in. get the tapes hark to where
they should he. and then you play them
what they've just done off of the
advance tape and when they react you
punch in on the master.
'With jimmy. on the other hand, we
just sent C'I'S a 2 -track mix and SMPTE
down the line, and they recorded that
onto their multitrack and had jimmy play
along. They actually ran the session from
CTS and punching in was much easier.
so for us most of the day consisted of
just hanging hack and listening.'
Paul Logus had 15 limmy Page guitar parts to choose from later at the

n
0

3
3

Jimmy Page with an old friend

Record Plant, comprising rhytlutt tacks.
free-form tracks and solos. as w ell as
one with the trademark Echoplex Rend
that is being included on a remix.
'I could see the Echoplex as I aas
watching jimmy on the screen. and so
I asked him if we could have a track of
than.' recalls Loges. 'Ile said. "It's a hit
noisy. don't you think ?" and I said.
Yeah. but that's your sound! \\'e like
W.' So. he was kind of funny about that.
but he did it."
Page's gold -top Les Paul was in fact
fitted with a Trans Performance L -CAT
(Computer Assisted Tuning ) system. the
DTSi. Inch was the fiat version of
this de ic. 1. .\notlìer )t his Les Pau Is has
a l)TS2. that features a second row of
presets l(ir concert tuning. but apparently this had already been shipped for
an imminent tour.
In all. Loges incorporated a couple of
Pages rhythm tracks. an Echoplex track,
and a solo. int(t the master reel at Record
Plant. The actual 'kashmir riff was then
looped for Combs to use wherever he
wished throughout the track. and thereafter the hass part was fine -tuned. guitars were layered. some Combs vocals
were recorded and synth string parts
were played by lay Dub as a guide for
orchestrator Jeremy Lubbock. The
orchestral recording subsequently took
place on a Sony Studios scoring stage
and sub -mixed to a stereo track.
As we recorded things we generated

slave reel after slave reel.' Logus recalls.
'So. to keep things more concise I ended
up doing submixes much in the sane
way that I had for the EDnet session.
As a result, through much of the recording process we were basically dealing
with just one 24-track tape.'

While the mix itself only took about
halt a clay. Paul I.ogus and his colleagues
spent a lot longer assembling all of the
different versions of the song that were
requested by either the film company
people or record company personnel.
'We printed like a hundred different
versions or more.' he states. 'it took us
almost a week to print everything. It.was
crazy. but We had a Iot of fun.'
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IN THE EARLY NINETIES. I was
involved in a heated debate over the
merits of networking as a means of
'improving' postproduction sound
processes in television. With the technology available at the time the only
viable answer was eventually shown to
he removable storage and 'sneaker net'-to physically move material
between the various stages of the post production process. We are now eight
years further on. technology has developed and things are not quite so clear
cut. What is clear from the multitude of
product announcements is that the manufacturers believe taey now have viable
products to offer. Rather than jump head
first into a discussion of the relative merits of what is on offer, let's look further
at the context. We can avoid a detailed
discussion of the various connection
technologies and topologies of networking in this article partly due to
space but mostly. simply because they
are not particularly relevant to the professional end -user.
To get the buzz words out of the way,
you will hear Ethernet, 10 or l00 base
T, ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)
Fibre Channel and Firewire bandied
about by some vendors of networking
solutions. It is a highly seductive notion
that specifying, say. a fibre-channel network will guarantee success. I'nfortunately life is not that simple.
Simply asking what technok)gy a network is based on is almost invariably to
ask the wrong question. The questions
that need to be asked before considering the introduction of any new technology concern accurately identifying
the problems and determining whether
any of the proposed solutions actually
solve it. Of course. assessing the effect
this would have on your bottom line is
important as this is not merely a question of cost reduction or justifying the
raising of rates. The reality is t.r more
complex- improving quality. speed
and convenience to clients. or even just
changing their perceptions can produce
better profit figures even if there is no
obvious direct cost reduction or opportunity to raise rates.
In order to achieve success. it is essential to assess your existing and future
requirements accurately and to try to
ensure all the hidden costs are taken
into account. Further questions that
need to be asked concern the changes
that will have to be made to procedures
and ensuring the proper evaluation of
all the implications and costs? Reliability. security of material and continued
support also need to be taken into
account, as do concerns over longevity.
Next. training and staff implications
should be addressed - who will maintain the network. take care (if the housekeeping, repair and archiving? Consider
this: if losing the contents of one I)A \V
can he highly inconvenient. embarrassing and time consuming. then lU
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the first of a series of articles, Rob James examines the
background to digital -audio networking and identifies the
key questions in choosing the best system
In

workstations are sharing the same material from the same server. the survival
of your business in the event of a disaster has to he in question.
The keys to success in the introduction of networking to real -world
processes are initially overcoming the
physical limitations of bandwidth and
connectivity, process analysis and system design. and, arguably nu >st importantly. proper management to control
and minimise risks.
At its simplest. networking can be
taken to mean the physical connection
of two or more devices, and the transmission of data and -or instructions
hew een them.
There are many ways of achieving
this. Conventional 'office. data networks
are one possibility. but are far trim
being the only one. From one viewpoint. a facilities ho )use already has a
variety of 'networks' carrying anal(>gue
and probably digital audio. video in any
of several flavours. time coele. various
control signals. and, of course. telephones. Picking up the phone to a central library and asking a runner to bring
a project to the room is a valid networking solution. The control is the
phone. the transport, hands and feet.

There are obvious disadvantages -the
time taken to find the relevant project
and physically move it. the risk of dam age in transit and the fact that access is
restricted to one operator at a time
unless the project is copied. If the job
in hand requires access to multiple projects things get trickier still. All these factors are just as significant when considering a more hi -tech approach.
Because of the computer industry
antecedents of many audio workstations. there is a temptation to look at
the technology and methodologies
employed in that industry and extrapolate them into audio and video. With
conventional office networking. the volume of data is comparatively small, the
time taken to prove it relatively unimportant and synchronisation as we
understand it. irrelevant. However.
moving even a single high -definition
image or high -quality audio files over
a conventional office network (or
worse. via the Net can be mind -numbingly slow in operation. Worse. it is comparatively easy to clog up a conventional network in this way. slowing
things down for all other users With
current technology the only viable
answer for most applications is a >
57

< dedicated network for audio (and

and video files remain inviolate and all
possibly video) use.
the satellite workstations merely proThe currently fashionable network duce lists of instructions as to what opering models for audio fall into two main
ations should be performed on the
groups. The first is based on connectnrterial.'when it should he played and
ing existing stand -alone workstations to
from what outputs
the forni of
a central server to allow material to he
E1)Ls. there remain the problems of vermoved between them. at whatever
sion tracking. general management and
speed the connecting technology can
housekeeping -archiving of material. As
manage. for later use from local storan example. this could mean a room
age. Depending on the volume of mateworking on effects tracklaying with a
rial and the technology employed. this
networked DAW would copy the
could he significantly slower or faster
required guide dialogue, and so on, and
than real time. The second motel has
possibly picture across the network into
all significant storage centralised and
local storage. Effects are auditioned and
therefore requires full real -time conselected from the central server and the
nection bandwidth appropriate to the
selected effects copied to local storage
intended use of the workstation. This
for further editing, treatment and trackmight involve -t channels (>f real -time
laying. Specially recorded effects could
audio for a simple radio -news editing
he recorded into the local DAW and
station or 100 or inure for a complex
uploaded onto the central server to
sound -for- picture station.
allow access by other operators. AlterOne desirable goal is to provide mulnatively. recording could he restricted
tiple access to the sanie material for multo the server. This is one way to ensure
tiple concurrent users in real time. With
all material used in a project is logged
currently affordable technology. the
and available to all.
realistic bandwidth limit is around 120
The right sort of questions, here. conreal -tine channels of audio on any
cern the types of access restriction,
given network at any one time.
ensuring all the contributors to a proBecause of the limitations, most pracject are working to the sanie version of
tical network solutions use a combinathe picture, how easy it is to change the
tion of central and local storage, the
version of picture everybody is workobject being to provide real -time audiing to. and how easy it is to enable multioning with selected material trans- tiple access to the same material. But
ferred to the local drivels).
perhaps most ominously, you have to
Radio broadcasters have been lookask: is it safe?'
ing for a complete networked system
One obvious candidate for a netfor acquisition, programme produc- working solution. a sound-effects
tion and transmission. In a news conlibrary in a major facilities house. can
text, this would allow external feeds
he used to illustrate some of possible
to be recorded into a central server
alternative approaches. The luxury
with editing workstations given access
approach is to provide a complete set
to material appropriate to them, editof effects in each room. with a printed
ing and packaging it and returning the
catalogue or perhaps a PC running a
completed items via the network for database programme to aid in locating
transmission direct from the original
specific effects. This is expensive both
recordings.
in the cost of the material and also physIn feature film postproduction. the
ical storage space. 'l'he pre -PC approach
use of a team of operators employing
to managing this requirement was to
multiple rooms working on the sane
have central library with printed catproject is the rule rather than the excepalogues where occasional users could
tion. This is partly due to specialisation
browse for effects, visit the library to
with different people working on indiaudition them if required. then order
vidual aspects of the tracklaying. diatransfers to the appropriate format.
logue. Foleys, spot effects. hack High -volume users would have a subgrounds, music, and so on. but these
set of the main library available for
days it is also due to cash flow. Megainstant use. A 'perfect' IT solution to
buck investment in productions results
this requirement would allow the
in the compression of schedules. The
required number of work areas instant
faster a film is completed the smaller the
access to any required effect via a user gap between expenditure incurred and
friendly search engine along \\ ith logthe hackers beginning to see a return
ging of effects used for statistical and.
on their investment. This can result in
potentially, billing purposes. Perhaps
very large teams of people cutting and
the most elegant of the currently feasitracklaying a movie. One room night
ble networking approaches is to install
only work say, on the effects for a coua central server containing the library
ple of reels. To add to the project manon a fast -access RAID- Winchester disk
agement complexities this way of workstorage system which would allow
ing obviously introduces there are the
simultaneous access for a reasonable
inevitable picture recuts. Gone are the
number of concurrent users. Experience
days when the picture cut would he
has indicated a ratio of around 3:1 is
'locked' before tracklaying commenced.
about right to keep costs sensible and
Even if we assume the original audio
avoid frustrating delays - with average
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use a system capable of supporting 10
concurrent accesses \\ c)ulcl he suitable
for up to 30 users. t'sers could he 'prioritised' such that high priority users
would get access at the expense of othersat busy times. Effects would be auditioned and downloaded direct to a variety of manufacturers DAWs via the
network in a format appropriate to each.
To achieve a decent performance from
this kind of system requires terabytes
of fast central storage to take care of
the hundreds of hours of material. a
high -speed network R) support the concurrent access and, critically, a common
file format for the various manufacturers DAWs. Leaving aside the last requirement which could, of course, be overcome by using products from one
manufacturer, this is still an expensive
option.
An alternative, more cost -effective,
solution employed by several major
facilities is to use ordinary PCs to communicate with a dedicated server and
network. The server also controls CI)
juke boxes and an audio router. The
CDs can be arranged so there are multiple sets of the most popular effects and
single sets of the less popular ones suitably distributed across the juke boxes
to achieve optimum access 'hits'. The
audio output is piped into the room via
the audio router and conventional tie lines. Selected effects can he immediately recorded into the DAW or marked
for hatch recording. This approach eliminates file incompatibilities problems.
Variations on this there employ either
Winchester hard disk or magneto -optical drives to store the nu)st popular
effects for faster access leaving the CD
juke boxes for the less frequently

accessed effects. 'Phis ;rte )ills the necessity of having multiple iterations of popular CDs. The latter system is not perfect but has been proven over time to
offer substantial operational advantages
over the previous manual library systems and to be cost -effective. Most

importantly, clients like it.
The messages here are simple ones.
Even when the bandwidth limitations
have been soled, as they surely will
be with the inexorable rise in speed
and capacity of all things to do with
computers, there will remain the management problems.
The introduction of networking into
a facility can provide tangible benefits.
But this will only apply if you follow a
rigorous approach to process analysis.
Do not be seduced into thinking a conventional data type network is the only
solution. Many other variations are possible and may he preferable for a variety of reasons. There may well he several perfectly valid technical approaches
to the sane problem. but at widely varying cost, even from one vendor.
In a subsequent article, we will examine what somie of the major DAW manufacturers are offering.
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This is the RMS 2020 radio microphone system.
It's an advanced, 32 channel synthesised diversity

system with ground -breakingly clear sound and superb

reliability. Audio Media called it "quite remarkable".*
Test it and you

will too.
* Audio Media, January 1998
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MORE THAN BEING a middle class district of South London,

the name Wimbledon means
two weeks of tennis, play interrupted

by rain. champions, underdogs, people in silly hats and over -priced strawberries. It is now a truly international
competition, something underlined by
the worldwide media interest. In recent
years a new media centre has been
built at the All England Club, which has
been at its present location since 1922,
and seen the whole range of broadcast innovations: higher definition pictures, colour and stereo sound. This
year the event went one step further:
Centre Court and Number One Court,
scenes of some of tennis' greatest
encounters, were presented in surround sound. adding an extra dimension to the coverage.
Not that anyone without a Dolby equipped decoder or TV set would have
noticed -the BBC has displayed an
ambivalent attitude to surround sound
in general and Dolby in particular. Some
inside the Corporation have objected
to the matrixed nature of Dolby Surround -Pro Logic, which, technicians
have said. can create artefacts in the
audio signal (something dismissed by
Dolby); the proprietorial nature of the
systems also bother.; the largely noncommercial organisation. Combined
with this is the BBC's position that it is
not offering a surround-sound service
of any description: while surround content will be broadcast if it is mono and
stereo compatible. it is not publicised.
Which is not to say that the BBC has
not been experimenting with various
types of surround. Rather, it has contributed to the project to develop
NI PEG 5.1 multichannel audio and produced some of its own programmes in
DPI.. Since the 1991) Broadcasting Act,
the nature and structure of the Corporation has changed. seeing the position
of craft managers disappear. leaving
decisions on what technology to use
up to the technicians directly involved.
In the case of Wimbledon, sound
supervisors from the BBC Resources
Outside Broadcast department proposed the use of surround sound to
BBC Production as an added extra that
would en ha net! etwetage and enjoyment of the event, at least to those with
the necessary equipment.
'The producer. Martin I liopkins, liked
the idea.' explains Bill \\ piston, one of
the sound supervisors why championed
the scheme. In some ways it is experimental, but its not quite an experiment
because we hays played with surround
sound before. We thought it would be
a good opportunity to clo it here at Wimbledon because we are in the same
place for two weeks and this has given
us the chance to play around with different ideas.'
Whiston acknowledges that surround
sound from the BBC is something of a
)
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Wimbledon 98
This year's BBC coverage took an unexpected move into
surround sound and provided the court for a little
experimentation. Kevin Hilton ooks on
secret service. but says that work has
continued on what can be done with
the technology even if not many outside the Corporation are aware of it.
'We haven't made a big noise about it.
but in much the saute way we started
stereo services surreptitiously- nolx)dv
shouted about stereo. the technicians
were interested in doing it and thought
that they could. There has been interest
in surround within the BBC forsome time.
but Dolby Surround has its limitations.'
Despite these limitations. which

\\'piston says include its stereo front pair
and mono rear format. it was derided
to see how far the Dolby system could
be used to bring an extra dimension to
the coverage of Wimbledon.
1\'e wanted to see if we could add
anything over and above what is normally done with football coverage,
where the convention is to sling a 635
mic over the crowd and put the output
into the rear loudspeakers,' ' piston
explains. We wanted to he more adventurous. If you look at movies. they >

6I

< stick all sorts of things into surround
and in that wary we wanted to give a
sense of the atmosphere of Centre
Court. which is a very special place.'
The standard mixing configuration for
past stereo -only Wimbledons has been
a nain stereo mit at the near end of
Centre Court and a single 416 at the far
end. Other court mies are placed in the
stands. giving the operators a hack ground ambience to fade to when
sounds are too drastic on the court itself:
for example, on the occasions when the
covers are brought out to protect the
grass from the rain that is as much a
part of the tournament as arguments
with the line judges. We have been able
to play with this setup as long as we
don't jeopardise the output and can
improve the coverage,' Whiston says of
adding surround. 'There are some additional mies at the hack of the hase -line
pointing at the crowd. which comes
right down to the edge of Centre Court,
so we were trying to recreate that kind
of feeling through the sound.'
Mie feeds for Centre Court were fed
into one of BBC O13s' Type 8 scanners.
t snit 1, which. like Unit 3, the truck covering Number One Court. is equipped
with a 44-channel Calrec Q- series desk.
Dolby encoders were removed from
ORs' two big trucks. the Central Mobile
Colour Control Room and the Digital
Mobile Colour Control Rooni. and
installed into t'nits and 3. along with
two pairs of Jam() domestic loud speakers as the rear monitors. driven
by Quad 520 amplifiers. Of the 19 courts
at Wimbledon, only Centre and Numher One were nixed in surround this
year: the other main venues were
straight stereo, with the lesser courts in
mono. Within the sedia centre there is
a sound control room: although it is still
referred to as the 'sound hut', for the
show courts. apart from Number Two
Court. which has its own scanner. Output of the three sound mixing booths
and the commentary technical areas
within the medial centre are sent to
Unit 3 for final transmission.
Given the standing of Wimbledon,
not only in tennis terms. but also in
the general world of sport. the expectation would he that Centre Court is
an enormous aniphitheatre of the
racket. This is not the case: it is smaller
than Number One Court and is
described as an intimate venue. something underlined by the crowd being
so close to the action. \\"piston says
that the diminutive nature of the court
brings its own problems.
The dynamic range is enormous. One
of the problems of surround is that, if
you are going to give a true surround
niix. you still need to hear the commentators above the roar of the court.'
To ensure that the prescient observations of the commentators could be
heard over the increasingly hysterical
reactions of the spectators, \Whiston
1
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risked annoying his wife by taking a
VHS copy of the first days coverage
home and cranking it up on his hi -fi
system to hear how the mix perk)rnied.
'V'hat had to bear in mind.' he says.
'ryas keeping the commentators not just
above the stereo mix. but also above
the surround -sound niix.'
To fulfil his self -imposed brief of
doing something different with surround to the standard one nue for the
rear approach. Whiston created a
group on his mixing console specifically to feed the surround processor,
which he called his Dolby Playground.
into this he mixed different comibinations of microphones in a conscious
attempt to do something different
from the commonplace method of
achieving surround.
'What we've added to the back loudspeakers are splits of the audience
mies.' Whiston says of assembling the
surround mix. We didn't want to add
the court niics to the surround niix
because we thought that would he confusing for the viewer. What was going
into surround were the audience -crowd
miss and whatever was in the playground, with a couple of splits of crowd
nücs to both front and back. We noticed
that we were getting a 90 coverage of
people, which was probably because
of the slight delay that is built into the
Dolby system.
With the extra dimension of surround, VG'histon says that particular
effects were created. some that could
be used creatively, others that had to
he got used to.
With the extra niics we could get to
the point of almost picking out couples
in the audiences.' he says. 'getting back of -head chats, which all added to the
general murmur that was useful to bring
Up when the players were sitting down
between games. However, this was only
added to a certain degree; murmur was
all it was. there was no detail. There are
also sonic very interesting effects that
we've noticed when monitoring in the
scanner. The addition of surround gives
a different impression of height and with
the left and right coverage of the people round the edge of the court, you
can hear individuals calling out to
encourage the players.'
Much the same approach was taken
by the sound supervisors in Unit 3 on
Number One Court, with individuals
experimenting with different elements
on different days. Winston says that no
mention was made by the international
broadcasters. confirming that the addition of surround did not affect the main
audio output. \\ hile the experiment was
deemed to have been successful for
Wimbledon. Winston does not think,
given the present structure of the BBC,
that it signals a Corporation -wide acceptance of surround sound. So. for the time
being. surround continues to be a secret
service.
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Growl
Pains of
Billi
Spread a little happiness... Richard Buskin talks
with Billie Myers' engineers about the techniques
and advantages of remixing in 5. surround.
I

TO

MY MINI) there is little doubt
about it: 5.1 surround is no

longer a novelty, but the sound
of the future. The only question is, when
that future in music will be?
'Things are moving quicker than we
expected. but I still imagine it'll be about
ten years before surround replaces
stereo in the home, says DTS [Digital
Theatre Systems' production manager,
Peter Lewis. while I'm being treated to
a demo of different 5.1 remixes and
comparing them with their stereo counterparts. A -B testing a number of disparate tracks, what stands out is not only
the obvious advantage of having extra
channels, but also the variety of ways
in which different engineers choose to
use them. At one end of the spectrum

64

there is a Bonnie Raitt live recording that
provides a perfect sense of the venue
dimensions and room sound, while at
the other end a Boyz2Men studio performance has each of their voices corning out of different speakers while a percussionist wanders from side to side at
the rear.
Still. the main purpose for my sitting
in the home setup of Ric Wilson, a
Northridge, California -based engineer
who specialise in 5.1 remixes, is to listen to the surround version of Billie
Myers' debut Cl), Growing Pains. as
remixed by Charles I)ye. An engineer
for the past 15 years, Dye has worked
with Gloria Estefan, Jon Secada, Jon Bon
Jovi and Lynyrd Skynyrd, among others, and he recorded Growing Pains at

Criteria in Miami as well as at The Gentlemen's Club that he runs.
Kenny Aronoff drummed and Hugh
McDonald played bass at Criteria, while
Eric Bazilian's guitars. the keyboards
and all of the vocals were recorded at
The Gentlemen's Club using a 48-track
24 -bit Pro Tools system that Dye refers
to as his 'Swiss Army knife for audio'.
However, it was at Del Rey Beach,
Florida, in the studio, named Audio One
-owned and operated by engineer
David Frangioni and his wife, singersongwriter Jenna Drey-that Dye did
the 5.1 remix. Catering to 5.1 as well as

regular stereo work, Audio One houses
80- inputs of Yamaha 02R console with
20 -Bit ADAT machines, Tascam DA88s,
and a loaded Pro Tools 24 system, as
well as an assortment of outboard gear
that includes names such as Lexicon,
tc, Eventide, Drawmer, Focusrite,
Fairchild and GML. Apogee 24 -Bit
AD8000 and Prism 2024 convertors are
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used for monitoring.
Frangioni, who over the years has
engineered on projects by Aerosmith,
Elton John, Chick Corea, Bryan Adams
and The Rolling Stones. prides himself
for always having been on the technological cutting edge. Consequently, after
being commissioned to handle the first
three songs to ever he mixed in DTS
5.1 -as recorded by Seal. Boyz2Men
and Shoeless Joe -he was immediately
smitten with the format and decided
along with his wife to tailor a mixing
suite to its requirements. Audio One
opened its doors on the 1st March. 1998.
'if you have a great 5.1 room 2 -channel work is no problem.' he says. 'However, a great 2-channel room does nothing for 5.1 necessarily. l mean. you can't
just drop in the extra speakers. That is
the wrong environment to mix in. and
that's because of the live- end /dead -end
design that a lot of control rooms have
these days. The live end produces
reflections for the engineer that help
recreate the home environment and
therefore improve the monitoring of
stereo, but you can't have a live end in
a 5.1 room because it won't give you
the balanced frequencies coming from
the rear as well as the front speakers.
You must have a room with absorbent
materials almost all the way around, and
so that's how the room here at Audio
One was designed from the beginning
with 5.1 in mind.'
It was, in fact, Frangioni who originally approached Charles Dye to take
care of the 5.1 remix for Growing Pains.
After all, it was not the first time that
the subject of surround had been
broached. The two men are good
friends, and, according to Dye, Fran gioni had been trying to sell him on 5.1
for quite some time.
'lb tell the truth didn't really think
it was going to take off,' Dye now
admits. 'I remember David telling me,
"Charles, i swear, once you mix in 5.1
you'll never want to go back. That's
what everybody's saying," and
I thought. "Yeah. right." It sounded like
such hype. I wasn't going to believe it
for a second, but after my first few clays
mixing "Kiss the Rain" (the first single
off the album] I was going, "Wow!" You
can do all of the things in 5.1 that, as
an engineer. you have always attempted

affected me emotionally in way that had
never happened before with other
mixes. That in turn also allows the mixer
to affect the listener to an even greater
extent emotionally.'
Sample the passage about halfway.
through 'Kiss the Rain' where the real
claims come in as a prelude to the guitar solo. In 5.1 the effect is far more dramatic. the listener virtually being
inmiersed in the thundering sound of
drums and guitars that emanates from
all angles. Nevertheless. while it is easier with five speakers than with two to
make a quick mix in which all of the
musical elements are immediately discernible. there is also a danger with 5.1
of losing some of the impact that can
invariably be attained in stereo.
'it's like the rhythmic drive that you
get when you have the Iii -hat panned
in the middle as opposed to it being
panned to the side,' says I)ye by way

stereo. and so i would have to concentrate on making sure that the various elements didn't lose their drive.
Now, one way of doing that. of course.
would be to put all of the driving elements back where you always have
them, in the front. but that would be
really Ixoing, and a real waste of the
rear speakers. i have a basic principle:
the guy at home is paying the saute
amount of money for th <»e rear speakers as he did for those front speakers.
so I'd better put music that justifies is
hack there. I mean, if I just give hint
ambience he's going to be really put out
at having spent $500 on rear speakers
that have reverb in them.
As a result I still keep the kick and
the snare up front. but in the case of
IiIlic's material the production lent itself
to having elements come at nie from
more than one direction. For example,
"Kiss the Rain" has two kick drums >

I

In Del Rey beach, Florida acclaimed

to pull off.

recording engineer Charles Dye (seated)
and Audio One studios owner David
Frangioni (standing) are taking singersongwriter Billie Myer's CD Growing
Pains, where only a few others have gone
by remixing it in 5.1 digital surround
sound at Audio One. Dye recorded
Myers' mega hit debut album, which
includes the hit 'Kiss the Rain' last year

Out of two speakers youre always
trying to extract space. You're trying to
juxtapose a small space against a large
space and nearness against distance,
and with 5.1 that's simple. If you want
to put something in a big hall and make
the listeners feel like they are there, its
easy, because you've just reinvented the
environment of their room, whereas
whenever you're listening to stereo
you're not a part of the experience,
you're just observing it. 5.1 puts the listener into the song and into the music,
and I realised that during playback it

of example. ''That's even more diluted
when you have crap coming at you from
behind. I mean, a mono mix coming at
you from one speaker can have a very
strong impact. but as you start to pan
things out to the side those elements
no longer have drive. I'm sure people
learned that in the early days of stereo,
and that's obviously why we've ended
up with the bass. the kick and the snare
in the middle.
'Being that I'd worked on this 'Growing Pains] record already knew how
things were supposed to sound in
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< and two basses, so one kick drum is
in the front and one is in the rear. There

again, a number of her songs have drum
loops. so in the case of all but one song
found that it worked to have the kick
and the snare up front and to put the
drum loop in the rear. With that equal
energy you would actually feel a kind
of pushing -pulling sensation from the
rear to the front. It wasn't so pronounced. unless maybe you solo'cl up
the drums, but in the music you'd notice
at times what was going on in the rear
and at the front.
'That. therefore. is the general rule of
thumb for me. Its easier to get that driving sound Out of \\ speakers. so now
I just need to place the elements and
EQ them and compress them in such a
way that the original intent and impact
is still there. Its not going to sound the
sane. but its not supposed to sound
the same. Its 5.1. not stereo.'
For that natter it's also not quadraphonic. Nevertheless. going into the
Growing Pains project Charles Dye did
study some old quad mixes as well as
a number of newer 5.l eflì,rts in order
to hear how other people worked with
extra channels. before then coating up
method of placement.
with his
'If it didn't occur to me right away
where to put something, then the pattern I caste up with was to just spread
the left and right out.' he explains. In
other words. imagine hard left and right
I

t

on

r

r

being rear left and right. That was pretty
much how made a number of decisions. I placed the hi -hat immediately
have :tlways clone
at your left ear
drummer's perspective. so my hi -hat is
always in the left. However, my hi -hat
is never hard left and so that is why it
\ warn in the rear left this tinte around:
it was panned immediately between the
two left speakers. At the same time the
I

-I

t

tambourine was pretty consistently
panned between the two at right.
lkasically,therefore, the idea here is
that you're just opening the field up
3-dimensionally. and so that was one
of the rules that I used: although there
were one or two occasions when it did
not work. On "Opposites Attract-. for
example. I put the Loop in the rear as
always had and that destroyed the
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groove. It's

a lighter, more acoustic
song, and that's probably why, so
ended up putting the loop in the front
and I just niacle sure than I had other
elements in the hole hack there.'
Still, had he known during recording
of the Billie Myers album that it was
going to he remixed in 5.1, Dye points
out that he would have recorded the
drums differently. using a quad microphone for the overheads and four niics
instead of two for the room sound. That,
however, would he it. '1 hear a lot of
talk about 5.1 recording but for the most
part we don't record in stereo either.'
he points out. 'I don't know what people are talking about. Most of the time
we record in mono, not stereo, often
just to save the tracks.
Meanwhile, another of the rules that
Dye formulated for the Myers project
related to the fact that, from the start, he
had a firm intention for the renix to be
aggressive in its use of surround. Not
for hini just some revert in the rear; on
this record there would frequently he
an instrument taking centre stage while
coming from behind the listener's head.
'My idea was that if s(miething would
have been panned in the centre then
the logic would probably still apply to
do that,' he says. 'On the other hand. if
it would ha\e )cen underneath the lead
vocal and we w( Add have had to do special tweakv EQ to it or pan it at O. one
way or the Other, I'd put it in the rear.
That creates the lower volume as well
as the somewhat tweaky EQ insofar as
it isn't masking the lead vocal, while
keeping it centred in the mix. For the
most part you're saying that anything
in the centre -whether it he front centre or rear centre
an important element, a lead instrument. In otherwords.
by putting it in the front you're asking
that most attention he paid to it, while
putting it in the rear means its a melodic
lead instrument underneath the volume
of the vocal.
'Meanwhile, since the lead vocal was
coming from the front. in most cases I
would have the hacking vocals coming
at me from somewhere over the listener's shoulders. Not always the rear
speakers, hut sometimes panned a little
further forward. For instance, if there
were two sets of background vocals then
I would have sonie conte from the front,
panned out wide, and the others coning from the rear. However. there were
also a few cases where the backgrounds
needed to be loud and in your face, and
so at those times i found that the lest
place for then was immediately left and
right. split halfway between the front
and the rear, and immersing the listener.'
Overall, the results in the case of
Charles Dye's 5.1 reniix of the Growing Paiusalhuni amount to a sound that
is not at all gimmicky, but simply richer
in texture. and, not too surprisingly,
more all -encompassing than the still relevant stereo version that had served
I

Ile sure that i wasn't about to do anything goofy:
'One thing that we have to keep in
perspective is that music dictates how
we use the technology, not the other
way around.' adds David Frangioni.
'Given that we have 5.1 speakers. full
frequency response in the five main
channels, an extraordinary low end to
put into the subwoofer and 20 -hit
fidelity to play everything back, it's now
up to us as to how we use it. The extra
channels beyond the traditional two can
he used in any way that you feel is best
suited for that music, and what i think
makes Billie Myers' album so well suited
to the format is that there's so much production. When you have a pop album
that has great songs and tons of production it lends itself really well to a 360'
soundfield, and that's exactly what
Grouwing Pains is all about.'

as his reference.
'1

would never create movement

unless I already had it in stereo,' asserts
Dye. 'The delay on Billie's voice on "Kiss
the Rain" pans back and forth- relating to the sound delay on the international phone call that's mentioned in the
song -but for the most part I'ni an auto pan hater. I like my mixes to have placed
instruments. so that your ear is taken
from one position to another when an
instrument starts or stops playing or
goes to a particular pitch that brings it
out. For me the same rules apply to 5.1.
That having been said, half the fun
is that there really are no rules right now,
and that's somewhat scary because it
places the burden on you to establish
the rules at this point. I'm very conscious
of the fact that this is the niix of Billie's
album that everyone will be listening
to in five or ten years, and so you can
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Tools 24 system. From your Apogee
dealer.
For your nearest dealer, dreck our Web

site!

SoftLimit® adds
level to your tracks
without overs.
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APOGEE E&Ecr

with ABS and a 16 -bit DAT at
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THE SAME WAY that emerging
markets are leap- frogging generations of technology, countries
responding to the changing entertainment demands of their populations are
investing heavily in new facilities. Taking the example of opera, it is ironic
that the established strongholds of the
art are continually struggling with the
suns of up -keep, modernisation, and
upgrade of old theatres while new markets think only of what would he hest.
Countries not bound by this inherited
tradition, and the need to preserve, can
approach the requirements of a modem audience with ground-up builds, as
in Tokyo with the recent completion of
its New National Theatre. The centre of
operatic operations in the Japanese capital moved from its previous home of
20 years near the city's Supreme Court
to an all -new rather plush and western looking complex last year. The attraction and popularity of opera in the country cannot be overstressed, and cleanly
satisfies the entrance requirements of
decadence, difference and 'imported'
that it shares with the other favoured
Japanese pursuits of golf, fly fishing and
exotic single malts.
The old facility was designed from the
outset to handle traditional Japanese
drama, and essentially adapted itself to
the peculiar demands of opera, while
the new complex is dedicated in its
entirety to opera. The new building was
opened on 10th October last year with
more fine finishing work completed,in
February. Tokyo previously had no theatre dedicated to opera, and neither for
that matter has anywhere else in Japan;
although it has to he added that plans
for such a complex were first hatched
some 30 years ago. The theatre is
booked solid well into 1999, seats 1,800
and it is reassuring to hear that the
Japanese also complain about opera
being too expensive for ordinary folk.
The in -house system is Meyer, and
acoustic plans were laid down by a specially appointed technical committee
with representatives from the numerous

Tokyo opera
Modern audiences place great demands on established
opera houses. Zenon Schoepe reports on a new building
sc)Uad engidisciplines involved.
neer at the theatre Kunio Watanabe
agrees that the biggest obstacle in the presentation of opera is the need to hide
any sound reinforcement from the
purists. Four rotating stages precluded
the positioning of speakers on the sharp
end of proceedings, and the
Meyer system is secreted
craftily in the proscenium and
the ceiling with some hanging

of the points in Opera is the complexity of output routeing required and the
Capricorn is certainly capable of that.'
The control room runs Akai DD 1000s
for manual effects firing; although a
future software release for the Capricorn pre mimes to integrate this function

boxes.

The same purists may be
moved in a similar way by the
inclusion of an AMS Neve
Capricorn for the theatre's
front -of -house duties. Capri corns have become a popular choice for theatre recording duties -such as the two
at Germany's WDR-and live
broadcast production, but the
New National Theatre Tokyo
is the console's first time in
FOH colours. However, the
into its snapshot capability.
most fascinating feature of the theatre's
Slung over the front of the control
desk is the novel implementation of a
room window are six Genelecs speakmotorised meterbridge, that, at the
ers arranged as pairs allowing monitouch of a button, folds back giving an
toring of the various speaker outputs.
unobstructed view of the stage from the
The readiness of live sound for digital
control room. Watanabe claims the desk
onsoles is a much discussed topic even
has no obvious operational benefits for
though the technology
opera work, hut qualifies his
:is frequently employed
comment by pointing out
ew Nati onal Theatre
in live broadcast which
that the technical committee
-I -I,Hon- Machi,
is subject to very simiwas adamant that it should
Tokyo 151,Jap
lar one-take pressures.
opt for a digital console in hìbuya-ku,
el: +81 3 5352 5761.
Although the New
this theatre.
National Theatre is a
'It was judged the best
comparatively controlled environment
sounding digital console and that's really
to life on the open road, Tokyo may well
what decided it,' he says. 'It performs
he giving a pointer of an application of
the function of front -of-house desk, hut
technology that is still to come.
we also make live recordings here. One

st

Headquarters:
Electronica b.v.
Rijnkade 15b
1382 GS Weesp
The Netherlands
Phone: + +31 294 418014
Fax: + +31 294 416987
E -mail: Info@d -rani
Website: http / /www.d -rani
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ohn Bake Sound, a leading audio
postproduction house based in Amsterdam, recently completed its relocation from the centre of the city to new
premises on the city's ring road. While
the fact that the changeover was accomplished over a single weekend with
pre iring and commissioning being
completed at the new site to the point
were only the desks and DAWs had to
he transplanted is interesting, yet more
intriguing are the plans for the new cornplex. Owner John Bake has some
1100m' at his disposal and three AMS
Neve Logic 3s already sit in three large
comfortable control rooms with associated studio areas. A film mixing theatre
is being constructed, and a number of
preproduction rooms and offices are
planned in the upstairs area.
The clients have followed him out to
the new complex -not just through loyalty. but for practical reasons. The city
centre may have once been the creative
huh of the area, but parking is now
almost impossible. and Bake claims that
clients can now get to him faster than
before by using the ring road, particularly as many have now also moved out
from the centre. The new facility is situated at one of the major intersections
of the ring road, and benefits from good
train. train. and metro connections. It is
just :wound the corner front the still fairly
new futuristic 'big beetle' Ajax football
stadium. This has attracted a wealth of
investment (in the region of.£1bn, UK)
that is bringing the formerly neglected
area into one of the up-and- coming
parts of the city.
It is also not far from Holland's pre-

mier film mixing studio Metasound
(Studio Sound. July 1998) and indeed
the commercials stronghold of Vonk
Sound (StudioSound, September 1997).
The area is a veritable audio hot -spot.
Bake is a dedicated Logic 3 user having added a third with the move to the
new premises. 'It's greatly underestimated
and very clever technology. It's also very
compact and you can sit right in the middle of the rcxmt's sweet spot,' he says.
Ask if he's likely to install a bigger
Logic for his filet mixing theatre and his

answer is entertaining.
'I'd like to install three Logic 3s.' he
laughs. 'I'll have to think abut how we
could do that, but I really like the concept. It would also help us because were
used to working in a particular way that
transfers to all the studios here. It's why
I like working on the AudioFile, when
you've learned it, and have it set up for
yourself then every function is a hand
movement, you don't have to think
about it, you can concentrate on the creative side. A few years ago they changed
the RECORD button and for a long time
was getting my moves wrong and that
demonstrated to me how much energy
you waste when you have to continually think about performing simple tasks.
Our customers pay us for the creative
1
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Post may be evolving, but the lot of the clients is changing
dramatically. Zenon Schoepe reports on one facility's

view of future roles
part. and I don't want to have to think
about the technical side when I'm in a
session particularly when they don't care
about which system I'm using.'
The facility's first toe in the water with
picture is a Power Mac running Adobe
Premiere, and there will be more to follow. The boys here are starting to think
video, and in their spare time they work
on it, and. occasionally, the customers
ask us to do little bits for them.' explains
Bake. 'It's how these things start.'
However, an audio-visual room for
multimedia is on the cards to tackle what
Bake describes as a requirement to look
at more disciplines.
'It's not just audio anymore as picture
is coming in to the audio studio,' he continues. 'Our core business will remain
audio and upstairs we're going to build
four preproduction rooms also with
AudioFiles and were excited about AMS
Neve's StarNet networking. We knew it
would be here eventually so we've built
it into our plans.'
The work is mostly commercials for
TV, but radio also crops up with the
remainder taken up with what Bake
describes as 'audio visual work at the
very highest level because were too
expensive for anything else.' More atten-

tion

is to be paid to corporate audio
visual work and jingle writing. with the
development of in -house writers and
facilities. Eight staff are employed and
Bake is fully aware that the planned new
roxrms will put pressure on his ability to
staff up. 'Finding new people is one of
the most difficult aspects of expansion
because they have to fit in with the group
here, and, of course, our customers.'
In the past Bake has started one new
member of staff at a time so they have
time to fit in with the studio and not the
other way around. \Vi. are successful at
what we do, and that balance. and the
way we work should not be upset.
Never change a winning team,' he says.
Bake himself started off in music
recording and made the seemingly
unusual switch to audio for cartoons
16 years ago. .1 like all aspects of audio
providing there is a creative part,' he
explains. 'What also drove me was the
fact that the music market wasn't doing
so well at that time, and even though
I had made a good living front it at the
beginning prices had started to come
down -MIDI was coming and MIDI
broke the market here.'
He moved over to commercials four
years later which happily coincided >

71

< with the wider adoption of video as
a handling medium in Holland. Around
the same time he bought what was Holland's first AudioFile. 'Sometimes the
technology pushes you in a certain
direction. and I still remember what it
was like then
was a crazy thing to
do because it was an enormous amount
of money. but it was the start of a new
direction for everyone. The commercials market wanted high quality at high
speed and the price was not so important: at the same time there was an
increase in the number of commercials
being made.'
The studios at John Bake Sound all
lead off from a large, central. glass roofed atrium that serves as the reception and relaxation area. Its all very
informal, but there is an unmistakable
feeling that this is a place of work.
When you enter a studio's anteroom,
from which you access the control room
and live area, you are confronted by a
mass of polished tubing, gauges and
taps behind glass that supply air under
pressure to heavy -duty 'balloons' (for
want of a better word) that the floors
are 'floated' on. Pressure can be
increased or decreased to change the
damping of the floors.
Acoustics for the complex are the
result of a collaboration between Bake
and Alex Bolster whose handy work can
also be seen at Wisseio rd. Studer monitors are used throughout for the front
wall of the full surround systems which
Bake qualifies for the high quantity of
vocal editing work. These are supplemented in the low end by Philips designed 1000W stereo suhwoofers
with small Genelecs for the rear. The
control rooms are large.
Bake is adamant that, although it is
widely thought that low frequencies are
not directional enough to warrant such
a stereo arrangement. he and his engi-

-it

neers can decypher a clear performance
benefit in the 60Hz -70Hz region.
The majority of room acoustics are
relatively straightforward and easy to
perform, the last 20% is expensive, but
its also the area in which the high quality aspect is captured.
You have to remember that a g(x xl and
experienced engineer can work in a bad
control room if he understands acoustics
and what is happening in the space,' adds
Bake, 'hut its a hard way of working.
The rooms here are really special.'
The film mixing theatre is large. and,
although due for completion at the
beginning of next year, is already shaping up nicely with decisions still to he
made on the equipment list.
Bake owns the building, and its his
money that has been invested. 'It's the
way I've always thought, it might take
you longer to expand. but if you start
with good basic foundations it will happen,' he says. 'I've always been cautious, but I'm always watching for trends
and then its a matter of changing at the
right time. I know that I will have to
move towards video, for example. Picture and audio are converging and in
five years time I think we will be working, and thinking in a different way. Producers are now working at home with
their PCs for preproduction, and that
will be coming to me via ISDN and ATM.
What won't change is the

environment,' he replies. They won't
have that at home. we have rooms with
big screens, and Dolby, and DTS.
planned preprcxluction rooms are a way
of keeping nay customers here because
I'll be giving them the tools right here.
Bake detects that the attitude of his
clients is changing, and they are. as he
puts it. 'becoming more homely. and
less rock 'n' roll'.
While there is a reported move
towards home working, Bake believes

h

his clients want to go home to spend time
with their families and not to work there.
'Everybody knows that when commercials clients are in the studio with their
engineer, 80% of the time they're not

doing anything-they're waiting. but
they have to be there to decide if something is good or not,' he says. But give
them a PC. and the opportunity to do
their email. make phone calls. and do a
little on the Adobe, then they achieve
more in a day here than they would otherwise. and they're free to read a book
in the garden in the evening.

The future for a facility like this is
that we will have to perform more time
management for our clients to let them
work more efficiently. Time is money
for them in the same way that it is for
us. Creative people are expensive and
frequently they are not patient.' Bake
adds that allowing the client to get on

with other things during

a session has the positive
benefit of letting the engibecause even if everyone Ellermanstraat 20 -21,"
neer get on with job withwill be able to buy an edit- 099BX Amsterdam,
out having someone
ing system in five years Netherlands
breathing down his neck.
time, the extra that we can Tel: +31 20 46 32 999.
'Clients achieve more
bring to a commercial will Email: bakesnd@euronet.
and in this way when
still be required.'
they leave here they feel that they've
However. with his earlier comments
finished their work for the day, and
about MIDI impacting on commercial
that's important for everyone. It's a matmusic studios, can he not see something
ter of lifestyle, and we want this for oursimilar threatening for post? 'Perhaps,
selves, and for our clients.'
hut they will still need to listen in a good

demand

for

creativity John Bake Sound
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Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.,
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK
Tel: +44(0)171 921 5079 Fax: +44(0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address
To place an

RATES: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £35 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly.

brochure
showcase

Copy deadlines: contact Phil Stratten, Classified Advertisement Manager

appointments

.

UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER

111,1E

..
MA Audio Production
A

NEW ADVANCED EDUCATION PROGRAMME FOR AUDIO SPECIAUSTS

This MA is designed to enable graduates and professionals to develop both their
creativity and specialist skills in the field of audio production. Making full use cf

The tools of the trade!

e

Palmer
3

Tel:

The Cera

.;.

\dam Hall

Lti

professional -standard Facilities at Europe's leading media education campus,
students will be encouraged to apply their knowledge and Bair across the full ronge
of media in which audio is produced. The coureincludes on individucl
assignment, in which students will have the chance tá,.velop an original and
inventive project in their area of specialist interest.,
Key features of the course

i., Temple Farr, Industrial Estate

so.m.ndnn Sea, Ecst' S,2VI;
oce2DIIon ra \:OI-(r2CL- 1oJe-mail: mail ukoadam

appointments

Available part -time

.

(2 years) and full -time

(1

year)

Excellent facilities including recording studios and

TV,

radio and multimedia

Teaching team includes successful contemporary practitioners

Plicipation from

businesses and professionals in the industry

4A:details, contact the Admissions Office, University of Westminster,.,WlatFord
il
Road;
lIA1 3TP. Telephone 0171 911 5903. Fax 0171 911 5955.
barra}$ wmin.ac.uk
For

Musical

Instrument

Division

Embedded `C'
Programmer
Akai

Electric Co Ltd

looking for an

are

experienced programmer to join an established
team

designing

professional

digital

audio

products.
This programmer

will

be

required to write

efficient and well structured "C' code in

a

multi-

tasking environment. Assembler may also he
used

for speed optimisation and low level

control of peripheral hardware.
A knowledge in some of the following areas

would he beneficial:

* Disk recording

* Networking

* Sampling

* SCSI

* DSP

* Real -Time

* MIDI

* Digital Audio

grow

Educating for professional lile

Solid State Logic
International Sales
Due to further expansion, the most successful and professional
sales team in the industry is looking for a Regional Sales
Executive to address the professional audio markets for Music
Recording, Broadcast, Film and Post Production.
The ideal candidate will have experience of selling leading
edge digital and analogue products into these international
markets backed with practical experience in professional audio
facilities.

Operating Systems

Candidates must be prepared to work from
home and will be supplied with all necessary

equipment.

Remuneration £30-40k.

Mr

Orr, 16 Palewell
Park, East Sheen, London SWI4 8j(:.
Please send CV to:

T.

Applicants should have a blend of professional selling and
communication skills adapted to the sale of high value capital
equipment and should be self motivated, focused and highly
enthusiastic.
Please apply in writing to Debbie Samples, Solid State Logic,
Begbroke, Oxford OX5 1RU

"Nick Ryan

the first person I call when I want quality

is

used equipment"
Terry Britten, Producer

-

Song Writer

S YEARS
)I EXPERIENCE CI L\II,INED WITH FIRST
CLASS KNOWLEDGE AND PERSONAL ATTENTI()N
NICK RYAN IS THE FIRST PFRS(N Y( )U SHOULD CALL
I

44 1892 861 099
44 1892 863485

TEL
FAX

+

WEB

http: / /www.soundsinc.co.uk

+

OTHER SATISFIED COSTUMERS
!NG. TkL\I )k HORN. k1 )GER 'TAYLOR, CHRIS RE:A. PHIL CI )LLINS, )CI ' +N
COLOUR SCENE. THE COCTE: \U TWINS. PETER G,\l',kIEL, ,\ LAN PARS( )NS.
JEAN MICHEL JARRE, \'ANGELIS. CHRIS DIFFO }D. SARM STUDIOS.
METROP))LIS, FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDIOS. JAC1)ItS STUDII <.
PARKGATES, STRONGROOM. REAL WORLD. FRIT ROW'. SONY MUSIC.
WARNER CHAPPELL.. GREAT LINFORD MANOR. MCA. KI_)NK STUDII»
ST11D11) NIAI
FTT[ HIT S RUN. \1AYI: \Ik 87í1D11
I

Tel

:

*JAW AMOdA
AMOI MOLUIT
AMOK Mo[ART

43 co, VOIT CLEAN
40CH. SUPOITRUL VGC

Cram= UA5000

40CM. RN MGCUIiI
tSCM, CUT1T a4CM
W

ODA OCM132
DOA OMIT 1a

55cH. VrovwL V0C
55CH.lLKENEW

NEW

V)

NEVE

5105

n m

MCKNSCArN,VGC
)5cH.

Prow. N5TOI4

Sew Alin-3000
24cH. AUrar.nllN. VGC
SaKOCRAR S 160014w, MO AlRC11AnoN
50UNDTRAC4 JADE S 45OL MUCM SORE
S)L 404654
02E EO 16G CO

S1L4OESEG
SOL 4016G
SSL 4056

T,

01923 442121

CONSOLES

G

SIL 9000J
TACSC011MON

TANAw 016

/

II

1,600

t15.000
t35,000
tCALL

t32.000

t1,500
[CALL

[ 1,000
MALL
1.700

t

t50K
tCALL

APE MACHINES
Arrol AYR 101

AMMO rr1a00
ASPO rM 1200
OTAR MTR90K
OTAR MrR6W
OTAR MTR9OK
3M 1479

va.0

1

ADAT. VGC

MAHLET REFOIOME
ROOF CLASSe

AUd0 T[CN 4050
Mot MC740

NOM ANI nM 170
AKG CU IS
AKO C451E1
AKG

C460Uu

Wee esce

Ill

SIC FR
2CM Ea
MIC FR
1CM corP
1 CM VALVE CGr

/

Use As

CALL

Aaan

n

mans

WE CAN OFFER THE BEST

LTF

-

Avalon

-

Focusrite

-

Lexicon

-

Summit

Massenberg

-

Eventide

-

Alan Smart

-

-

Mackie Main Dealer

íS01

Call Nick Melville- Rogers

to 22kHz

Aca44"11

24 In by 6 Out System Under $6k
(

\I

I

V,di

AU+III Ibq'IIAI.,+.11
III i+\ .JJ,.IJSi-"

I

v

Ii,Ir..rll

Road.

INrr.,,,rlh

I

I

I!

41

Asp

-

are agents

for all the following:

Audio Ltd, Audio Developments, beyer, Audio -Technica,
Trantec, Soundcraft, HHB, Micron, Fostex, Shure,
Neumann, Sennheiser, Schoeps, AKG, Rycote, Sony, IDX,
PAG, Garwood, Porta- Brace, Hawk -Woods, KT Systems,

I.

more"

a quotation. We will beat any
written quote and take part exchange if required!

Call, fax or e-mail

for

Equipment Wanted We will purchase your unwanted
gear outright.
Equipment For Sale Good selection of used gear always

\I

AI.
I

Contact: Will Blackham @ LTF Ltd
Fax: 01895 813701
Email: Itf@ffd.co.uk
Website: ffd.co.uk/ltf /Itf-list

Tel: 01895 813698

A & A

\tI(lü)l'IIO\I s\ "II \I,IOR
\(
I\sIRI \II

I.OsI

PRICES

for sale.

0181 440 3440

905.469.8080 Fax 905.469.1 129

VAT

TAKE TOUR UNWANTED EQUIPMENT
IN PART EXCHANGE!!

',1odular, Expandable Design

Ph

s

STOP!!

London's leading Mac guru.

Cut Controls

www. SaSC0m .com

1.900

A COMMISSION OASIS MR
VERT CFFECTTIVE AND FAST WAY TO Ott PROPER
RETURNS FOR TOUR UNWANTED (001PMENT
ALL PERIS ASS IWtIDP

New G3 in stock.

Decoding Matrixes

© 22Hz

SO

II A

Macintosh and Outboard Specialists

Mixer For Stems 8 Sub -mixes

Noise -96dBu

390

WE CAN SELL EQUIPMENT ON

1250

Direct Switching

/

Ea

FIND IT FOR YOU

1190
[190

AKG Solid tube in stock

Insert For Encoding

1.660

750

1lM1CaRt

VDB plus many, many

Pec

1,7170

760
1600
550
700

DON'T BUY ANT NEW AUDIO EQUIPMENT
WITHOUT TALKING TO US

Fully Programmable
8,

1,500
1.100

VERNON I.OS

C.,

TC Electronic - TLA

iAute, Dim, Mono, Solo

ID

Mom moms CO
IMAM WTI modem

FOCKr16TE IEA21 S 1 CN

to96

1

)

I A04041( P505

EXPORT ANYWHERE IN TOE WORLD NO PROBLEM
WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR OUALITT USED OUR.
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME. IF TOU ARE LOOKING
FOR THAT ELUSIVE MT OF KIT LET US KNOW. WE WILL

WW W-B I G-BOYS-A U D I O-TOYS. CO. U K

or 7.1 From Your Stereo Console
By Up To 8 Outputs

TArA1Y 4P29OO

t 1.750

1

Call Gavin Beckwith

200+ Inputs

HO.lat M,04...

[1.100

11111

141040 EO1
ALIOO C 1

TRE TSCM LCA2E
JOdml SCl

1425
í65O

TWO AV ARASLS
CK CA4UUI
CK C4Ptula
CK1 -RARE

5.1 MONITORING

5.l

n
TL

[695

MIM,_ -a v4L
COLNOO4IER MC vat
VALVE MC - LOVO,T

CHOCE OF

KLAR TOI DN760

1

t 1,495

VALVE 14C
VALVE MC

MCRO GO,6L U(4025
N4L Ui.L MI46

NEW GEAR SPECIALS

Adgil Surround Sound
Monitor System

AMS

t9.500
t3,660
t11,650

t

6IIE4ET)

RIM 16
LEOCON PCA00
TC ELM M5000
AMOK 9096

14.650
14,500

14T2-.vRTMRol cas

MICS

t1,510
[3.400

FOR THE JEST PRICES ON ALL NEW GEAR CALL
OR CHECK OUT THE W ES SITE

Fax : 01923 442441
OUTBOARD

16T 2- *ITN ROI OR. 561 V
1471-RO10111.RFURE
1.760
247 2- 111D55 1000O44
147 2- I1ErORE. vl1C
t9.910
147 2-VOC
t0.910
SONY PCM3402
TWIN DAr11 /4- DOTAL
41.950
SONT ))45 DASH 46T Om UPa1YDO4 Low 14I4 (=ALL

45CM.RHPD.VU.GCOrF [CALL
ULTMAnOH. OMO04, ETC [CALL
44140N ST, 51IP5
(CALL
64CH, MMACULAlS
(CALL

14CM,/1 rom DpII

IT 1''. NSW MEAOI
IT N-. FLINT CAM)

ARNO ATR101

T

I.

Duplications

For Sale
Cassette Pad Imprinter
Model PP2000
Phone 44 (0) 1268 765010
Fax 44 (0) 1268 765442

U S

TOYfHO

i'+euVfg

D

E

Q U

E

21 MACHINES

CONSOLES

Panasonic SV 3800 DAT NEW
£775
Sony OTC 750 budget DAT recorder
£250
Taseam DA 30 Mk Il DAT machine
£695
Studer C 37 - 1.4 classic tube
(1.500
Studer A 8t2. a CTC no meters
£995
Studer A 810 .CTC no meters rack mount
£750
Studer B 67 1.4 yeah console
£495
Studer TLS 4000 - synchroniser
£295
ReyesG36 tube 1 4" 21- Checked by Tim de Paravrcrm

£175k
Revs V3.48 channels .n 48 trame ext p,b Uptown 2006
moving faders plasmas

.s

ulpment

£call

e0 balanced

Urei 527

a.ailable

ecialists

160 monitor section

Ni 8108
e

-

(30k

48 frame 44 channels mdme Necarr

LHPB. Plasmas
Neve 54 series

9E

£30k

162 table top version

AMS Neve

THRESHOLD

SSL

for details
[call
channels G computer_ 48 mono 8
HHP LH prod TR
E80k
48 mono 4 stereo. all G centre section TR
_ 6E:G

-nerermg Excellent
1981. TR Plasmas. 242eq
G

-91;01Aers

ES5k

[till

-

Test in'

9ooR,'SIV

-

Sounderall 3200.56 channels all w,th 4b e0 gates etc
32 buss 32T metering One helava console for the money
Cost new is £65 000"' 3 4m big wally RH patch E12.500
Soundeell TS 12.28 frame 24 fined in line
[2,500

of the
cl

:

'

ev(Ss

Harrison Series 10.28 channels amazing'
L15,000
Raindirk 92.1 all stareo vp ras seen
Lofton
Amek Hendrix - 49 lame. 22 tined 4 stereo Supenrue
Auto. 3 extra p b BARGAIN,
[11.500
Amek Mozart RN 55 channel fully loaded cost new (95k
(30k
Amok BIG - 40 fm. 28 mono 4 stereo Supenrue Auto.
Recall Clean
Amek 8C2- broadcast console
name patchbay
DOA DCM

-

232.56 tame.

£9,995
8

mono

8

stereo 24
£6,000

56 fitted Uptown 2000 auto

Plasmas 144 extra be lines
DIM CS-3 24 cha in good n cheap
ODA D serres 36 924 240 metering

[34,000

.500
[3.995

MULTITRACKS & DOLBY

£500
£400

I. actable

FX EQUIPMENT

?- 52 trame M24 Spectra MAD, Taxi
5E

SSL 4032E

ilea t,11í1
Revo,E-

£3.500

,d

SSI

-

Lerrtnr

old latest ver

.

£5.000

Lexicon
uon
Lexicon ':üu ' nee coins harm stunning'
Roland DEP 5 - Underrated versatile multi fx
Yamaha SPX 90- wilt a classic'
Yamaha REV -7 - wot another classic
Urea Molar SST 282 Space Station
Klark Teknik DN780 - top revero.
MOB Window -16 bit sampler clear as lass

[2.500

TubeTech MP1A -dual channel valve ma pre
Urei t t 76LN Black S Silver available

£995
£1,495.1

¡I

der Excellent

Worldwide

4PArst

Piffifas

E55,000

A 82024T rem lot. Dolby SR 1.8005
[22,500
Studer A80 Mkt 247 narrow audio remote
£4,495
Studer Oasis 2 - complete system multi control sudate
Optical drove etc BARGAIN
(3,995
AMS Audiollle M'6- call for lull details
£call
Timeline Lynx one Lynx 1 module left
[750
Timeline Lynx- one Film module left
£750
AK Eclipse editor . 4 x Es -1 11 buss modules
SSU
Complete system
(call
Oo1by SP 24- rack of 2d A's lovely
[995
Dolby XP24- 24 As in MIR 90 penthouse
£1,025

Studer

-

3

£100

-

1

(call
£395

Roland

a

509

-

Classic Drum machine mint

Mobile truck toe sale

E1,100

professionally kmed out based on
H reg Ford Cargo 120 chassis Fully working and ready to
go Has completed many prestige live recordings Call for
lull details
-

-

Complete 2- studio complex For Sels - situated in SE
Asia Neve DOA consoles Studer 827 820 24T
machines. 48T Dolby SR. 2 e Lexicon 480Ls etc Complete
with 2 buildings. 800m? and land. 500m? Diesel
automata 400kVA generator etc. etc
BARGAIN Call for lull details

t

-

MONITORING
Genelec I § -_A
Gentiles 1025 -

£450
15 drivers. huge speaxers with amps

2

Yew wood finish

-

-

Thos ro /oat d selection of what is currently in stock or
available many items are sold before we have a chance to
put them on the list' If you are looking for anything
specific call or fax to be put on the database Similar
equipment always wanted part exchange welcome

£7.995
look great in your

Apogee AE -1 pair
NM 520 fast moving amplifier
Yamaha NS 10M - love them or nate. vgc
DynAudio A2.500 wrprch amplifier
Tenney SGM 1000 - 15" Super Golds
Tenney PBM6 5 cute bale monitors

[050

819 99

£195 ea

Telefunken I Seneops - M22 t b 934 sweet sound nn,
AC701 tube macs 4 in stock
8595
AfuG 451E bodies
[100 ea
AKG SA18nB- metal stand adapter 1,2 dozen
£35 ea
Neumann EAB91- elastic suspension fOr U89
£100
Loma 19A19 -60s Russian tube mite - looks weird
Sounds stunning' Try one out
C795
_. ,. ,
AEG C-12 r' .'
(3 500

[450
£49.5

remote
BSS Varicurve
TC 1128 - 28 band graphicranalyser

27 band graphic.

ATC SCM 200 ASL

-

Studer D827. 48 tk digital 1994. 2400 firs rem rot lull
m b AES EBU int;rface max RAM noise shaping 1

-

£195
E195
£295

sought after tube ma amp. on 237
£795
Yilwotronlcs - valve comp limiter. USA made
£1.750
Phillips 155022 'Sound Enhancer 20 bit AD DA. plus declicker.de-l'tter de-cllt-tickler
£095
New 1081 -NEW mio amp. 4 band eq
£2,249
New 33609J -J series dual channel compressor r limiter
NEW
£2.217
New Neil Perry 1272 m4 amp conversion. racked psu
pair - sounds brilliant
£1.100
Avalon 737 - tube mu: amp eq compressor. A total peach
of a unit NEW
£1,395
Avalon 737 SP Improved headroom at low frequent;
and with silver knobs NEW
E1.595
Crimsons STCB Comp Limiter Very trendy
E1 ,250
Langevin Eq's m¢ amps from console 17 eq s 18 mac
amps transformers. faders
Elk lot
Sex 160X most useful
£250
RCA BA6C - large lovely tube limiter
£2.500
MR E0P - dual channel 4 -band e0.
£395
Foeusrite Red - quad ma amp beautdul
E950
Manley HF Limiter Tube De -esser
£550
Manley EPOt Pubes copy E0
E750
Meyer CP -10- 5 band. 2channeleq
£995
Dormer DS 22t - dual compressor limiter
£225
Aphis Compellor 300.2 ch compressor
(450
Ktork Tsknik DPI 332 - dual 160 graphic
£495
V76S

A

MICROPHONES

-

1

Neva 5116- 32 channel all mono. 8 aux. direct outs V1
electronics Necam 96
Beall
New 8014.16 8.16 fitted 16.1073 s 4 x 22546 RH p b

I

Loeser' Ran A-501 7b graphic

-

/

LIST

P M E N T
PHONE +44 (0) 1225 447222 FAX +4 4 (0) 1225 447333

AUDI9

co5tateptdslo

bedroom' Bargain at om;
Apogee 4 x SSM system Controller

£695
£395
£295
£175
£495
£995
E100pr

-

We are also dealers fora wide range of new equipment.
,ncludmg Focusnte TC Electronic AMS-Neve. SSc API
StuderRevox Amek AXG Tupe -tech. Manley
Soundcralt Smart Research TLA Genelec Eventide.
Tascam DA 88 Panasonic OAT etc

MISCELLANEOUS
Yamaha MSSI

- midi synchroniser
E95
Audio Design Pro BO 14 - timecode reader generator
wJCD timecode translation
£595
Lexicon LFto- digital format converter
£395
Sony PVM 27300M 27' broadcast monitor
£750
Sony PVM 2í300M- 21" broadcast monitor
£550
Technics SL 1210 Mkll DJ turntable
£175
EMT 948 - broadcast turntable
E495
Amek Recall RL -t modules NEW 20 in stock
£95 ea
TeMronix Tek Meter model THM565 ponable scope
multrmeler 6 months old
£295
Theta DS Pro OA converter GPO 316 MUM lack-fields
loads various
(call
Drake DA switching units x 8 Sir Francis

VINTAGE GUITARS
Fender Princeton 1962. brown Toles, Oxford 12.
Amazing sound NO VAT

[295

8495
Gibson Les Paul Junior 1957 100 110 original. sunbi
8 5.10 condition NO VAT
£1.300
Gibson Les Paul Junior. 1958 double cut P -90 100

710 condition NO

All items subject fo availability

E &

0

E

VISA. Mastercard. Access. Eurocard and AMEX accepted

IA Small surcharge applies to most credit card
transactronso

Audio Toyshop Ltd

í1.200

VAT

f

All potes are on Stedmpand unless for export exclude
Inc dreaded VAT at the prevailing rate

Gibson Les Paul Junior 'SO s single cutaway ref inisheJ
bad arse bridge NO VAT
£550
Gibson SG Special 1963 original B 10 condition chew;
P9O s NO VAT
£000
Gibson J- 501968 acoustic NO OAT
[500
Martin 1 '
A58 roue, picker all mahogany
E600

Tel: +44(0)1225 447222,
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333.
E

-mail: toyboys @audio- toyshop.co.uk

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

CONGRATULATIONS
On making it through to the back of the magazine. I'm sure it was highly entertaining,
hugely informative and seriously educational.

Now you've reached the Funky Junk bit.
You already know that Funky Junk is the largest stockist of new and used pro audio in the UK,
and that our prices are the best around. You probably know that were currently in the middle of our mad

summer sale. But do you know about BAZZAR, our new Bizarre free magazine?
To get a copy, inc uding latest price lists, regular features (Funky Flunky Of The Month, Scumwath, Fun and
Frolics With Flipper, The Boffin's Page Three Lovelies and more) call or fax now...
Or not.
If the tea
PLUS

... SPECIAL

DEALS ON YAMAHA (02R /030 /NS10,

don't slay ya, then the prices will.

etc): AKAI SHERMAN FILTER BANK /MUTATOR, MACKIE.

B +K.

AND

...

EUROPE'S LARGEST STOCKS

OF GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT. CALL FOR FULL LISTS. ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. EXPORTS WELCOME

J

y

!

j)11/
;_JJ

wORLOV
DELIVERY

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT!!
CALL NOW FOR THE LATEST LIST OF USED G
GEAR or+

OR FAX US YOUR ORDER ON
OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT

......_..._......__...
...

0146$ 4960,
04462 49070r

WFittp-.//vwwrwi tlaexJ'.ccruk/eiseel.irím

E

s

t

u d i o / p

r o d u c e r

Andy Whitmore
Producer /Remixer
5

e q u

t

p m e n

i

for sale

Years of Hits in the UK Singles Chart

Peter Andre - Flava, MN8, Little Something 1U, Kavana - Crazy Chance '97 - My Town
Andy is keen to work with new talent in RBA -Hip Hop Garage. Lance & House musix.
1
Irn::Cir.
ooctE.To{

Andy's Greystoke Studio has a Mackie 56 channel desk with automwion, GML Eq,
SSL Compression, Akai, Protocis and 30 keyboards

For more informatior call Jill on 0181 398 -5529
Greystoke Productions official sparrors of Brentford Womens Football Club

products
CD
CDR

services

&

Mastering £50ph
Duplication £3 each

RPM

Copy Masters and Editing
Real Time Cassette Copying

Repeat Performance
Mastering

Free Glassmaster: 1000 CDs c.£650
CD-audio & CD-ROM

6

Grand Union Centre
West Row

London W10 5AS

Printed labels & inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

Tel. 0181 960 7222
Faxe.

0181 968 1378

www.repeat-performance.co. u k

FINANCE SOLUTIONS
FOR BUYING
AUDIO EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE
All products (new and used) from

Soundscape to Scenaria
Payments tailored to your budget. eg:
Nothing to pay for 3 months after
installation
Or matched to your contracted income
Raise cash by refinancing your
existing kit
Sales aid packages for equipment
suppliers
10 years in the industry, APRS &
PLASA members
Call: Mike Reading
APT Finance, 25 Queen Street.
Maidenhead SL6 1NB
Tel: 01628 789769 Fax: 01628 771257
E -Mail: aptfinance @msn.com

DAT PRICES SLASHED!
DATRO5 - C2.20
DATR15 C2.35

-

+
+

AND YOU DON'T HAVE
TO BUY HUNDREDS!
THESE ARE -9 RATES!
WE GIVE DISCOUNTS
FOR QUANTITIES!

VAT
VAT

DATR30 -£2.50 +VAT
DATR45 - C2.85 + VAT
DATR60 - £3.20 VAT
DATR90 - C3.75 + VAT
DATR122 - C4.30 + VAT
MAXELL TAPE

1

ACCESS/VISA/MASTERCARD
TEL: 01223 208937 FAX 207021

RATED FIRST IN STUDIO SOUND SURVEY !COPIES AVAILABLE!

-

DAT STORAGE RACK (HOLDS 10)

- £2.50

+

CALL FOR PRICE LIST

Tel:

Fax:

j-jILIONGROVE

Ceder
Sound Restoration
Video Production
Digital Video Editing
Enhanced CO.
One-off CO.
In House Oee:gn/Print
Oigibin Cassettes

Hatherley Mews, Walthamstow,
London E17 4ßP
Weltlsn.tow Central
(Victoria Underground/ BR Main Linel,
11 mine from M215
3 Mine walk from

Pro Tools &
Sonic Solutions

Satsfied' th your latest recording?

W

enhance your sound
our digital mastering studios
by
Albums Staenne. Aerosmith and
Marc Bolan have benefitted from our sill
Save money on your CD pmductions
our new unbeatable prices
We can dramatically
M

Stop Press

Limited Offer

Editing & Mastering
Contact Chris
Tel: 0171 483 3506

Phone Now!.

Your mu..:. pranoted free to UK
A &R departments on the Net
Tel. 0171 700 3060
Fax. 0171 700 5544

CD Audio

TeL 0171 700 3080

jbs records

One-Off CDs
Vinyl

Cassettes
Artwork Graphic Design
Fax.

IM

Web Design
0171 700
MI

8844
NI

MUSIC and SPEECH
REAL -TIME HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

Computer printed labels.
Solo, Y" reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division
01992 -500101

Do you use 456. 499. DMf -. or
DTRS. We offer these and much
much more on frcc next day deliver..
(',,II fm. t7 ru(uh {hut.

Carousel
Tapes
1.1.:1181111731

NEUMANN U269

Capsule new. valve AC701 new Power supply
N52t in Custom case. Original cable with stand

mount. Full documentation. £2100.
Tel: +49 89 798314. Fax: +49 89 7918690

Motionworks Control Systems
At unbelievable prices

less than '1 price

R2P2 9 -pia Universal Remote Controller

£299,00

6t)6-1-1 k1{1.

Control Computer Lynx,

No

options fitted

££1295.00

Control Computer !Lynx) with 2N9 -pin options fitted

£2795.00

Lynx) with 5x9-pin options fitted

£4995,00

Control Computer

Status Panel

£495.00

Super Status Panel

Et045.00

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ

MA\1;1.1.-(1l .V\"1 1:(:l
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For Sale

Motionworker Control Systems

PRIME COS

CD Rom

NORTH ROAD WENDY. ROYSTON. HERTS SOB OAB

E.MAIL: ziunion @aol.com

www.primlec
-

32 Bit Technology
.

The Hiltongrove Business Centre,

o

5 St,Xdios

Email: info4i ;rove.demon.co.uk

where sound advice rl3uu.c

4

Compact Discs
Pro Mastering

0181 521 2424
0181 521 4343

VAT

e

C

HUCerT

Control Wheel

£345,00

Serial Breakout Panel

£495.00

Upgrade Kit

£595,00

,

-/slon 11o31

Limited Stocks Available

CONTACT MICROPHONES
FOR DETAILS CONTACT US ON:
TEL: (01428) 658775
FAX: (01428) 558438
http: www.c- ducer.demon.co.uk

Steve

Alta

Hl3C,OmmWpbefö.7375 Salts lat. lmaor

Td:440081962

5000

fat 44 101181

962
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products

services

&

Mark Griffin Furniture

DA88 & ADAT
Specialist Service Centre

CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

Expert Repair and Servicing for DASS & ADAT
Call Aspen Media Sery ice for details:

01442 399 949
222 Maylands Avenue. Hemel Hempstead. Herts HP2 7TD

und installation ur'racking,
storage UNd accessories

Uc'si,t¿n

Please call for a brochure

Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, Lower Farm,
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU, UK.

CearBox

Tel: 01865 300171

SOUND AND VISION EQUIPMENT HIRE

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO 8. AUDIO CASSETTE

"4 hour service

On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer.
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers.

Non -Linear. Pro Tools, Digital Multitracks, Timecode DAT Recorders, Effects
and Processing, CDmputers, Drives, Mixers, Sony Beta SP and DV

Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.
Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
Slltingbourne. Kent MElO 3RS England

Akai, Alesis, Avid, Cigidesign, Focusrite, Fostex, Genelec, HHB, KRK,
Mackie, Neumann Neve, Otari, Panasonic, Sony, Tascam, Yamaha

Tel: 01E1 449 6555

Fax: 0181 449 5252

If 1017951428425 Fax (01795) 422365

Lrd

FOR

World Wide Web nnP

www

=

kuperrar co uk libel

Au- YOUR RECORDING NEEDS

AMPEX -BASF MAXELL- 3M- SONY -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

www.gearbox.com

Email: sales @gearbox.com

Fax: 01865 303071

Spools. bones. blades. splicing and leader tape
120. labels. library cases. Inlay cards
Bulk audio C-Os. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges

:sstom wound cassettes Cr

NEW TAPE HEADS

Lockwood Audio

Supplied for most makes.
Tape Head Re- Lapping /F.e- Profiling.

i/"1MV1

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES

Shentontield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660
FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

Same day turn round.

Spec

SPARES AND REPAIRS

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

Long establshed dealer In used equipment
and records
Phone: 4.44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
Fax:
.44 (0) 181 - 207 5283

tt Brittania

Way. Stanwel,. Staines.
Middx TW19 7F-U.

TEL: 01784 256046

ZIPPER MOBILE STUDIO

WSIC Eù

nIl IT
UIL71

72/74 Eversholt Street
London NW

rFtiTnr

á
-L

AEI; FOSt2'X
Intel

:r;:

_

_ =
SONY

TASCAM

phone

the digital

D

0171 388 1953

0171 388 5392

service

website www.musiclab.co.uk
email service@musiclob.co.uk

TASCAM(

DAW

Officially Authorized Central Landon service agents for
NATIONWIDE COLLECTION AID

:

1BY

contact Alan Meech, Service Manager:

I

3ERUiCF

TEUFAX: (UK) 0181 -450 4130
EMAIL: zipmob@dial.pipex.com
WEB: http / /ds.dial.pipex.com /zipmoh/

LIVERY AVAILABLE

centre

INFORMATION
AND FREE FLYER

FAST TURNAROUND

CEDAR RENTAL
frnm £40 Der day

CEDAR

EASE (ERVV
GENERAL

ADAT, DA88 and most

Declick Decrackle Dehiss

professional

DAT

Clifton Court.
Cambridge CB1 4BN
Tel +44 1223 414117 Fax: +44 1223 414118
CEDAR AUDIO LTD. 9

Mt"
recorders

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design ano
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free cooling,
VA.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised

Ambthair Services Ltd on
Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time

Professional movers of studio equipment within the UK and Europe
Call i_raham Cook on 0181 450 9127
134 Cricklewood lane, '_ondon NW2 2DP

Fax 0181

.

Imobile: 0385 290754)

2081979

Storage facilities also available

01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269
Web: http:/ /www.pncl.co.uk/- mhardy/as.html
Email: mhardy@pncl.co.uk

Dynasty
Whether it is nature or nurture, certain family lines seem more suited
to running recording studios than others, writes Dan Daley
LAST MONTI I'S COLUMN discussed the

changing nature of the educational
aspects of the pro -audio business. With
the entry into the US market of the broadly
international School of Audio Engineering.
and the interesting response of its largest putative competitor. Full Sail. which announced
in July a joint venture with the MARS retail
chain to provide pro-audio education classes
in what will eventually he nearly two dozen
stores across the US. it is quite apparent that
the business continues to transition from an
apprenticeship -based paradigm to one in
which formal training is becoming the norm.
Looking hack on the organised counterattack against home studios mounted in Los
Angeles by the quickly assembled posse
comitetus known as HARP (Hollywood Association of Recording Professionals). the
notion of stopping the proliferation of personal recording studios now seems ludicrous,
like trying to hail out a flood with a teacup.
But even more than the effort itself was the
mind -set, one that also in hindsight could be
looked upon the way members of the medical professional today regard the use of
leeches as a curative in a preceding era. What
were people thinking?

Add that together with an industry that's
increasingly beholden to public shareholders
instead of the misfits in the basements and
garages who exchanged a social life for a soldering iron and created all this stuff in the first
place and you have a very changed landscape
from the pleasant little cottage industry of yore.
Based more of the science of marketing than
the science of technology. pro audio today is
far from warns and fuzzy, and as the ads get
literally more salacious as manufacturers use
sex to sell gear. a thin but vent' hard crust forms
over the whole enterprise.
But one of the great myths of the cottage
industry model that this is all supplanting
never seemed to get started in the studio business except in a few rare instances. While
other industries built dynasties. the Carnegies
and \lellons of pro audio bailed out for the
most pan long before the eldest son was of
age. And that's presupposing that the progeny of this business's pioneers would necessarily have had any interest in following in
Dad's footsteps in the first place.
The modern recording studio was born in
the 1950s, when independent engineers
struck out from the record labels for whom
they worked and which owned the few large

The three -year itch
They called Windows 95 'Macintosh 88'. Now it is the turn of
Windows 98, but this time the joke may be on you writes Barry Fox

INCE LATEJUNE I have been telling anyone who is interested not to risk the
upgrade from Windows 95 to Windows 98, unless they felt very brave, very
lucky or have a cast iron reason for needing
the new operating system.
Initially Microsoft's line on my situation was
quite simple: Windows 98 'unlocks the power
of a PC' and the problems I had discovered
were one -off anomalies, special to me. But
gradually the sheer weight of complaints and
warnings is turning the tide. If you use Windows 95 PCs for office or studio work, and
your PCs ain't broke, don't even think of trying to fix them with Windows 98. Wait at least
six months. probably a year, until the very
substantial teething problems have been
resolved. Despite the advance publicity, Windows 98 does not provide visible support for
ISDN, and it does not come with software
capable of decoding MPEG2 video from DVD.
So a DVD-ROM drive needs MPEG2 decoder
hardware before it can show movie material.
The support for Universal Serial Bus connections is only of use if the PC has USB connectors. Older PCs don't. Most important,

upgrading from Windows 95 to 98 can cause
80

s there were at the tine. In the +0plus years hence. there has been ample time
for at least two generations to have come of
age. with the earlier one having passed what
it started to the next. But it simply didn't happen that way. Its rare to find family -run
recording studios. The best example that
comes to mind is at Hit Factory in New York
City. where Ed Germano continues his God fatherly role in the facility's operations but
where his son, Troy Germano. has taken on
the mantle of prince and heir apparent. M
the Village Recorder in Los Angeles, which is
celebrating its 30th anniversary this year. Julie

f;t i1iti

disastrous crash.
Windows 95 relies on a 'registry', an electronic index which is automatically updated as
the user adds new programs or hardware
devices to a PC, and then removes them. Windows 98 also relies on
a similar registry which
the upgrade software
builds by converting
the records stored
under Windows 95. If
the registry is large and
complex, from heavy
use of the PC over a
couple of years, it may
-through no fault of
the
user-contain
inaccurate
entries
which the automatic
pre -upgrade
check
does not find. Windows 98 then cannot
a

build its new registry
so tries to run an automatic 'plug- and -play'
check on all hardware
and software working

Hormel, daughter of facility founder Geordie
Hormel (himself the unwilling scion of an
industrial meat dynasty ). struggled to keep
the studio open and running as her father prepared for retirement. That dynastic progression was short -lived. however: once the
younger Hormel had assembled a new team
to operate the studio and equip it with a new
round of gear and vision. she returned to an
acting career.
But there's an Obvious shortage of this sort
of royal primogeniture in the studio business.
and its absence underscores several things
about the nature of the industry. Long before
personal studios threatened the community's
world order, it was clear that studios were
not universally regarded as family heirlooms.
They were businesses that could be and were
mostly bought and sold before many of their
owners got too attached to them.
But it may simply he that this is not a husiness that lends itself totatnilial culti\atiun. It's
in the PC. This can take many minutes and
may fail. Not only 'power users' are at risk. Anyone who has installed trial software, form
cover- mounted CD -ROMs, and then removed
it, is at risk. The Windows 95 registry is a fragile beast that can easily lose track of reality and
corrupt. But even while Microsoft's Technical
Support Team was admitting the problem,
Windows Product Marketing Manager David
Weeks was still saying that no trouble with the
registry had been 'flagged' to him.
Users who successfully load Windows 98
risk being rewarded by the discovery that
whole rafts of other devices, such as modems,
ISDN terminal adaptors and multimedia cards,
no longer work. Most important for studios,

Better the devil you know than the devil you don't
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not even really a business that lends itself
to families, despite its recent Disneyfication. Aside from the more obvious aspects
of the lifestyle that accompanies the artistic end of the industry. even the less outrageously inclined do it for reasons more
pathological than just bringing home a paycheck. Much like that legendary New York
City pastime of pondering where baby
pigeons come. from since they're never
seen. when you think about the number of
hours and their placement on the clock that
the typical recording engineer puts in. you
find yourself wondering where planned
procreation fits in with the scheme of
things. And even when miracles do occur.
The Life simply doesn't look all that appealing viewed from the progeny's perspective.
The flip side of this is that those who do
follow their parents into the industry most
likely do so for the same reasons their forehears went into it: they discovered it on
their own. seasoned. certainly. with some
genetic predisposition. Jason Bonham had
every reason to become an accountant or
something. anything. other than a drummer
(and a very good one. at that). He saw The
Life and its consequences better than any
cheap biography could ever retell it. But
the bottom line might be that. whether or
not there is a genetic link from one generation to the next. there is a shared sense of
purpose that connects them. Were sup posedly all the same under the skin. I think.
though. that those in this business are just
a little hit more so.

Philips and software company Adaptec are
now warning that anyone who has fitted a

CD recorder to their PC, should remove
Adaptec's driver software, Direct CD, before
upgrading to Win 98. I know from first -hand
experience that it can cause a full-scale crash.

This warning applies to millions of users
round the world. Most of the 5 million CD
recorders sold so far were made by Philips,
often badged for other vendors such as
Hewlett- Packard. And most are bundled
with v2 of Direct CD. New version, Direct
CD 2.0A, is now available and will solve the
problem on some PCs. But those that are
more than a couple of years old may have
inadequate BIOS software, and still crash or
freeze. Adaptec now promises v2.5. And so
it goes on.
Both Philips and Adaptec blame Microsoft
for the mess. They say Microsoft had
promised that software drivers that worked
under Windows 95 would also work under
Windows 98. Quite simply some of them
don't. Microsoft is now issuing a Service Pack
of extra software. Gateway is giving a fix -it
ROM to owners of its PCs. Dell advises
against upgrading Latitude notebooks. New
warnings are posted daily. The only thing
missing is an apology from Microsoft.
I have solved all my problems with Windows 98 by expunging it and re- installing Windows 95. This proved as tricky as getting Windows 98 up and running. But at least I can
now use the devices, like my CD- Recorder,
that Windows 98 refused to recognise.
The simplest course of action of all is
to stick with Windows 95. You have
been warned.
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One of the qualities of leadership is to make decisions, right or
wrong-but it is better if they are right, writes Kevin Hilton
But many that are first shall be last: and
the last shall be first.
The Gospel According to St. Matthew 19:30.
AM NOT THE MAN for quoting from
the Bible-in general there is little in the
Good Book that could be seen as relevant to broadcasting; although 'How the
mighty are fallen in the midst of the battle'
(Samuel 1:25) could be seen to apply to Silvio Berlusconi; and 'Your old men shall
dream dreams, your young men shall see
visions' (Joel 2:28) could sum up the hold
television has on the younger generations.
The wisdom of Matthew 19:30 began to
resonate with me a few weeks ago when
I was considering how the UK was willing
to take the lead in some European matters.
but was steadfastly behind everyone else in
others. After the nation felt utterly slighted
at the beginning of the 1970s when General
de Gaulle said 'Non' to the idea of the UK
joining the Common
Market (as it was then),
a great proportion of
people now think that
'Grocer' Heath made a
big mistake in ensuring that the General's
successors said 'Oui'.
As the Common
Market became the
European Economic
Community, and then
the European Community. or the European Union, depending on the time of day, Britain embraced the
idea of being part of Europe while not joining in fully. It has been like watching someone who goes to a bar after work when they
are not really sure whether they should. They
don't take their coat off, they keep refusing
drinks because they say they have to go
soon, but they still don't leave; they just hang
around the doorway nursing the same glass
all evening.
In some respects the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) was a technological
precursor to the EC -EU. When it comes to
this kind of European union, Britain has been
very keen to be seen as a leader, while other
members have been less certain about the
issues involved. Okay, so the UK was not
wild about PAL +, but it did forge ahead with
MAC, and now is at the forefront of both
digital television and digital radio.
Wanting to be seen as an innovator or
enthusiastically embracing new ideas are
both laudable, but there does seem to have
been an unseemly rush in the UK wanting
to start digital services. Perhaps observers in
Sweden feel the same way because that country has either mirrored the UK or been just a
few paces behind. There always has to be a
leader, but matters are not helped when that

leader goes striding off down the street, leaving everybody else either struggling to keep
up or getting lost along the way.
One of the problems caused by the hurry
to establish these new technologies has been
the lag between broadcasters, domestic
equipment manufacturers and retailers. It
was only in July that five manufacturers
unveiled in-car digital radio receivers, outlining a July- August launch schedule, and
giving details of pricing. Services have been
running in the UK and Sweden since September 1995, with other countries introducing pilot schemes in the years since then.
During a press conference at the BBC. the
one question nobody asked was Why has
it taken so long for these receivers to appear?'
I cornered a representative from Grundig
who said that it was all down to money. This
particular company has spent £100 million
developing its new product, an amount it
has written off. Despite this, its new receiver
still costs £499; this is
the starting point, with
prices rising to £1,099
for other brands.
Prices have yet to
be announced for digital TV set -top boxes,
yet confusion has
spread even before
they have hit the market. The EBU and

national regulatory
bodies have forced
like
broadcasters
BSkyB and BDB to
guarantee that their approved receivers will
give access to all digital signals, avoiding
he situation of the benighted consumer not
only having to buy two boxes, but to find
somewhere to put them both.
This move was welcomed by the Digital
TV Action Group (DigiTAG), a forum under
the auspices of the EBU that provides information for broadcasters, manufacturers and
retailers. The group's president, Herman van
Wijk, says that its ideal is to create a unique
European decoder- receiver, but he acknowledges that the already structured nature of
the TV market will have to change to allow
the take -up of digital TV. Van Wijk welcomes
moves by the EBU, saying that unilateralism
by broadcasters could isolate a technology
from later harmonisation.
'We understand the drive... to be the first
on the market and to create a fast take -up,'
van Wijk says, 'but our aim is to make sure
that there is no gate- keeper, no master of the
set-top box, because that could make the
spread of digital television impossible.'
Perhaps this explains the British obsession to
be first this time. They missed an opportunity
with the EU and so sulk in the comer; this
time they have a chance to make everyone
play with their hall and nobody else's. Pas.
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Introducing the latest in
24 bit recording technology:

A A
i
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The World's Best Sounding

Hard Disk Recorder... JUST

Otari's RADAR has replaced analog & digital
multitrack recorders in hundreds of commercial and
private facilities. RADAR has become the benchmark
of sonic excellence and ease of use in HD recording.
In keeping with Otari's legacy of innovation, RADAR II
offers the highest digital multitrack performance.
45 minutes of 24 bit, 24 track audio are available
from a single removable hard drive - with longer
recording times possible by adding internal or external SCSI drives. Multiple RADAR Its can be linked
Otani, Inc. Japan
Phone: +81 (0) 424-81-8626
Fax: +81 (0) 424-81-8633

Otani Corporation USA
Phone: +1- 650 -341 -5900
Fax. +1-650-341-7200

www.otari.co.jp

www.otari.com

The Otan Logo Is a registered trademark of Oran

01998 Otan Europe GmbH

BETTER

together and the new dedicated controller provides
track arming, solo and optional metering of 48
tracks. RADAR 11 locks to all standard SMPTE rates,
video composite and word clock formats.
Sampling rates are variable between 32 and 48 kHz.
Varispeed, MIDI I /O, and RS -422 are standard,

making interfacing with all existing studio equipment
simple.

Contact Otani today for RADAR II information and
listen to the future of digital recording.

Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd.

Singapore
Phone: +65-284-7211
Fax: +65-284-4727

60i

Otani Europe GmbH
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 2159 -50861
Fax: +49 (0) 2159-1778
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M -S techniques

o
_

vital role in stereo audio systems. John Watkinson reveals
that M -S can be used in microphones, signal processing, metering and transmission
\I -S width function can urally Laces forward.
ing
In audio production the
THE M-S TECH \1Ql'tì
M -S

techniques have

is a fully reversible way

of mapping conventional L -R ( Left -Right ) stereo
into an alternative spatial representation. Fig. la shows that
the two stereo) signals. L and
R are passed through a sutn:nd-difference unit that produces two signals. \I and S.
The \I (or Mid) signal is the
sum of I. and R. )\ hereas the
S (or Side) signal is the difference between L and R. The
sums and differences are
divided by two to keep the
levels correct.
\I -S signals can he returned
tO I. -R format by passing them
through another sum-anddifference unit. However,
keeping the signals in the M -S
domain has advantages.
The result of this sum -difference process can he folk)wed in Fig.lb in whirl) it is
assumed that the 1.-R input
came from a pair of crossed
eights. A new polar diagram
is drawn that represents the
sun) of L and R for all angles
of approach. It will he seen
that this results in a forward facing eight. as if a monophonic microphone had been
used. hence the tern) M or
lid for the sum signal If the
same process is performed
using L -R. the result is a sideways facing eight. hence the
tern) S or Side. In L -R k)rmat
the acceptance angle is
defined as the angle between
the nulls whereas in M -S format the acceptance angle is
clearly between the points
where the \I and S polar diagrams cross.
In sound radio. the \I -S
technique is used in FM radio
to produce :t mono- compatible stereo broadcast. The L -R
input is co myertecl to M -S and
the M signal is broadcast normally. The S signal is transmitted on an additional
suhrarrier that a monophonic
receiver will reject. Hrnyever.
:t stereo receiver will handle
both \I and S signals. The
stereo decoder contains a
sum-and-difference unit to
return to L -R format for reproduction on conventional
stereo speakers.
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apparent width of the stereo)
image may need to be
adjusted. especially in television to obtain a good audio
transition where there has
been a change of shot. or to
match the sound stage to the
picture. High -quality stereo
preamplifiers may contain a
width control so that excessively wide stereo recordings
can he restrained.
In M -S this can he done by
manipulating the difference
between the two channels: in
Other words subjecting the S
signal to variable gain as
shown in Fig.2a. Following
this a second sum and difference unit is used to return to
L. R format for monitoring.
The S gain control effectively
changes the size of the S polar
diagram without affecting the
M polar diagram. Fig.2b
sit( )ws that reducing the S gain
makes the acceptance angle
wider. whereas increasing the
S gain nukes it smaller.
Clearly if the S gain control is
set to unity, there will be no
change to the signals.
Setting the S gain to zero
results in monophonic reproduction because L and R must
be identical. Thus :t width
control can replace a stereo mono switch with a variable
control having the conventional stereo) and mono settings at the extremes of travel.
On a practical note, it is
often necessary to use a
stereo microphone with a
fishpole. In some shots the
microphone will be above
the action, but in a close-up
it may also be used below
shot. Inverting the microphone in this way will inter change left and right
channels. This normally
requires plugs to be exchanged or two pan pots to
be turned. If an \1 -S microphone is used, the fishpole
operator can operate simple phase -reverse switch in
the S channel that 33 ill reverse
the channels. t'situ balanced
signals a passivee phase reverse switch is p( )ssible and
can easily be built into an XLR
barrel connector. Mixers hay-

The M -S microphone technique has a number of advantages. The narr< >wing polar
diagram at high frequencies
due to diffraction is less of a
prOblen because the most
prominent sound source will
often be in the centre of the
stereo image and this is
directly on the axis of the \I
capsule. An image width control can easily be built into an
\I -S microphone because the
S signal is directly available.
A favourite mono
nue can be turned into an
M -S micro )pho )ne simply by >

easily incorporate an S- invert
function.
While \I -S stereo can he
obtained by using a conventional I.. R microphone and a
sun) and difference network.
it should he clear from Fig. lb
that \I -S signals can be
obtained directly using a suitable microphone. In NI -S
microphones the S capsule is
always an eight so) that a central sound source will be in the
response null and produce no
S signal. :\ variety of responses
(other than nnni)ran Ix used
for the \I capsule which nato
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Fig.3:Audio vectorscope gives useful information. Good for testing mic directivity
< mounting a side -tking eight above it. users sometimes dismantle the meter
This works surprisingly well provides a and put black stripes on the S needle.
few. basic precautions are obs1r\ed.
In modern equipment the moving-coil
lining transduction types -moving coil meter is giving way to the bar -graph
and condenser can he problematical meter which is easier to react.
because a condenser niic pleasures disThe audio vectorscope is a useful tool
placement. whereas a dynamic mic that gives a lot of spatial information:
measures yet( )city. It is possible to get
although it is less useful for level meaunwanted phase shifts between the two surements. If an oscilloscope is consignals when mixing flit types.
nected in X. Y mode. so that the M signal
in stereo systems is it important that causes vertical beami deflection an the
the left and right channels display the S signal causes lateral deflection. Fig.3
same gain after line up. It is also impor- Shows that the result will he a trace that
tant that the left and right channels are literally points to the dominant sound
not inadvertently exchanged. and that sources in the stereo image.
both channels have the saute polarity.
Visual estimation of the width of the
Often an indication of the width of the stereo image is possible. An out of phase
stereo image k useful. In some stereo
condition causes the trace to become
equipment a twin PPM is fitted. having horizontal. Noniniaging stereo front, for
two needles xvhich operate coaxially. example, spaced microphones causes
One is painted red ( D. and the other the trace to miss the origin because of
green (R). so that pilots have no diffi- phase differences between the chanculty remembering which is which. In nels. An unsuitable combination of
stereo line -up tone. the Left channel may
microphones in a 'home made' M-S coinhe interrupted briefly so that it can he cident mic rig will also he revealed by
distinguished fr(>m the right channel. a vectorscope display that plisses the oriThe interruptions are so brief that the gin. In fact this should he the first test
PP\I reading is unaffected.
applied to any coincident mic DirectivThe broadcaster's nightmare is the ity switches on nties can fail so the polar
inadvertent out of phase condition that pattern is not what you think. The audio
cauSt's a mono FM radio to get pretty
vectorscope finds this problemi at once.
quiet. l'nfortunately the twin PPM gives
A conventional oscilloscope is not
no indication that the unacceptable con- ideal as a vectorscope because it has
dition exists. A better solution is the linear deflection, whereas the amplitude
Twin -Twin PPM which is two coaxial of audio signals is logarithmic with perPPMs. one showing L -R and one showceived level. The result is that at low
ing M -S. When lining up for identical levels the trace collapses to a spot and
channel gain obtaining an S null is more constant gain tweaking is necessary.
accurate. Some meters incorporate an S
A proper audio vectorscope will congain boost switch so that a deeper null
tain logarithmic amplifiers or even comcan he displayed for line -up purposes.
pressors so that the spatial attributes of
When there is little stereo width. the the signals are displayed over a wide
M reading will exceed the S reading.
range of levels. These units may display
Equal \1 and S readings indicate a strong on a CRT or even on a 2- dimensional
source at one side of the sound stage.
array of LEDS. Units have also been seen
When an antiphase condition is stet. that synthesise a video signal containthe S level will exceed the M level. The ing the vectorscope picture. This can
M needle is usually White. and the S neethen he keyed into the video signal of
dle is Yellow. This is not very helpful a convenient picture monitor. Sonie
under dim incandescent lighting that units also provide L -R and M -S bar
makes both appear yellow. Exasperated graphs or virtual meters in the video
August 1998 Studio Sound
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Uncertainly yours...
Following the debate recently conducted in Studio Sound over the merits of 96kHz sampling,
Peter Bracke of 3arco's R &D department, discusses uncertainty and imaging
sion: although it adds no useful pitch
different value for human hearing than
WE ALL READ with great interor level information to the perception
for linear transformation or processing.
est John Watkinson's article
whereas the Heisenberg 'ncertainty is of sound. (This violates linear transform
('Spotlight on 24-96'. .S'itrilio
theory. which does not apply to human
Sound, February 1998) and the subsea fixed law in quantum mechanics. So
hearing). The stated 16kHz bandwidth
quent response. It is a useful debate referring to the frequency -time tradebecause it forces the industry to search off as Heisenberg's Uncertainty Princi- of human hearing applies for steady
state signals.
ple is not quite correct. if not confusing.
out why the 24- hit /96kHz demonstraWhat sampling rate is needed is not
It seems. therefore. that drawing contions are superior to 24-bit tHkHz. and.
yet known from psychoacoustic
as a consequence. what sound- inipair- clusions from linear transforms and
research. and probably will not be
transform theory when it concerns psying processes take place at iHkHz samknown for a long time. due to a lack of
uhoacoustics and human hearing. is a
pling. and what can be clone to avoid
funding since the availability of high
mistake, and that nonlinear mathematit, and at what cost. As was mentioned.
capacity storage reduced the industrial
ical theory should be applied. It is the
it is true that Heisenberg's Uncertainty
interest for compression a few years ago.
dream of many researchers to create a
Principle 'applies equally to frequencypsychoacoustic analyser that can eval- A 30kHz equivalent rectangular handtime in electronic waveforms'. It is
width (6>kHz sampling rate) seems for
uate sound processing and equipment
proven that for linear processing such
without the need for listening tests with the nionent to be a fair number. It is
as filters and transforms ( Fourier,
certainly not necessary to have the same
wavelet), the bandwidth-time product
'just noticeable differences for an averdynamic range for high frequencies as
age listener' as output. Since the mathmust be greater than one. This is not.
in the -ikHz hand. so dither plus 4th
however, the case for nonlinear proorder noise- shaping with a SkHz corner
cessing such as the auditory system
It is proven that for
frequency can be used to limit the
where there are parallel processed nonamount of data, but it can only lie
linear processing such as
linear filter banks in the cochlea and
applied once. This excludes its use in
basilar membrane combination (with
filters and transforms, the
recording and the studio. and limits itself
output to multiple input feedback).
to mastering for a specific format.
Hunan hearing achieves a better bandbandwidth -time product
The na>st frequently stated differwidth -tine product than is possible with
must be greater than one.
ences between 2-t -hit. 96kHz and
linear processing. which is not 'a com2 -i -hit -18kHz are a better image depth
This is not, however,
promise' as quoted from 'Acoustics and
and an 'ease' in reproduction that
Psychoacoustics'. This better handthe case for nonlinear
becomes well noticed when going from
width -time product poses a challenge
96kHz to i)kHz. and less so the other
when designing hardware or software
processing such as the
way around. Being able to do correct
perception models based on linear proauditory system where
left -right positioning has no relation to
cessing, and is one of the reasons why
image depth. I have never achieved an
perceptual -coding algorithms. working
there are parallel processed
image depth with CD better than a third
with linear processing in the frequency
nonlinear filter banks in the
of the image depth with LP. From my
domain. are not sufficiently transparent.
many experiments with op -amps in
cochlea and basilar
Kates describes the inner ear as a filter
audio amplifiers where similar differhank with large bandwidths at the onset
membrane combination
ences can be ti >und. never could relate
of sound for good time resolution. with
this to a standard specification such as
two feedback mechanisms with differthe bandwidth (hut this was always
ent time constants that sharpen the fil- entatics behind nonlinear processing is
more than 20k!Iz). The differences
not fully developed, and the required
tering (enhance the Q) to the known
between 24-48 and 24-96 could come
digital per xessing power would exclude
steady-state
frequency
curves.'
from analogue circuits in the convertor
real -time applications. some researchers
Heneghan uses 1- octave -wide filters in
such as the integrator in sigma -delta
are trying the known nonlinear anathe filter bank to correctly model the
designs. Concerning the difference in
logue circuits with moderate success.
masking in time, whereas 1-hark -wide
'ease' in reproduction. Pacific MicrosonGetting the time resolution from the
( -0.25 octave) filters are used to model
frequency bandwidth through linear ics' HDCD process also demonstrates
masking in the frequency domain! Prothis in comparison to standard Cl).
transform theory. can underestimate the
fessor J Vi'outers from the Department
Fig. -i in The 96kllz debate: 2' (Stuof Brain and Behaviour Research time resolution of the auditory system
by a factor of 3 to 5. Does this mean
dio Sound, June 1998) shows that there
(Catholic University of Leuven ) encounis ringing in the auditory system due to
tered the sane problem when design- that we need a 160kHz sampling rate
the parallel hand -pass filter behaviour.
for a 16kHz auditive bandwidth? Probing the signal processing for a cochlear
This does not mean that the combined
implant. Direct electrical stimulation of ably not. because the bandwidth -time
response of the basilar membrane has
product of 0.2 just applies the human
the auditory nerve supplants the functhis (or anv amount of ringing. auditory
speech range to 3kHz). For higher fretion of the outer ear. middle ear and
quencies the value rises. hut still a lot research has not yet characterised this.
inner ear up to the cochlear nene. It
It at least gives an indication that there
was Wouters who made me aware of of research is needed before we know
is alms >.st no pre- ringing in the audiuithese values and have a good nonlinthis difference between linear processsystem compared to post -ringing. Digiear model for human hearing. Thus it
ing and the auditory system. and stated
tal reconstruction filters used with over is quite possible that energy above
that the bandwidth -tine product for
sa>npling convertors :ere often teased on
20kHz is useful in human hearing to
human hearing is 0.2 to 0.3. The uncersin( x x schemes and have an equal >
tainty principle still applies. but it has a
detect arrival time with greater preci87
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< amount of pre- and post -ringing.

Front Fig. Id in 'The 96kHz debate: 2' you
can observe that it 24kHz signal is generated before the impulse in an -+HkHz
system. The inner ear also generates a
12k1 It subharm(mic of this signal.
Is this the reason for the auditory differences? :\ listening test done in an
audio workshop by the German magazine Stew() showed that every participant found the filter settings with the

shortest svmmetlical impulse response
and with an anal(tgue -filter-type impulse
response without pre -ringing. superior.
and the most natural sounding in the
Sony CDI'- XASOF.S CD- player and T&A
PreDa 30001) -A convenor. both devices
with multiple filter choices. \\atkinson
is right in stating that 'a rig(minis implementation at conventional sampling
rates may he all that is needed': although
the original sampling frequencies

should have preferably been a hit higher
than -+-+.IkHz.
Digital phase -linear decimation filters
with a short symmetrical impulse
response can he designed with FIR filters. The short impulse response can he
achieved \ -ith window functions similar to the Flat Top window. The tradeoff for the better impulse response is a
not so flat frequency response at conventional sampling rates: -3d13 at 20kHz.
Digital phase-linear decimation filters
without pre -ringing can he designed
with IIR filters. The narrow transition
bancl from -1dB at 20kHz to -110d11 at
22kHz makes the order of the filter
extremely large. To implement this filter an ultra- high -performance DSP as
needed, and the necessary high precision of the coefficients. and the calculation demand floating-point DSP.
Sin( x x based FIR filters (ir FiR fill

The falling cost of digital
electronics should make
the IIR filter a viable
proposition within
5 to O years.There is
a well -known and often used method that makes
the IIR filter easier and
cheaper to implement
I

-oversampling.
At 96kHz sampling the
filter transition band is
from 20kHz to 48kHz, an
important relaxation
of the specification
tern designed in the frequency domain
with the Reniez exchange algorithm do
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Take a look att the selection of
crossover slopes on the left! This is
Ijust one of the areas where you are
not limited with VIEW - the configuration software for the DSP 24.
Other products use multiple se
cond order filters, which only achies e
what you can do with traditional
analog filters. Take a closer look at
the list, 3 or 27 dB /octave LinkwitzRiley slopes are not common! VIEW
can create filters for the DSP 24,
which up until now, have not been

savailable.
s The DSP 24

is the first real digital
filter without computing latency.*
Call your dealer or distributor for
a chance to experience the future.
Lab.gruppen DSP 24 - the new benchmark in digital processing for loudspeaker compensation and control.

*Note: fast one sample, time delay is
dependent on filter gr up delay and
conversion delay only (typically -3 n7s.

not have the wanted time domain
response. but are yen' easy to design
(ideal for digital designers). sell -documented and efficient to implement. For
a decimation filter less hardware is
needed when doing the decimation in
stages. The tIR filter is too expensive to
he used in a multitrack studio. but it is
viable for a 2-channel mastering processor. so recording at 2-i -hit 96kHz with
traditional FIR filters and mastering to
24 -hit 48kHz with the IIR filters is an
option. The pre -ringing will he half as
long as in a 48kHz system with the sane
FIR filters. but this may not be sufficient.
Looking to the future, the falling cost
of digital electronics should make the
IIR filter a viable proposition within 5 to
10 years. There is a well -known and
often-used method that makes the IIR
filter easier and cheaper to iniplementoversampling. Oyersampling is using a
higher sampling frequency than twice
the bandwidth of the signal. At a 96 kHz
sampling frequency the filter transition
band is from 20kHz to 48kHz, which is
an important relaxation of the specification compared to a 20kHz-22kHz
transition band at a 4-+.1 kHz sampling
frequency. The resultant filter coadd still
he more expensive than the traditional
filters, and using 2x oversampling
would make the window -type FIR filter a better option. Ultimately. though,
it is the economics of realisation of
unnoticeable pre-ringing, rather than
the quest for a higher bandwidth itself
that practically favours the use of a
higher sampling rate.

1

is included with DSP 24.
%'II V is a trademark of dba audio ab.
.1l inimum iK: requirements - 4864)X,
12.1113 RARI. 64()x480 VGA graphics.
Windows 9.S/NT. Window's is a
trademark o%Microsoft Corp.
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Leader of the pack
Set your purist principles aside for a moment and consider a world in which audio
data compression is a given fact. Catherine Oates, director of Nicral, has already
\IE TO :\Sh you a question:
hands up who \cold work with
digital audio data compression out

ALL( )W

of choice?
Since the printed word is not a visual
medium as such. i can only guess that not
many hands are in sight. I should. of
course, qualify my question by saying: On
quality criteria only. who would use digital
audio data compression out of choice ?' And
if the whole world was one level playing
field without :my accountants on either
teams) we would surely all be dealing in linear audio every time. But...
Over the past few years. the benefits of
digital audio (ana -reduction techniques.
notably \IPEG ISO Laver 2. as well as other
proprietary solutions such as apt- SII)0.
have been great. This is especially so when
combined with ISI)N technology which has
completely changed the way that high
quality audio is zapped around the planet.
have to confess to having been one of its
greatest exponents. having started \icral
seven years ago with the express intention
of bringing ISD \- based audio technology
to the broadcast industry. Since then. the
aims of the technology have been vindicated. Without doubt it has been a great
contributor to the progress of nu)(lern
audio. I cannot think of a broadcaster in
EK, Europe cm- America who has not male
a significant operational commitnient to
ISI )\ -based audio technology.
ISD \- based audio applications are
ncriy nun>erous. These include real tine audio contributions from
outside broadcast venues. cost effective station -ui- station
links. and a total revolution
in the conuucrcial production industry with
voice -ovens able to
reach the world without moving the car
(

example. we have never pushed the technology into the recording industry as a tool
for audio transfer premastering. Demo nixes
are one thing. but who knows what will
show up on the master if you have squashed
and lost soute of the signal on the way?
Codees designed to work on ISI)N lines
have a maximum data rate of 38 -0khit s (3 x
ISD \2 t. and even at this maximum data rate

The telecommunications
industry is. believe, capable
of far more than we are
currently getting from it.
Withdrawal of analogue
ervices, such as BT Is
I

term,

Inc

.',

1 I,^'.

;

I

r,

currently getting from it. Withdrawal of
analogue services. such as i ;T is implementing in the 11K as we speak. will. I
think. help in the long term to open up the
market (even if it doesn't feel like it right
now for many broadcasters). This. I hope.
will result in increased numbers of serious
players providing digital services to business plus expand their portfolio of services
on offer particularly in the area of fixed digital lines which has previously been dominated by analogue music circuits. Nicral has
codee technology. now. that operates from
641(hit 's up to 2 \ibit s which means from
ISi)\ all the way to El 2 )hit st circuits.
In audio communications. a. in many
other areas at present. the consumer is
king, so shop around because there is more
than one place to get the kind of services
1

that you want. Sooner rather than Liter
there will he a really viable alternative
nation -wide service provider who can
deliver digital services to you in the format
you want and cost- effectively.
In the meantime, I, for one. have
turned my telescope around. just for
a minute I have stopped thinking
about how few hits can he used
'end an audio signal. and
started seeing the not too
(listant day when the cost
of digital services are so

1:,

much cheaper that
compression will hecone almost irrelein
some
vant

out of the drivecv.n
ISI)\ is also frr
quently used as

applications: although I (lo stress

supplementary cir
cuit for SIL (Studi,
to Transmitter Links
as it is an excellent
candidate for infre-

quently used. but
high- quality reserve
lines in case the main
leased -line should tail
But ISD\ is not the first
and last word in digital -

auc

INT

SOURCE

audio communication.
)'sing codees for audio
links in some parts of the broadcasting chain is highly appropriate
and beneficial. but I have never advocated that it is all things to all women
-Or men. knr that matter -which is why. for
I

90

you are losing parts of the signal: although
it would be impossible to determine by the
human ear. And the same goes for any
data- reduction algorithm you can think of
-none of them can escape the fact that you
are reducing data. therefore you do not
receive the whole original signal.
The telecommunications industry is.
believe. capable of far more than we are

.1

.

}pq1

-

'.`NE

NT

SPEAKER

VOLTAGE

,.
e

`

.

STENEO;

t

'some'. Even the
bean counters may
he happy for a
2Mbit service to he
used for a single
high -quality 20 -hit
20kHz totally linear
audio signal -ideal
for studio to transmitter links. for example.
or for the recording
industry to at last he able
to electronically transmit
audio for mastering purposes
ithout negative side- effects.
There is still no such thing as a
free lunch. but wait by the table
because lunch may he about to become
so much cheaper.
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